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Meeting of Waldo

claim of the Consolidated Electric Light
Co., using the Sawyer-Mann system, of
which it was claimed that the Edison system was an infringement.
The courtsaid
that the claim made for the Sawyer-Mann
patent was too broad io sustain the patent.
The case came from the United States
court for the western district of
Pennsylvania. which gave judgment in favor of
tile Edison Co., that judgment
being affirmed.
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that you will want to

again to see us.
No mere words can adequately express the
warmth of our greeting, but these feeble
words will be supplemented by the personal
welcome of all Mystic Grauge patrons.
You
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The San Francisco < 'all says,
f
d be no Fair will contest.
The
<
settled and divided, and the
.as passed into the hands of the
p
i
is.
There is no longer a Fair
<
i>’
The trustees leave been paid
nice, and their work is over.
«‘T
used to be another cause cele.c
laied in a compromise. A pronvolving 840,000,000 and pro inti
upiov the courts and attorneys
d °
tin some years to come has
:
out of court.
Herman Oel>'
• ’t*en
entirely successful in his
orange an amicable settlement
interested.”. .Mrs. 1). P.
’•
*■«
well known actress, died at
Nov. titli, after a few
n, 1). <
>
u.iiess of pneumonia.
Her maiden
Elizabeth Crocker, and she was
1
-Minfom, Ct., March 12| 1830....
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At the Bahmn-a Miss urn, on the
urving
shore opposite M
Olympus, the far famed
home of the Greek gods, cousccrate-.l men
and women are teaching those about, them
t" look abiu'e the
snow-rapped summits of
Ol.vmjius to the great wli te throne of Ciod.
At Smyrna the nut-brown tots of the kiudergart.-n are instructed by a bright young
woman iroin Miehigau.
The older boys and
girls are also pleasantly prov ided for at their
schools in this hot city by the sea
Missionary work iu the East must concern
itself cliieriy with the children and be
largely educational. When we think of Eastern
people as all poor and ignorant we are sadly
mistaken. The missionary must cope with
Christ less wealth and learning. The unpaid,

struggling missionary can do some good, but
lie is fighting against oilds ami we are inurring prejudiced criticism by our failure
>

to support him.
The payment of generous
salaries to missionaries and teachers is an
entirely legitimate expenditure of funds.

Peoples’ Lecture

Course.

A lecture course is being arranged to be
given in Belfast this winter that will surpass
anything of the kind which lias ever been
previously given. Jt is proposed to provide

four first-class lectures and two concerts,
making six entertainments in all, and the.
tickets for the whole course will be only a
dollar.
The talent has not all been booked
as yet, but the following is a
partial list:
l!l
New York city.
That tells the Concert by the “Boston Rivals,” Dec. TJth.
r.v m
and the German beer vote.
This is one of the leading concert companies
r: m
has little ground* for felicita- in Boston, consisting of Miss Sigrid Luude,
5
p
all.Advices received from prirna donna soprano, Mr. Felix Winternitz,
a young Austrian violinist of rare
ttil ■« slated that much distress exists
ability,
Miss Jessie M a be lie Downer, solo pianist
Elizabeth district.
A thousand and
accompanist, and Miss Vora Burpee,
(,ii
the verge of starvation,
dramatic reader. The lecturers have not all
t!
h I'li-g died from that cause.
The I been engaged, but the list will probably ini>"
aused by the drought and clude Dr. R. S. Mac Arthur, who gave such
universal satisfaction last year, Mr. Roberts
ftps and plague of caterpillars.
Leo. Lawson, F. R. S., a wellHarper, one of the fiuest illustrated lecturers
before the public to-day, and Jahu De
IV,,! Mientist and
writer, died at Iiali- Witt
Miller, a man who for several years
p'
>-anday night.The supplemen- lias held
an enviable reputation as a
P'ny between China and Japan re- lecturer. The course will close with apopular
grand
11'n- !
evacuation by the latter of concert.
Negotiations are being made to
Peninsular, was signed Friday, secure the Ariel Quartette and Mr. Charles
■J
■oe- \rnerican Board
has learned by T. Grille.v, a dramatic and humorous reciter
1
It has been thought that the citi-i lence with its
representatives in of note.
^UiiK; :<ij»le that R'iv. Ralph JL». Larkin zens of Belfast would welcome such a course
of entertainments and patronize it so liberallissii naries to Mardin, Eastern
ly that the committee has felt it safe to se■:<t
Lev. Albert \Y. Hubbard cure the
very best talent.
Any one who
1
'missionaries to Sivas, western buys a ticket, t<> this course will get more
lk">
mained in Constantinople and than his money's worth.
The committee
s, i!t
1 .hey will not go to their rehaving't in charge wish it to be understood
.>
until some relief conies to that this is the />c<>///V.r course, the only purpose being to provide a first-class series of
in the country.AtMailf
entertainments lor the instruction,elevation
-Mass., the Massachusetts mate and amusement of the.
general public. Every
‘i bit ration has decided in favor
dollar received from the sale of tickets will
:
he matter of the demand of be given back to the people. It is hoped
1
i:
shoe Co.’s tiuisliers for high- and believed that the Opera House will be
tilled at all these entertainments.
■•lulu
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The
Whisperings.
has issued a proclamation sus'ht prohibition of the iniporta^
bn- t attle from
Norway, Sweden,
1“' Creat Britain, Ireland, Channel!
v
Nmth, Central and South Ameriand of tlie hides of neat cat,.
j'ni all parts of the world, providimportations of neat cattle be
'inder sanitary
regulations pre^
by the Secretary of Agriculture
j
’importations of hides be made

Secret Societies.

ion

j(a,!

yj
|d!;

proper regulations prescribed by

Rebekah Lodge, I. (). O. F., gave
a supper iD the dance hall of Odd Fellows’
building last, Thursday evening, that for
excellence of viands, neatness of the spread
and attendance at the tables would be very
difficult to excel. The bill of fare included
baked beans, brown bread, cold meats, escalloped clams, tea, coffee, chocolate, fruit, and
There
a great variety of pies, cakes, etc.
was a good attendance and the lodge realized a good ly sum. Suppers and other entertainments* are planned by the lodge for
the near future.
Aurora

of the treasury.Lieut.
^‘tretary
Caiman of the subsistence de-

t-H-

keen placed on tiie retired
army» having reached the age
He was born in Maine,

ias

ol n
sixi
to

demv ■1 *tate he entered the military

He rendered valuable
war and was
twice
meritorious services in the
hiloh, Tenn., and Stone River,

veteri* fUrin£
tie

1

the

Wedding Bells.
Johnson-Kavanaugh. Harry Johnson of
of RockUnity and Miss Mary Kavanaugh Bernard s

land were married Nov. <>th in St.
Catholic church, Rockland. The bride was
costumed in white silk. Miss

handsomely
bridesMary Birmingham of Winterport was
was
maid, and F. H. Costello of Lewiston
groomsman.

are

D. ().

Bowen,

was as

shoulder. Of course no one but himself
knows what Col. Damrell’s report w-i 11 be;
but it is quite certain that attempts to
iutiuence or prejudice him w-ould be futile.

young

Discussing the bridge matter the other
day a prominent citizen remarked that w'hile
he was in favor of a suitable bridge he did

people.

believe in the brass band method of conThe first bridge
across the harbor had its western terminus
about abreast of the H. O. Alden house and
when it was superseded by the present
structure, farther up the harbor, the gentleman said there was no band hired, but the
matter was discussed and the bridge was
placed in what was considered the best location for all concerned. In his opinion that
is the proper procedure in the present matnot

ducting the city business.

tex

welcome.

si-ii

up

stiue

auu

emmues

wharves here ami every warehouse hut one.
The gentleman is iu favor of rip-rap"
ping the old bridge, which may be done
at comparatively small expense, and make
a

permanent structure.

In regard to the use of the old bridge at its
present grade for street railway purposes it
lias been said that this could not be done ; but
the following official statement shows that
most of the street railways in Maine have

At. the Baptist church next Sunday morning the subject of the sermon b. .he pastor,
Rev. J. F. Tilton, will he: “Mercy, the coro-

grade crossings:
Grade Crossings.

majesty,” from Rev. iv : 3. The
evening subject will be, “The great inTo music in the morning
quiry,’' Kx. v:
will include the anthem, “Rejoice in the
Lord,” by Kivey, and the duett, by Mr. and
nation

i>u

the city, as the owner of the railroad,
will be damaging its own property by locar
ting the new bridge as proposed. It will
practically cut oil the only deep water

man of the committee of arrangements, ami
Mrs. Geo S. Mills of the literary committee.
Sociables will be held the first Wednesday
afternoon of each month.

fol-

auu

case

The ladies of the North church met Tues-

:

;

and brand people as obstructionists because
they wished the interests of all to be regarded and extravagant expenditures avoided. Apart from all other features of the

day afternoon and organized for the winter’s
sociable and sewing society work.
Mrs.
Ellen M. Starrett was chosen president aud
Miss Lucy A. E. Palmer, secretary and
treasurer. Mrs. IT. P. Thompson is chair-

Worthy Master: In behalf of Waldo Coil 1ty Grunge, 1 would ••xtendto Mystic (.range
<nu sincere thanks for the cordiai welcome
you have given us in words so-fitly spoken.

■

m

by

quiet response and the Colonel resumed his
conversation with the Congressman.
It
looked to the bystanders like a case of cold

Services at the Universalist church Sun-

Brothers aud sisters: We still face the.
future. We pause for no backward look
Our work must be done in the eternal presIf it is well done we may grow strong
ent.
and skillful for nobler doing, as the future
becomes the present, when to-morrow becomes to-day.
Once again 1 bid you a cordial welcome, with the earnest hope that
when you return to your homes to-night you
wul feci‘that the day has been well spent.
The response,

Churches.

day, Nov. 17th, 10.45 a. m., The VVorld-wide
Hunger for Appreciation, Matt. 2o, last
clause of 40 verse. S. S. 12 in., Saul Rejected, 1 Samuel 15: 10.23. V. P. C. U., Right
Conversation, Psalm 50: 23.
Preaching at the Advent Christian Hall
next Sunday at 2.30 p. m. Sunday school at
1 p. m.
Young People’s prayer meeting at 6
p. m.
Evangelistic service at 7 p. m. Bible
study Wednesday evening at 7 p. m. Church
prayer meeting Friday evening at 7 p. m. All

we

There is many a weary pilgrim
Who sees darkly through the glass,
We can help each with our sunshine,
We can cheer them as they pass.

lows

gressman Milliken. Rushing up he seized the
Colonel’s hand and exclaimed,‘‘Why, howare you Colonel! at the same time placing
his
disengaged hand on the officer’s
shoulder. How do you do sir,” wras the

Rev. Geo. E. Tufts occupied tbe pulpit at
the Methodist church last Sunday morning
and eveuiug in the absence of the pastor,
who is visiting his son, Rev. Albert Hanscom, in Franklin, Maine.

Contagious is the sunshine
Of a pure and noble mind,
Doing good unto all others,
Seeing good in all mankind.

«

:

Baptist

may, circumstances and
influences are continuously at work shaping,
unfolding aud rounding out character. They
will never cease until we reach the sunset
gates that swing outward to the unknown
future. Let us see if the farm does not offer
some advantages over other
occupations,
which will help us to realize that there is a
little sunshine to be enjoyed only by the
tillers of the soil.
as

commotion in certain quarters, and one of
the advocates of the new bridge drove about
the town for some time in a fruitless quest
of the officer. Finally, after putting up his
horse, he discovered the object of his search
on Main street in conversation with Con-

There wrill be a Baptist Christian Endeavor Social at the home of Deacou Fletcher, No. 51 Cedar street, Friday evening, to
which a cordial invitation is extended to all

of others.

Vary them

The

Miss May Smalley has been elected secretary of the Methodist Sunday school in place
of Mrs. Warren Hanscom, resigned.

by appropriating aud adopting the experi-

tax.
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his mental powers, places him in a position to uotice the mistakes which the thoughtless and ignorant are making, and to profit

■'

:

M. B.

Mary Cunningham; 3, report of Granges; 4,
conferring fifth degree; 5, remarks for good
of the order; (>, noon recess; 7, music by
choir; 8, question: Resolved, That the farmer and his family are placed at a disadvantage, socially and in a business sense, with
professional people. Aff., D. O. Bowen ; Neg.,
Otis D, Wilson; 9, how to make
“Gilt-edged”
butter, by Bro. Howrard Murphy.

ens

v

s

here as patrons to attest that the
influence of the Grange has lighted
hearthstone of your homes with sun-

are

work.
The Grauge has not only made better farmers
and wonderfully blessed the farmer’s
family, but has made better citizens. For
many years it lias been at work at its grand
mission of “developing a higher and nobler
manhood and womanhood” among the farmers of this country; to lighten the labor of
the farm; to bring t the farmer’s home the
blessing of a social and cultured life.
Agriculture, like everything else, is subject to the eternal laws aud processes of
evolution. The farmer who thinks he has
reached finality of progress in agriculture
has mistaken his calling. Without more
knowledge and new light he will never
make a model farmer. Whatever contributes
to the comfort, happiness and prosperity of
farmers and their homes surely gives added
dignity and value to the oldest industry of
the world, agriculture,
The Grange is doing a great work for the
cause of education, especially among those
connected with the order. Education is the
mission and should be made the chief object
and purpose of our order. -At the present
time there is a greater demand than ever before for learned men and women. Education
develops and elevates the individual, broad-

The Republicans cannot afford to open up
the tariff question.
If an attempt is
made to make up the deficiency of revenue
by a duty on wool, or on any other article,
every industry will rush in and demand
an adjustment of
the duties, so as to
afford it better protection.
We are not
in a position uuu to satisfy these demands, and we had better not touch the
matter at all.”

HRs.

I

the

come

shine, and given you grander opportunities
to do good and better equipment for life’s

As many as 50 deer
Franklin county since
week ago.
In the immediate
ini--. •> Kustis not less than 22 have
hi the northern part of the
"ere
was a foot
and in some
m:
inches of snow, while in the
cr>
w ns there was but three inches,
tlit
forests there is still considerti:but in tlie villages it has disape
The
Haby’s First Word.
ire:
have been shot in Weld,
:
i..y- •! "irid, Rangeley and in all the MISS SJBLia A ADDRESS AT THE
ANNUAL MEET>wns in great numbers.The
[■it-ING OF THE WOMAN’S BOARD OF MISSIONS.
A. Albeeof Kockland carried
The animal meeting of the Woman’s
;ance of about 830,000.
His
if
also receive a -onsiderable Board of Missions was held m the Park
:
Street Church, Boston, last week. Thursnumerous fraternities with
was connected.The stock*
!
day Miss Sibley of this city delivered an
the Wiseusset A Quebec Rail- j address, of which tin-, Boston Journal says:
il W i sc asset, .Saturday, and ad- ;
Tie fresh, clear voice of Miss Charlotte
:
yv«v. 23, without doing any
I horndiki Sibley sounded pleasant music as
The Chestnut it foil on the ears of her attenf i\ «* audience
importauce..
while she vividly j. ;<• t;ired her impressions
h-a list
chureh at Portland
.um-nnia! e\e rises with three iii ioreigu missionary work.
‘i'll.- baby's first word m whate- >-r land,
v
Tin* principal
,o\s. Sunn a \
is mamma.' sani 1 iie speaker, ill
emhasizing
1
Em. E.iwm H Hughes .-j
in: needs of ! -reign babies, wind, are as
Mt
oiv.ija-! .»l liev
Matt S.
great as those of American children, more
i
th< lave pastoi
n< clings
fortunate in their birth.
Miss »sibh-v. who
: unusual mimesi and the celebrawas graduated from Wellesley
Coliege, has
also
taken
a
w:
a gran*l su« cess.
a whole
post graduate course at Vale,
and
has
returned
the
from
IT.i\ Land.
••• uta «
just
ice itic rm <d \nvenibt
4
“Fairer tinm d: d-ntui roses are tin
>ii .:m,,
; in.- y11 u•;mentary drill
>
sto;. d
•\ "ceiuans.
P*uL; .nans, Creeks, P- n,:--.tts,
n
V\ mum’s ) .doing of r In*,
|C‘.■
F-t'S. Turks .un! iv.vis*
Tlics*-. children it
'-.uta
i;o::
Aiis. Etta IE
-d imgcists, a.id in tin- schools are taught.
g
U
iu
!
i
lie j.roc.
u' p-.-ts simi.ar to those
taught in mu ..wit
,\ ‘.ui- ion
:
*
; he * f ehcj a!
and
-..lieges The hi-ipfnim-ss of
*
• :
A ,>mon*s
nriili.tut missionary reaching, the ■ iecry
iur-s.
1 r was
a
me. tile Christian
111; 11 e. 111 e of
the life
t
umi
v.
»sgood was equal to
adiw er. atnculed,” sum
mriujot
Miss
far a> i.ue Star-' as>«*s:i—
M

i

James

to accept of courtesies. His mission
Donnell; recitation by Nellie Marriner; willing
was purely an official one.
He had, howSadie
recitation
Sadie
song by
Lamb;
by
some talk with John Sanborn, w ho wras
Knights, recitation by Mrs. Nellie Marri-, ever,
a schooner w-ith granite at the railner; reading by Sister Pease. A vote of loading
thanks was given Mystic Grange for courte- road wharf. One of tlier emonstrants, who
met him by chance, remarked: “1 am glad
sies.
to see you here, Colonel; now you can see
The next meeting will he with Honesty
for yourself which side was lying”—referGrange, Morrill, Dec. 3d, with the following
to the hearing at Portland. The news
program
1st, address of welcome by Sister ring
of Col. Damrell’s presence caused quite a
Louisa Winelienbach; 2, response by Sister

mona Grange held in our midst, and we sincerely hope that by kindness auu courtesy
we shall be able to win your confidence and
esteem and make you feel so much at home

■
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County Grange.
Wadlin,
Cunningham,
Punt,
Bridge Matter.
Personal.
Obituary.
Lieutenant-Colonel and Capt.
D. O. Bowen, H. Murphy, O. D. Wilson, and !
Waldo County Pomona Grange met Nov.
sharp to Major.Chief Justice Fuller
Col. Damrell, U. S. Engineers arrived in
Henry Austin Carter of the firm of Carter
Bros. Gordon and Hobbs of Knox county.
A. C. Mosman and family moved to Brooks
announced, Monday, that the ease of 5th with Mystic Grange, Belmont. There
Belfast last Thursday evening to personally & Co.,
shipbuilders, died at his home, No. Monday.
The discussion was very interesting and tbe
Lnited States vs. Bell
Telephone Co., to was a good attendance, as usual. The meetthe location of the proposed bridge 25 High street, at
inspect
their
cancel the
midnight, Sunday, Nov.
experience rather
Berlinger patent, was in the ing was called to order by the Worthy Over- speakers mostly gave
Mrs. C. H. Gatchell of Jackson is visiting
than theories. Some thought that commer- across the harbor, that he might report upon 10th, after a long illness. He was a son of
supreme court’s jurisdiction and the
•relatives in this city.
seer, J. G. Harding, and Past Master D. O.
the
same to the War Department.
Jonathan
and
case must go there for final settlement_
Ann
Early
Mary
cial fertilizers were a damage to the farmers
(Leonard) Carter,
Bowen was invited to take the Master's
J. E. Davis went to Somerswortb, N. H.,
Caesar Celzo Moreno, convicted of crimiof Maine, and that the time is coming when Friday morning he visited the water front and was born in Montville, March 23,1828.
nal libel on Baron Fava, was sentenced at chair. The address of welcome was given
and
later
the
crossed
present bridge to He was the second of a family of fifteen last Thursday, to spend the winter.
the farmers will have to buy less and keep
W ashington, Monday, to <(0
look over the situation on the east side* children, ten sons and five daughters, seven
days in the by Miss Lenora Hills, as follows:
Mrs. R. 8. Smart returned home last Frimore stock in order to
keep up the fertility
district jail.The supreme court of the
Worthy Master and Patrons of Waldo Poof whom are now living. When seventeen
There was no notice of his coming and he
day from a visit to friends in Boston.
United States, Monday, in an opinion mona Grauge: In behalf of the members of of their farms. The following program was
read by Jnstice Brown, sustained the EdiMystic Grange I extend to you fraternal furnished by Mystic Grange: Music by neither sought nor desired interviews with years of age he came to Belfast and learned
Mr. and Mrs. A.C. Burgess returned Monand a hearty welcome.
We feel
son Incandescent
choir; song by J. O. Johnson; song by Eva any one here on the subject, nor was he the ship carpenters’ trade with Erastus day from a visit of four days’ in Boston.
Light patent against the greeting
greatly honored aud pleased to have the Po-

Politic .vj
Points.
Senators Morgan
and Pugh and Congressman Bankhead
the
free
silver campaign in Alaopened
cage 2.
bama last Friday night.
They charged
Ohio. .Newspaper Notes. .It was
the
St. Nicholas in 18V»G.. Averaged
sound-money Democrats with recent
.defeats of the party, and “pointed with
PAGE 3.
pride’’ to the results in Mississippi and
1-lands. Literary News and Notes.
\ irginia, w here the hi-metallic plank was
Library..The Name of Gariield.. not
tampered by the parties. They adThink of llirnv Victory for the
vised that unless the party should nomiPAGE 4.
nate a free silver candidate next time the
''.he Belfast Band Begins its Sixth
children in the audience would not live
1 Bowden and Mears Endorsed
to see another Democratic
Nortliport News. Transfers in long enough
President.
The senators will make a
He Girls' Home ..News of the
g.t Osborn Makes a Quick Trip,
dozen speeches throughout Alabama......
a True, Prophet.
Ex-Senator Manderson of Nebraska, who
CAGE 5
thoroughly knows the western sentiment
Belfast..The Unity Creamery..A
on the tariff question, does not
'horiage.
agree with
CAGE G.
Senator Sherman and others that the Reui-au rers and the Sunday School..
publicans in Congress should open up the
i-eep Water Vessels..St* Martin’s
tariff question by passing a bill putting a
The Pension Report. Rebuilding
I iitle Boy Blue (poem).
Na'
duty on wool, and increasing the woolen
and other duties, but he thinks that whatCAGE 7ever revenue is needed should be raised
Week..County Correspondence..
Bight, But— Show Your Colors.. by additional internal taxation.
He said
Haines' Choice.
Fiiday: “More money must be raised to
) age 8.
the
In
support
government.
-ais .County Correspondence..Good
my judg■;:- •■riling
ment it will be raised by internal revenue
Local Industries ..Ship
1
Births..Marriages.. Deaths.
tax. and increase of the whiskey or beer

j,
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of

Main.
Augusta, Iiallowell & Gardiner.. 2

■

Spur.

Words tir.lv spoken are always pleasant to
1
Bangor Street.
the car, out we nave learned as w.- have met
Biddefurd & Saco. 1
■>
with yon many times during the past 20
Elizabeth.
2
Cape
Mrs. Pitcher, “Just us I am.”
In the evenCalais
years, that the sisters and brothers of Mysing there will he a selection by the chorus
Lewiston & Auburn. 1
Grange have warm hearts and open and
other special music.
homes for those entitled to admission with1
Bangor & Ohltown. 2
in their gates.
We have come from differThomaston & Co.2
1
Rockland,
The literary department of the Epworth
ent parts of the county to meet you here
Skowliegan. 1
League gave an entertainment to the mem- Portland.(5
this November day.
The, harvest is all in,
the experiments of the season tried, the day
bers of the League and few invited guests Sanford. 1
book closed, the ledger accounts balanced,
VVaterville & Fairfield. 1
1
at the Methodist church parlors last Friday
and the success or failure of the seasons
evening. It was a very pleasant occasion
work known.
It is too late to rectify mis19
7
The company numbered about seventy-live.
takes, but we can make a note of them aud
avoid them m the future.
After a very entertaining program (insistThe Bangor Daily News recently publishHave we tried to make our farms self-susing of solos, recitations, etc., a very nice
taining? Have we bought less and produced treat was served. One interesting feature .if ed an interview with Mayor Hanson, from
more? Have, we renounced the credit syswhich we quote as follows:
the entertainment was the guessing of cotem, the fashion system and every other sys- nundrums. The answer to each conundrum
“What about the proposed location being
tem tending to prodigally and bankruptcy?
was the name of a celebrated poet.
Two of detrimental to the upper harbor?”
We are agriculturists, but are we progresthe company chose sides and were guessed
‘O, that’s all bosh,” continued the mayor.
si\e agriculturists? Agriculture is a science,
down, after the manner of an old fashioned “The owners of property iu the vicinity of
but its laws aud rules are so deep and mysthe west approach to the proposed bridge
school.
spelling
terious, ami the elements which control them
are the only ones who apprehend such a caOn a recent Sunday in the Universalist
so tickle, that the good husbandman hardly
lamity. The Maine Central R. R. Co.’s
dares to say that i> and 4 in the Spring will I church a collection of over So was taken for wharf is above the
bridge location, yet they
the
Mission
Fund.
The
20
in
the
Trustees
of
Autumn.
Japan
produce
have withdrawn their protest. It has been
The mission of the Grange is to educate the General Convention of the denomination demonstrated
beyond doubt that the proasked that “All Souls’ Day” be set apart for
and elevate, and we do this by meeting toposed new bridge will not hold ice or be the
gether, talking together, comparing expe- special contribution to the Fund. The his- cause of choking the upper harbor in winriences—each adding a little to the general tory of the attempt to launch the Mission ter.”
bears testimony of faith and working
fund of knowledge, ami from the whole de“What will be the cost of the bridge?”
ducing truths which should make us wiser strength among the denomination. Only a
“About. $85,000,” said the mayor.
aud better. A true Patron of Husbandry, little over six years ago the movement was
“How do you purpose to raise the money
one who is observant of the noble precepts
projected, and within about 0 weeks $40,- to build?”
of our order, should be conversant with the 000 were raised, and to this amount $21,000
propose 10 imnti the Druige in one of
ui
auueu, matting a giauu
politic al issues of the day and able to weigh
two ways. One way is that an outside com$61,000 for a new and untried experiment. pany offers to build
eauniy me arguments ror ami against every
for the rental of it at 4
Visible results have followed steadily and i
measure which can be affected either by his
per cent, of the money invested and gives
vote or influence.
Monoinetalism, bimetal- surely. The first of the hand of mission- the city permission to purchase same at
aries sent had for a leader the Rev. Dr. Geo.
lsiu, a single gold standard, or an unlimited
actual cost when deemed advisable by the
coinage of silver at the old ratio of 16 to 1; L. Perin, now of Shawmut Avenue Institu- city. But I am against that plan. They
free trade or a protective tariff, combinations tional or Every D.sy church of Boston. might make, the cost $15,000 or
$20,000 more
of capital, monopolies, trusts—each ami all
Through his efforts and those of his faithful than it actually was 1 am suspicious that
assistants the land of the Mikado has parare of interest to us more or less remotely ;
could
not
afford
to
build as they specify.
they
but neither one, or all combined, are of such ishes of the faith established at nine differ- Consequently, I have favored the
selling of
ent points.
A Theological School at Tokio
vital importance to us as the questions
a sufficient amount of railroad
stock, held
has already graduated a number of Japanese
which constantly recur in our farm work.
the
to
build
the bridge.”
by
city,
Our margin of profits each year is growing students. Three have been ordained, and
What is the architectual plan of the new
less ami less. Thousands of dollars are ex- these have seven native assistants. A mag- bridge ?”
pended in Waldo County for commercial azine printed in the Japanese language goes
“On the east side there will be a filled
fertilizers and au unsuccessful attempt to to every province in the Empire, and aids abutment
extending three or four hundred
work.
the
in
their
missionaries
There
is
a
the
of
the
farm.
The
keep up
fertility
feet. From that extending to the west bank
days
Giris' School in Shidzuoka < f 45 members, will be an iron structure
of slipshod farming are not wholly past.
about 1100 feet in
Hide through the country in August and also under control of the missionaries. A length, 50 feet of which will he a draw
acting
notice the weedy crops.
Would it be un- Kindergarten training school for teachers on modern
principles. The width of the
reasonable to say that WT a Ido Countyloses is under the direction of Miss Osborn. bridge will be 34
28 of which will be
feet,
and
several
children
a tenth of her crops on account of weeds?
Twenty-five
young
roadway, leaving six feet for afoot walk.”
How many mowing machines and harrows ladies are pupils. All the different stations
vhere preaching is held have been organized
and cultivators and carts and racks are restA Protest.
ing and rusting and rotting out doors at this into a National church with home autonomy.
Translations of Eniversalist, tracts and books
time? What piles of good money go for
“A little red squirrel lived under a fence,
fertilizer and western feed. Apples blight are kept in active circulation and the out- An old rail tence at the
edge of a wood,
look is so hopeful that when the Trustees, at
ami potatoes rust and rot, and no man sprays
He took a deep interest in current events
them to prevent it. Say, my brethren, is it the late convention held in Meriden, Conn., And sat on the top rail and learned all he could”
asked for $10,000 for the current year, pledges
any wonder that the question is asked so
To the Editor of The Journal: I uotieoften: Does farming pay? These questions, toward that, sum were immediately given,
ed in a recent paper an account of a squirrel
and a score of others allied to them, are
amounting then and there to $1,700—a fair
worthy of discussion in our County Grange. start—and when the All Souls Day returns hunt which took place in an adjoining town,
Sisters and brothers of Mystic Grange, may are reported there is reason to believe the in which it was said that nearly 6,000 of the
denomination will not fall below past records
our meeting to-day be of mutual benefit to
little creatures were slaughtered. It was
of generosity. Beside this work in far-away
you ami ns, and at its close may we all feel
that we have learned something that shall lands, the convention Trustees are carrying also stated that they (feeling no doubt elatinspire us to better and more successful la- forward missionary work of magnificent ed with their success in so noble a cause)
bor as Patrons of Husbandry.
proportions in our own country. The Wo- had given out a
challenge for a second hunt,
man’s Missionary Society is alive, and there
It was the sentiment of the Grange that
is always a morning atmosphere about it
Now, I for one feel like protesting against
both the address amt response wrere excel- and wideawakeness—as its helpful donations this useless
slaughter, although Ido not ex-

j

|

|

Stephenson, and afterwards worked several
with his uncle, Columbia P. Carter.

He went from here a few years later to Medford, Mass., and from thence to Pembroke,
Maine, in both of w’hich places he carried on
the shipbuilding business.
At Pembroke
he was associated with his father-in-law,
Henry E. Carter. In 1803 he returned to
Belfast and became a member of the firm of
C. P. Carter & Co., and since the death of
the senior member has been manager of the
business. He was one of the organizers of
the Merchants’ Marine Railway Co. and has
been one of its directors from the start. He
was a man of superior judgment in all matters relating to his business and being highly consciencious and of strict integrity the
work of his firm stood among the foremost
with vessel owners and captains. Although
not a member of any church he was a regular attendant at divine worship, with the
Baptists, and his life was one of uprightness
and fair dealing. He was twice married,
first to Aurelia, daughter of Capt. Daniel
Carter of Belfast, and second to Helen A.,
daughter of Henry E. Carter of Pembroke.
The latter survives him. The living brothers
and sisters are Milton F. of Belfast, Leonard and Pembroke of Montville, Thomas of
California, Mrs. Ellen Swett of Benton, Me.,
Mrs. Martha Pierce of Fairfield, Iowa, and
Mrs. Mary Carter of Tombstone, Arizona.
The funeral was held at his late residence
Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock. Rev. G.
E. Tufts officiated, and there was a large attendance, particularly of the business men
of the city, and the sea captains in port.
Flags on the Belfast vessels in the harbor
were

at

half-mast during the day.
Granite Cases Decided.

lent and it was voted to have them printed
the county papers. The following Granges

responded to the roll call: Rising Sun, by
Wm. Elliott; Honesty, by Gracie Bowen;
Mystic, by M. B. Hunt; Dirigo, by B. F.
Foster; Georges River, by J. O. Johnson;
Farmers’ Pride, by J. R. Hurd; Equity, by
Albert Wilson ; Seaside, by E. Cunningham ;
Victor, hv Sister Berry; Ritchie, by J. G.
Harding; also Knox County by Sister Mansfield, Brother and Sister Gordon, Brother
Hobbs and the Lermond Brothers of Hope.
Sister Churchill and Brother Pease reported
visit to Penobscot Pomona. Two were obligated in the fifth degree. Remarks for the
good of the order were made by several
members. The usual noon recess was then
taken.
The question, Resolved, That it
would be more economical to make our fertilizer by buying feed and feeding it to
stock than to buy commercial fertilizers,
was opened by J. R. Hurd and J. G. Harding, followed by V. B. Paul, F. A. Gray, D.
a

of money, literature and clothing, or whatever is needed, attest.
The Young PeopI s’
Christian Union is another branch of the
good working force of the denomination.
Though still young in years, by its contributions it has built a beautiful church in Harriinan, Tenu., and supported anti still aids
in sustaining a preaelier there, and in other
places it is “lending a hand,” besides doing
much for the local churches.

Deafness (annul be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot reach the
diseased portion of the ear. There is only one
way to cure Deafness, and that is by constitutional remedies. Deafness is caused by an inflamed condition of the mucous lining of tlie
Eustachian Tube. When this tube gets inflamed
you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing,
and when it is entirely closed Deafuess is the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken
out and this tube restored to its normal
condition,
hearing will be destroyed forever; nine cases out
of ten are caused
catarrh, which is nothing but
an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any case
of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot be
cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars,
free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
iy Sold by Druggists, 75c.
4w46

by

pect it will do any good. For inv part I
never could see why a mau could take so
much pleasure in killing some little innodid a bit of harm.
If they killed them for food or because they
were destructive
I could understand it.
Our woods and fields will soon be lonely
places If these hunting parties continue. I
know some of my own sex wear birds on
their hats, and I am not going to try to defend them; still I think they do not realize
the cruelty of it. I have seen three men and
a boy all leave their work and spend half an
hour in trying to kill a poor litt e squirrel
which a dog had driven up a tree. Perhaps
it is needless for me to say that next to the
squirrel I had more sympathy for the dog,
for T did not expect him to know anytbetter.
It is a pity these valiant hunters would uot
turn their attention to those odious black
and white animals that have become such a
nuisance of late.
e. d. b.
Note. The 6,000 does not represent that
many squirrels, but so many “points” in
the contest. The second match has taken
place, and our Liberty correspondent has
1 something to say
concerning it. [Ed. Journal.
cent creature

that

never

I day.
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Capt. C. F. Carver ami wife of Camden
visited Mrs. C.’s son, Charles H. Crosby, last
week.
Mrs. E. E. Pendleton returned
Friday
from a visit to Boston, Providence and other
parts.

j

i

John Randall returned home last
Friday
from a visit of several weeks in Boston and

vicinity.
Miss Etta Colson of Bangor returned
home Saturday from a visit to friends in
Belfast.

Capt. Edward Archibald of Rockland arrived Saturday for a two days’ visit at B. P.
Gartlner’s.
Mrs. E. D. Ryder and daughter, Mrs.
Eben Holmes, are spending the week in
Rockland.
C. Peirce is going to Blackstone,
Mass.,
superintend the putting in of au electric
light-plant.
P.

to

Misses Sarah H. Whitney of Dixmont and
Nina Tasker of Jackson visited friends in
Belfast last week.
Hon. I. H. Jackson and wife went to
to visit his sister, aud

Bucksport yesterday
will return to-day.

N. S. Lord was at his place of business
last Saturday, after an absence of ten
days’
on account of illness.
Arthur C. Jackson came from Howard, R.
I., last week to attend the funeral of his sister, Mrs. George Cooper.
Misses Maud Milliken and Mary F. Johnleft by train Monday morning for a two
weeks' visit in Boston and New York

Mrs. F. G. Ryan, who has been with her
husband in sell. Miantonomah a few trips,
returned to their home in Saco, Tuesday.
Past State Master Martin B. Hunt of Bel-

Worcester, Mass., Monday to
attend the meeting of the National Grange.
E. R. Campbell, for some years drug clerk
mont went to

Heagau quarries sums amounting to with A. A. Howes & Co., and now of Lisbon
$270,000, but that they diverted to other uses I Falls, called on his Belfast friends last week.
Dr. Elmer Small started Tuesday on a
large sums of said money, and never presented to the company any books, accounts carriage drive through Washington county
or vouchers, to show how said money was
in the interests of Dalton’s Sarsaparilla Co.
used. The hill in equity is brought to comCounty Attorney Bowden and Col. Fred
pel defendants to render an account of all Atwood of Winterport came down-river on
Mt.

said money. The referee finds that the defendants received $120,400.02 from the company, and refunded .$120,a 10 02 on account of
business operations of the company; that
there is nothing due the complainants from
the detendants. Littlefield for plaintiff.
Fellows and Duntou for defendants.
Sargent,Granite Co. vs. Francis \V. Oaksmith. Defendant is the mother of the wife
of F. T. Sargent and had acquired title to
real estate which complainants claim was
bought with money furnished to the Sargent
brothers for the legitimate granite business
of the company. The property in question

land, barns, store, etc., adjacent
the Mt. Heagau quarry, and the complainant alleges that the buildings were
exected in an expensive and extravagant
The bill prays that defendant be
manner.
decreed to stand seized of the r. al estate with
arthe buildings thereon in trust for the
consists of

to

gent Granite Co., and to transfer the same
the complainant company. Defendant's
answer is that the property was bought with
her own money. The referee finds that the

to

defendant purchased the property in good
faith, for her own use, and notin fraud of
the complainant company; that the buildings were erected with her own funds and
not with tlie funds of the company; that she
was seized in her own right of all the lauds
and buildings, and bad absolute title to the
The, bill is dismissed with costs for
same.
the defendant. Littlefield for plaintiff. Fellows for defendant.

Thanksgiving Proclamation.

|

in

of

son

The reports of Hon. W. P. Wliitchousc as
referee in two equity cases of the Sargent
Granite Co. have been received and tiled by
the Clerk of Courts, as follows:
Sargent Granite Co. vs. W. O. and F. T.
Sargeut. The plaintiff alleges that defendants, as stockholders and officers of the Sargent Granite Co., received for carrying on
the business of the company at Oak Hill and

|
|

Mr. E. Wood, Southern passenger
agent
the Maine Central, was in town last Fri-

years

Governor He ry B. Cleaves lias issued the

following proclamations:

The annual harvest has been gathered.
The year that is rapidly drawing to a close,
has brought to the people of our beloved
State, a large measure of prosperity. Peace,
good order, contentment and happiness
prevail within our vast domain. God has
crowned the year with his blessings and
favors, and with the overflowing riches of
His grace and mercy. Therefore, Thursday,
the twenty-eight day of November, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred ami ninty-five is hereby designated,
with the advice of the Executive Council, as
a day of public thanksgiving aud
praise.
Refra;ning from ordinary vocations, may
all the people of our Christian Commonwealth. in their homes and iu places dedi< ated
to public worship, render tributes of
praise and gratitude for the many mauifestaions of God’s goodness.
And amid our songs of praise, let our
thankfulness he evinced by some substantial expression of sympathy for the poor,
the unfortunate and afflicted.
1

Personal
A. A. Howes went to Boston
business.

F. R. Wiggin
short visit.

Mrs.
for

a

Mr.

w

ent

Tuesday

on

Bangor Tuesday

Martin Kelly of Phillips is visiting
Belfast.

friends in

Join: H. Gilmore of Chelsea, Mass.,
Tuesday on business.

was

in

town

Mr. and Mrs Thos. B. Cook of Unity were
at Mrs. C. H. Sargent’s.
Mrs. Louisa Brown aud two daughters of
North Searsmont moved to Lowell Mass.,

guests this week

Monday.
Miss Grace Coggins,

ing school

w

ho has been teach-

in

Northport, returned to her
home in Hancock Tuesday. She was accompanied as far as Bangor by her aunt,
Mrs. F. M. Staples of East Belfast, who will
visit friends in that city for a week.
The marriage of Mr. H. B. Pearsou aud
Miss Edith Field, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Geo. P. Field, will take place in Boston today, as before announced. Some of the Boston papers were a little too previous, and
assuming that the wedding took place last
Thursday published full reports of the
event. The Boston Globe well said:
most generous apology for this error is

tainly due from all interested.”

“A
cer-

Monday’s boat

to

attend to probate business.

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Murphy left Monday
for a visit to friends in Boston and Lynn,
and to attend the National Grange in Worcester.

Charlotte T. Sibley is editor of the
Endeavor department, of The
Word and The. Work, a Congregate-ualist
Miss

Christian

paper

printed

Joseph
nian

the

who

D.
was

in

Bangor.

the Portland watehrecently found dead in ue of

Decelle,

banks in his charge, was a resident of
ago when a boy.

Winterport years

and sou of Brockton,
have been visiting Mrs. A.'s parents, (.’apt. and Mrs. Ansel Wadsworth, returned home Monday. Capt. Wadsworth
Mrs. A. A. Packard
who

Mass

accompanied

them.

and Mrs. E. J. Hills returned last Saturday from Warren, where they had been
visiting Mrs. H.’s mother. Mrs. Hill’s brother, Mr. Ansel M. Hilt of Warren, has visitMr.

ed them here recently.
Geo. A. Greene went to Portland Monday
business. He now lias two places of business, Portland and Belfast, and offers his
services tu the public as a designer and
builder of exterior wood work, making a
on

specialty

of cottage villas.

W. C. Coombs and J. E. Robinson, who
Green’s Island early in the summer
to engage in lobstering, are reported to be
doing well and likely to continue in tin* busiRobinson is having a 2J-foot lobster
ness.
boat built by L. A. Coombs and will move to
Carver's harbor for the winter.
went to

Charles E. Paul of this city is attending
the Chauncey Hall school in Boston, and
each week his parents
receive a report of his standing, in attendance, deportment and studies. A recent report seen
by the writer is one of which any parent
might feel proud, as it shows Charles to be
at or close to the top notch in all respects.
Mr. E. G. Crabtree, formerly publisher of
the Brewer, Maine, Echo, and iate of the

Everett, Mass., Independent, who has been
visiting in Northport since last June, made
call last Wednesday. He and his wife

us a

their way to Massachusetts and
Camden to visit Mr. 0. P. Brown,
who is a relative of his wife. Mr. Crabtree
has been in poor health, but is now much
improved owing to the invigorating air of
Penobscot Bay. [Camden Herald.
were

on

stopped

in

Joseph Crary of Prospect, some of whose
records as a justice of the peace of the olden
time have appeared in The Journal's Searsport correspondence, was a great grandfather of J. E. C. Sawyer, I). I)., editor of
the Northern Christain Advocate of SyraIt is safe to say that the grandcuse, N. Y.
son

was

never

lined

for

“using profane

oaths."
Mr. Harry L. Blodgett, son of Geo. A.
Blodgett, Esq., of this city, and well known
promising young violinist, has recently
secured a tine position in the Lyon Furniture

as a

Association of Boston. His Augusta triends
will he pleased to know that this will he
of great assistance to him in the cultivation
f his art, as he is now studying violin playing under one of the most eminent masters
in Boston. Mr. Walter Damrosch gave him
the benefit of his advice, and we understand
that Harry has entered upon the study of
music intending to make it his profession.

[Augusta New Age.

The Puritan oft the Kooks.
The big steamer Puritan of the Fall River
line went ashore on the north side of Great
Gull Island in a thick fog last Saturday
morning, at about high tide. Several attempts were made to get her off, and Tuesday morning about 5 o’clock she floated and
proceeded to New London under her own
steam. The damage is not thought to be
serious. The steamer will go to New York
to haul out on the dry dock.

the
It is not generally known, but it is a fact readily proven by
from every
investigations of science, that the real danger
known ailment of mankind is caused by inflammation;
mk
have conquered
cure the inflammation and you
the disease in each
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Sii.ks, Ohio, Oct. 20, 1805. How many
of the readers of The Journal
ed

fair'.1

street

a

Perhaps

ever

attend-

C'f them have done so, but the one recenthold in Niles was a novelty to me, and

worth

set

carving

ly

and boom their respective localities, but
village of Newton Falls has for years
had the same thing, only under another

the offered

impromptu
prize

DON’T WAIT

In all cases the second

For a Cold to Run into Bronchitis or Pneumonia.

Check it at Once
-WITH-

1 have entered into details rather
more than I
ought, perhaps, but I did so
hoping that some day the merchants of
Belfast might tiud it equally profitable
and entertaining to get up something
similar.
It seems to me such a street fair
as we had here, if well
advertised, would
draw a large attendance from every town
in the county, to say nothing of Bangor,
Castine, Rockland and Camden.
Out here it is thought that eventually
street fairs will supercede the County
fairs, and certainly they are far more en-

$5, while the lady

presenting the largest number of grandmay he others who have children at a certain shoe store was to
get
j
never seen any such
“doings” I thought 1 a pair of $5 shoes.
The best dressed
|
would w ite to The Journal about the
doll, work of a girl under 15 years,
“Niles F ist Annual Flee Street Fair.” A would
bring the youthful dressmaker a
number of the villages an I cities herepair of fine shoes, and the “oldest and
abouts have recently taken hold of the oddest
piece of fire arms shown at that
free street fair idea to promote business, same store would
for its
the

of
an

hurt.

perhaps there

as

of $8.

instead
received

ho would

record his name, age and residence at one
of the hardware stores would receive a

large portion

a

public,
prize,

was a years’ subscription to the “Niles
register at his store, while a
News.”
Weekly
to
the
handsomest
offered
photographer
No accidents occurred during the day,
girl a 10x12 photograph of herself. The
barring a runaway in which no one was
oldest resident of Trumbull County to

A Street Fair in Ohio.
of The

feeding

drawback

somest, while the one which was considered prettiest by the owners of the store

prize

[Correspondence

only

occasion, and this will be amply
Street fakirs
prepared for next year.
were numerous, but the police were vigilant, and succeeded in keeping them
within bounds. All the prizes offered
were awarded, and in one case where the
judges obviously made a mistake in selecting the most beautiful crepe paper
lamp shade from a number, the offered
first prize of 4<5 was given to the maker
of the shade adjudged to be the hand-

Inflammation of the nervous system embraces the brain, spine, bones and muscles. The
■breathing organs have many forms of inflammation; such as colds, coughs, pleurisy, bronchitis, etc. The organs of digestion have a multitude of inflammatory troubles. The vital
organs form one complete plan mutually dependent; therefore inflammation anywhere is felt
The late Dr. A. Johnson, an old fashioned
more or less everywhere, and impairs the health.
Family Physician, originated JOHNSON’S ANODYNE LINIMENT, in iSio, to relieve pain
It is today the Universal Household Remedy.
and cure every form of inflammation.
Send us at once your name and address, and we will send you
“Treatment for Diseases,” caused by inflammation. I. S.

AYER’S

endure and o
very painful to
troubling me day and night, for ®
nine weeks, in spite of numerous 0
remedies.
Ayer’s Cherry i’ee- o
toral being recommended me. 1 0
began to take it. and inside of lit £
hours, I was relieved of the o
tickling in my throat, before I o
finished the bottle, my cough ®
was nearly gone. 1 cannot speak 5
too highly of its excellence.”— o
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Niles is

>»■

always

formation this fall of
Fair As>oeiatiou
f

o

nan

rare

Street

of the best things

that purpose ever thought of by the
out
rising merchants of Niles. To quote
ti.ci- announcement

m

p«!>e

“The purf the fair is to demonstrate the im-

■

pel'.at

of

■c

furnish

td

tlu

city

oui

business center,
entertainment for
and to show

neighbors,

fair to be

large

.'.mount

done

few

a

;>

of

a

involves

success

work, which

a

he

must

To draw tlie desired

men.

something unique in the way of
competitions and contests must be otier-

cno\<

>

ed. and to say that Niles succeeded in all
these particulars will be putting it very

printers

exhibits from Nebraska and

while

of the people
Pittsburg.

some

far east

as

About >'00

came

ink:

Indiana,
from

as

offered in

prizes, and
thcie were 2,700 entries of exhibits, so it
will easily be seen that the judges in the
vai ions competitions had no
slight task.
was

Those of tlie business
offer

men

piizes, subscribed

who did not

help

money to

pay 11 e asst elation expenses. Every article exhibited had to be regularly entered
thr< ugh the secretary, and have an entry
ticket attached to it, while a redemption
ticket

held

was

the exhibitor.

by

Some

ei the i lizts offered were quite valuable.
A leading dry goods firm offered a £35
elect]ie seal cape to the mother of the
uauy

jjii'iiu'M

heaviest

aimer a

one was

the

show

baby
pet department.
offered

to

was

year oici, wnue me
an SS cloak, and

Another

dry goods

that

carman

a

late

worth S20 for the best chocoand a $0 dollar lamp for the

pair of

shoes for the best eocoanut

one

cuke,
best pumpkin pie.
cake, and

of baked

beans,

gathered

in

oi

James uili.esple

ed at different points and enlivened the
scene with their music at intervals
thougli-

offered the

best pair of shoes in his store for the best
lemon pie; a wall paper dealer offered $5
worth of wall paper for the best 2-quart

‘pan”

ever

In the morning there was a parade of
fantastics, accompanied by three bands,
and with the horses and dogs which were
entered for prizes bringing up the rear.
After the parade the bands were station-

hardware man put up a #2
nickel teakettle as the prize for the best
man

The

F. (i. Fassett is the

out

day.
running

the

Then there were

bicycle

and jumping races, and all
races,
kinds of athletic games and contests to
amuse the people, while a grand ball at

while £1 in cash

offered

|

Children

Cry for Pitcher's Castoria.

o

■

and other excesses,

1

ice,

'..'aand o'.'*cents.

•■-.

CEit'ervescent.

THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.
151 S. Western Avenue,
CHICAGO.

Sold

by all dealers.

editor.

Oxford Democrat has removed from
South Paris, a change necessi-

Paris Dili to

For almost a quarter of a century—for
twenty-two years, to be exact—St. Nichol s
Magazine has been bearing its welcome messages each mouth to the young people of
the land. It began existence in 1878, consolidating with it in its early years all of the
leading children’s periodicals of that day,
“The Little Corporal,” “Children’s Hour,”
“The School-Day Magazine,” and “Our
Young Folks” among them. The last children’s magazine to'be merged in St. Nicholas was “Wide Awake,” which was purchased and consolidated with it only a few
It has been fortunate in securyears ago.
ing contributions for its pages from the leading writers and artists of the language,
while it has given to its readers many works
that have become imperishable classics in
juvenile literature. St. Nicholas has had
for many years a large circulation in Europe, and it is said to be read by many royal
children. When the children of the "Prince
of Wales’ family were young the Prince
took six copies for his household, and the
present Crown Prince of Italy grew up a
constant reader of St. Nicholas.
The magazine is a help to those that have
the care and up-bringing of children, in that
it is full of brightness and interest and tends
to cultivate high aspirations, without being
“preachy” ami prosy and lugging in too apparent moralizing. Its readers are always
loyal to it, ami they will be glad to learn
what has been provided for delectation during the coming year. The leading feature
will be a delightful series of letters written
to young people from Samoa by Robert Louis Stevenson.
These describe the picturesque life of the lamented roinam er in his
island home, and give interesting portraits
of his native retainers. Rudyard Kipling,
whose first Jungle Stories appeared in St.
and James
Nicholas, will write for it in
Whitcomb Riley, the Hoosier poet, will contribute a delightful poem, “The Dream
March of the Children,” to the Christmas
number. The serial stories represent sex eral favorite names.
“The Sxvordmaker’s
Soil” is a story of boy-life in Palestine at
the time of the founding of Christianity.
It
is written by W.O. Stoddard, whose careful
study of the history of the times and whose
travels over the scenes of the story have enable him to present vividly the local coloring. “The Prize Cup” is one of ,1. T. Trowbridge’s best stories. Albert Stearns, whose
“Chris and the Wonderful Lamp” was one
of the great successes of the past year, has
written another story that promises much.
In “Sindbad, Smith & Co.” he has again
gone to “The Arabian Nights” for inspiration.
An American boy enters into partnership with the greatest of sea-faring adventurers, Sindbad, ami the fun and the complications that this bring about can be imagined. These are but a few of the features.
During the coming year $1,000 will be given
in prizes.
Full particulars concerning it
will be found in the November number.

by a restaurant for the best Riverside Park Pavilion rounded out the
I believe this was
pan of doughnuts.
day.
all in the culinary line.
At the baby show, thirty babies (nearThen there were valuable prizes offered
ly every one screaming) contended for the
for the finest butter and eggs, the best
prizes offered for weight and beauty. A
fruit, both fresh and canned, the largest little Irish maiden with
gold-brown hair
vegetables, fine needlework, quilts and and dark blue eyes won the fur cape for
live stock.
Other premiums offered were her proud mamma, while the heaviest
baby
for a diversity of tliiugs.
Oue man offer- tipped tile scales at 28 1-2 lbs.
ed a box of cigars for the largest, and anThe largest pumpkin weighed 128 lbs.
other box for the smallest dog exhibited and 1 never saw liner collections and
at his store.
A leading hard ware dealer
specimens of fruit and vegetables than
offered a line steel plow to the owner of were here exhibited on that
day.
the “best span of farm horses showing
There were MOO loaves of bread shown;
best care;” another hardware man offered all the way from the size of a 5c loaf up
a stove with all
utensils for cooking to to .one literally as large as a half bushel
the couple w iio would be married in front basket. There were more than 50 chocolate
of bis .-tore street fair day, but I was
cakes,about a dozen cocoanut cakes, 27 appleased to note that no one took advan- ple pies,and I don’t know how many lemon
and pumpkin pies; but 1 do know, by the
tage (2) of this offer.
The most graceful bicycle rider was to l looks of those
cookery exhibits, that there
receive a bicycle suit worth slo, while must be a lot of
mighty good cooks in and
the lady who could drive into and around about Xiles. There were about 25 silk
the ring, unharness, reliarness, and drive
crazy quilts competing for the 812 couch
out again in the shortest time was to get
The prize
offered by the furniture store.
ICO lbs. of sugar.
The girl from six to
quilt was almost one solid mass of emten years of age having the longest hair
broidery. The man who registered for
would get 3 lbs. of fine candy; while the the
largest family had sixteen children,
heaviest hair called for 3 lbs. and the and
surely deserved the prize. The largblackest 2 lbs.
The person bringing the est number of woids formed from the
largest number of adults to the fair in one words “Wagstaff A Jenkins,” was 2,100.
conveyance, (railroad barred,) was to get The Xiles Soap company had at its booth
Ab Important Office.
a silver coffee set valued at 5122, while the
a huge block of soap weighing
over 800
To properly till its office and functions, it
one bringing the finest banner bearing the
lbs.
is important that the blood be pure. When
words ‘‘Niles Street Fair,” would receive
The stores were crowded with pur- it is in such a condition, the body is almost
certain to be healthy. A complaint at this
a #3 silver fruit disli. The Sunday School
chasers, and it is estimated that thou- time is catarrh in some of its various forms.
A slight cold develops the disease in the
Scholar coming the longest distance to the sands of dollars were
put in circulation on head.
Droppings of corruption passing into
fair was to receive a Bible, and $5 in
that day. The livery stable men reaped the lungs bring on consumption. The only
to
cure this disease is to purify the
was
offered
cash
by one of the barbers the greatest harvest. They were taxed to way
blood. The most obstinate cases of catarrh
to the lady doing the quickest and neatThe hotels and
their utmost capacity.
yield to the medicinal powers of Hood’s
est job of hair cutting in front of his
restaurants, not anticipating quite so great Sarsaparilla as if by magic, simply because
it reaches the seat of the disease, and by
store.
One of the druggists offered a S3 a
rush, were hardly able to care for the purifying and vitalizing the blood, remoxres
handkerchief box to the homeliest girl
great number to be fed. The ladies of the cause. Not only does Hood’s Sarsawas

o
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man-

|

Blaise.

A shoe dealer offered a

Another shoe

Blleadaeha,

j

Ladies’ Fine Kid,

!

Button & Lace Boots

as

warner in nonor

a

apple pie.

aging

the

Niles, and with one
exception, in any place in the county,
and that exception was a political meeting

£23 black silk dress pattern for
the best loaf of bread, while still another
offered

fair,

present, and this is the largest crowd

get

to be held in the

betore the

have been added.

were
nearly eoutiuu- following mention of a former resident of
almost every store had offered i Belfast:
Take one
Mr. Dana’s men, Mayo W.
premiums for something or other. The
Hazeltine, whose initials, M. W. H., y<>u
linns
liad been advertising ! see signed to the book reviews in the Sundry goods
Sun, whose wife and daughter you may
special prices for street fair day, for days day
have been fortunate enough to meet in
before hand, and extra clerks were enThis man’s services are
Washington.
gaged to take care of the expected crowds. I worth £15,000 a year to the Sun. He writes,
his page <>f hook reviews for each
besides
Tiie great day, October 10, came at last, !
Sunday issue, about a column and a half of
warm and pleasant,
though rather breezy, j editorial matter each day, chiefly upon forThe booths and places of business were eign, historical and church topics, as I aiu
told. Read these and see if you don’t think
gaily, and, in some instances, beautifully them lucid and complete beyond anything
of the kino. And if you should know
else
decorated with Hags and bunting, and tire I
Mr. Hazeltine himself, you would admire
offered
were
on
exhibition
in
the
prizes
him still mon—with his quaint, dry perstore
windows. Street cats, and all : sonality, with his love of literature for literature’s sake, with his love also of
history
vehicles were barred from the business ! and of all hooks that are
worth anything,
and
of all fellows, young and old, who are
streets after 0 a. m., and all was ready !
worth anything, supposing, of course, that
for the crowd.
And did they come'.1 then- are
not too many for him to take care
of.
1 believe he has never seen the Sun ofWell, you should have tried to push your
fice in three years, hut lives up town someway down Main Street about ten o'clock,
where, perhaps m Thirty-fifth street, in a
suite of rooms which are also his
and you would have thought they did.
workshop.
But he doesn’t need to visit the Sun office or
it was as bad as Newspaper How in Bos- Mr. Dana.
They know each other, the office
and the man, anti the editor and the man.
ton on election night, and not only the
This seems like journalism, does it not ?
sidewalks,but the whole streets were ful1.
St. Nicholas in 189(5.
It is estimated that 20,000 people were

therefore, the fair was advertised far and
wide, and as the results showed, was
heard of even outside the State, as there
were

fen in number

days

Awards

lira in Exhaust inn, SIm*i lossno.-s,
special or geiiern! .Neuralgia; also tor lilieuluatlsm. (io.-r. Kidne: !
a-,levs, Aci 1 »> *1 ir Ahohoiic
pepsia, Anuunii'. .\ 11*i* 1 >r•

The Portland Sunday Times is much improved m appearayce under its new management, and new and interesting features

great many

The booths

store.

ous,

mildly.
Niles merchants believe in

a

Highest

Boys and Girls.

tated by the transfer of the county seat to !
streets of Niles presented a strange and
the latter place.
The Paris Hill people feel
unusual appearance. The City Council had i the loss of the
paper quite as keenly as they !
granted the use of the streets to the ! do the loss of the court buildings.
Association, and every merchant who had
j The Washington, I). C., Capital (Marshall j
offered any piizes elected wooden booths * Cushing’s paper) in an editorial notice of i
in the center of tlie street opposite his the New York Sun and its editor has the

trading in Niles.
A stieet

are

proper limit.
Tor several

that it is to their interest to do their

in

I have mentioned

o
o

000000000000000000000000

|

compared
witli those of which 1 have not spoken,
blit space in The Journal is valuable, and
I fear i bare already gone beyond the

as a

prditable^

a

ioends and

our

Although
prizes they

bills,

Eaton, Ohio.

AT THE WORLD’S

torial chair.

The Boothbay Register has entered upon
National Bank ottered various cash prizes i its 21st volume ami the seventh under the
It was
for the oldest coins in a number of dif- management <>f C. E. Kendrick.
never a better paper than it, is to-day.
ferent denominations.

e

in

Received

the

uoiiars, ior rue uesr collection or
and foreign money, while the City

B'oscil,

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral %

The Winthrop Banner has ceased to wave
and the publisher, Mr. Packard, is about to
First National Ilank offered 5 Columbian i issue a monthly to be called Our Yankee

the look-

annual

an

was one

on

i.'UL

girl,

drawing,by a schoolKing’s Daughter’s
Presbyterian church. The

of

window in the

trade, and tlie

devices to catch

r

ur

boy

or

Mrs. E.

the edi-

for the best off-hand

Winter, I took a ®
developed into 5
hacking cough, o

“Eavlv in the

severe cold which
an
obstinate,

owner
a
gain
tertaining.
Belfast has every facility for holdi ng a
j pair of rubber boots. Wagstaff A Jenkins,
successful
street fair, and if the Republidruggists, offered sg worth of school
can Journal will advocate it,
1 believe
supplies to tlie scholar under 15 years, that it will be
done, “some day, if not
win-

and Yi ungstown for the trade of its residents and that of its country neighbors,
for t! :rr lines of electric railway make it

Pectoral.

Cherry

would form the most words from the sooner.” Dkxcie MidgetteBoyxtgx.
They term their annual street fair
■‘Picket Pay,” and I presume the success letters composing their firm
name, while
ot these yearly dicker days led to the one of the
Newspaper Notes.
grocers offered a sack of line
Hour to the man with the largest family
adoption of the idea in other places.
The Piscataquis Observer, which has
The thriving young city of Niles has to
registering at his store fair day. The changed to an eight, page form, announces
the
cities
of
Warren
etc
with
same
larger
coin]
grocer also offered a book of poems that Mr. L. P. Evans has assumed
name.

Clean Sweep.

a

to the

Known Disease!

Every

In fact the lack of sufficient

accommodations was the

™

IBL

It was

TIE REPUBLICANS LED ON ALL SIDES.

while the Methodist ladies did the same
at another place.
They were crowded all

■ B B B^B
B B B B B|

B

^B

Episcopal church embraced the opportunity to replenish their treasury by
serving dinner in the Y. M. C. A. hall,

the

Please

as Yon

IT IS THE FACT, Think

parilla do this but it gives renewed vigor to
the whole system, making it possible for
good health to reign supreme.

Tliat

sold

formerly

£4.00 per pair, at

£2.00 to

at

only.

isnesTI
Top

Sewed and Cloth

large

Boots in

BAlt(x.l IX.

lot: of

BOOTS & SHOES
!

of all kinds,

before the recent

bought
sharp advance in prices,

which will be

sold at old }trices.

W. T. COLBURN,
McClintock Block,

!! Far
At an

High

St.

Capes

Extremely

Low Price.

...

Cape 30 inches in
$8.50
length
Fur Cape 30 inches in
length, better quality, 9 50
Fur Cape 30 inches in
12.50
length, fur edged,

A Fur
A
A

Ladies’ Astrachan Coats,
-25.00
with sleeves,
Any judge of fur will say that this
last mentioned garment is less than
ONE-HALF what it would

cost

to

Jg&^riease give
trouble

to

us a

call.

show

J §^5 qq
No

goods.

B. F. WELLS.
Belfast, Oct. 1, 1895.—3m40

J. F. WILSON,
Contractor & Builder
....OP....

FOUNDATIONS and
FOUNDATION WALLS.
Beat of Work Guaranteed.
Address
22 CONDON STREET

Or Care Spencer & Wilson, 47 MainISt.,
liELFAST, MAINE.

21tf

BELFAST ILLUMINATING CO.
notice to all
VERSONS INDEBTED TO SAID COMPANY that he will
be at his office in McClintock Block, at the corner
of Main and High streets, daily, on and after
Monday,May 20th, from 10 to 12 a. m., to receive
N. F. HOUSTON, Receiver,
payment.
For Belfast Illuminating Co.
May 13, 1895.—23tf
The

districts in many States continue
in, they almost invariably add to

Kepublicau

tremendous

that

discernible

easily

were

pluralities
in nearly

every State since the polls closed on Tuesday night. With the single exception of
tiie triumph of Tammany Hall in New
Vork city, the Kepublicau party lias made
decided gains in the l:i States in which
elections were held.
The most remarkable Kepublicau victories were in Maryland and Kentucky,
where a Democratic defeat has hitherto
been unheard of. In Maryland, Lowndes,
Kepublicau, is elected Governor by 17,000
plurality. The forces led by Tinted States
Senator Gorman were
completely routed,
Gorman even failing to carry bis own
town of Laurel, where he has lived from
his boyhood days.
His defeat created
great surprise in Washington circles.
The latest returns from New Jersey indicate the election of Griggs, Kep., as
Governor by a majority of J.VUOO.
This
is a Kepublicau landslide, as the present
Governor is Democratic. The Senate will
contain Is Kepuhiicans and three Democrats: the assembly IJ Kepublieaus and Li
1 )emooratvS.
Nebraska went Kepublicau by I'd,000
and Drake, Kepublicau, has been elected
Governor of Iowa h;. over so,Odd plurality.
The Kepublicau plurality in Pennsylvania U Pil.'-'ld for Haywood, for State
treasurer, according to latest returns.
Although returns from <>hio are still
incomphte, the Kepublicau plurality for
Bushuell for Governor will exceed 100,0<H».
Kansas returns to-day show that the Kepub.ieans made practically a clean sweep
of the State, carrying a majority of the
counties e ntire and electing many of the
officers of the others.
Virginia went Democratic by a greatly
reduced majority.
McLain in, Democrat,
was elected
Governor of Mississippi by
'0.000 plurality.
In Massachusetts collected uuoificial
returns to-night show that Gov. Greenhalge, Kepubli an, has carried the State
<h>

plurality.
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Moody. Kepublicau,

undersigned hereby gives

11 EN to take orders in every town and city; no
01. delivering; good wages from start; pay
weeklv; no capital required; work year round.
GLEN BROS., Rochester, N. Y.
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is elected by heavy pluralities.
The Senate will have
Republicans and 7 Democrats. and the House 1S4 Republicans and
•')"> Democrats. The Democrats make
gains
in both Houses.
The majority against
municipal sutfrag* for women was 7*>.MU.
The electors of Utah have adopted a
State constitution by an overwhelming
majority. 1 ate returns indicate that a
Republican Governor and ticket, have been
elected.
MAKYI.ANI*

\NI> KKXTl'CKY KFI'IIILIC AX.

Baltimore, Mi*.. Xov. (5.

The returns
from the State are not complete, but the
carried
Republicans
nearly every county,
and Lloyd Lowndes, Republican, for Governor, will have in the neighborhood of

*Fall $ Winter Clothit
We have got our FALL AND \\ INTER S
We will give you our best attention. 0;

rivsli from the Market
And Latest SM

17,000 plurality.

Pokti.ax >, Xov. ti.
Hon. Thomas IJ.
Reed sent the following telegram, to-day:
To Gen. Felix Angus, Baltimore:
The Maryland Republicans have done
nobly. Do as Maine has done, stay changed.
Thomas B. Rf.ki*.
Lkxixhtox, Ky., Xov. 0. For the first
time in the history of Kentucky a Republican has been elected to its chief office.
Col. William O. Bradley is the man, and
his majority over Hardin, estimated by
the Campaign Committee, will reach 12,(XX). Xot only was Bradley elected Governor, but the whole Republican State
ticket and both boards of the Legislature
are Republican, and Senator
Blackburn
will not succeed himself.
A Republican
will, in all probability, go to the United
States Senate from Kentucky next year.

Averaged 150 Knots

a
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Better times

satisfy
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Save
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PENNYROYAL PILLS, filw
Pictures
of Sport

|

With Rod and

Money.
—

HOOD’S PILLS cure Liver III*,
Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache.
A pleasant laxative. All Druggists.

am:

m

:::

&Auk for DB. MOTT'S PENITYBOYAI, FILLS and tak
Send for circular.
Price. $1.00 per box, <» l't»\
Cleveland. ODR. MOTT’S CHEMICAL CO,
FOIt SALK BY H. H. MOODY. BKLFA8T, MAINE.

There is not. the slightest reason why you
should not. feel well and strong. That great
offer of Dr. Greene’s is proving the best
friend that weak and delicate people ever
had. A letter sent to him at his "thee, .'U
Temple Place, Boston, Mass., telling the
symptoms you are suffering from, will be
immediately answered by the Doctor, describing your complaint minutely, and making you understand perfectly just what ails
And all this costs you nothing. You
you.
don’t have to leave your home and you don’t
have to pay any doctor’s fee to learn exactly what your complaint, is, and how to
get well and strong, from Dr. Greene, the
greatest living specialist in curing nervous
and chronic diseases. The Doctor makes a
specialty of curing patients through his great
system of letter correspondence, and is having wonderful success. Thousands of weak,
delicate men and women are writing him
about their complaints, and are being permanently cured. It was he who discovered
that world-renowned curative, Dr. Greene’s
Nervura blood and nerve remedy. Write
the Doctor at once and see what he says
It will probably be
about your complaint.
the means of your getting hack your health.

English Spavin Liniment removes all
Hard, Soft, or Calloused Lumps and Blemishes from horses, Blood Spavins, Curbs,
Ring Bone,
Stifles,
Splints, Sweeney,
Sprains, all Swollen Throats, Coughs, etc.
Save $50 by use of one bottle. Warranted
the most wonderful Blemish Cure ever
known. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.

will try
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day.
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D’CONNELL

Day.

There are still
New Youk, Nov. 0.
British clippers afloat, and one of
them, the iron three-masted ship Hellenburgh, iinished last night a trip of more
than :’».000 miles in 21 days, one of the
swiftest voyages ever made from Hull by
a sailing vessel.
Capt. Jefferson, who has been her commander four years, says that she is the
The ship’s
best ship he ever sailed in.
best day’s run was 020 knots, which is
about the speed of a steamship of the secShe averaged about l.'O knots
ond class.

and

Store, 81 Main S
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has been elecced to Congress from the
sixth
Massachusetts district 1»\ >.:»7>
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AT LOWER PRICES
THAN EVER BEFORE.

H. J. LOCUS,
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Mets anil Robes.
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prices before you buy. We incomparison. It makes trade for us.

our

J. H. & J. W. JONES,
Successors t J F. A. Carle, 60 Main St

1
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That unpoetical employment is carried
on here in a way that
certainly cleanses
the garments, but proves destructive to
their texture. They are washed in sea-

make

ou

water, among the slimy rocks, and
boiled.
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Siftl qnart. flour, Isa ]ts**ooi:fnl salt, 1
saltBpoon.
fu: ground nutmeg or iiLnamon, 2 rounding teaspoi.nfuls baking powder, together. Beat 2 ecus;
®'ht 1 cup sugar, 1 eup milk, 2
teaBpoonfuis melted
i ollolcne. Stir these into the floor, roll and cut
into shape
Have kettle % lull of t’ortolrne-at
just then,>it heat—and fry the doughnuts in it tor
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pretentious villa hangs like
ed bird’s nest.
It belonged to
time Spanish Consul, a
once*

Hon-piant wreath—on every
224 State Street. BOSTON. PORTLAND.
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What farming

was iu the days of David
prophets, of Homer and of Virgil,
it is to-day in the Azores.
Th.e yoke, the
art, the plow, the harrow, the threshing
floor and the winnowing are all precisely
as
described in the Old Testament, the
Odyssy and the Georgies. The grain is

and the

sickle and the sheaves bound
by men, women and children, as iu the
days of liutli and Boaz. Every well-to-do
cut
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Azorean peasant has

(latiu area),
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his hut

near
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threshing floor—a regular

are thrown upon the cira
floor, and over them cattle are driven, attached to a wooden drag whose lower surface is studded with iron spikes or sharp
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guided by

a

long

last

those

four weary years.
I
tried
finally

DR. J. H. WATTS.

Dr.

the
of

Miles’ New

Heart

Cure,

and was surprised at the result. It put new
life into and made a new man of me.
1
have not had a symptom of trouble since
and I am satisfied your medicine has cured
me for I have now enjoyed, since taking it

Three Years of
1

Splendid Health.

druggist and have
sold and recommended your Henri Cure, for
I know what it lias done for me and only
wish I could state more clearly my suffering then and the good health! now enjoy.
Your Nervine and other remedies also
give excellent satisfact ion.” J. H. Watts.
might add that T

am a

Humboldt, Neb., May 9, ’94.
Hr. Miles Heart. Cure is sold on n positive
guarantee that the first, bottle will benefit.
All druggists sell it at ?1 G bottles for
or
it will bo sent, prepaid, on receipt of price
by the Dr. Miles Medical Co., Elkhart, ind
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The theory of it is that the
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"ndwitli admiration.
heads, picking their way carefully down j
Villages’ sloP*nK to the sea, the ledges, or like Xausica when met by
yan>8 an<* 8weet
1
potatoes, ITlysses, washing the linen and spreading
and °i
—^Lieatf besides beans, melons, it, white as snow, upon the rocks to dry.
antique

stance to

The

mer’s

of what it is made of—the
fish-fat
is lost but the taste.
druggist has a substitute for Scott's Emulsion

no secret

lost, but

is

nothing

your
Isn t tbe standard all others
try to equal the best for
So cents and

All

SCOTT &

New York

Is the only positive Cure known to the Medical Profession for
the Cure of Acute and Chronic Rheumatism, Gout,

Lumbago. Sciatica,

0
~rian Neuralgia, Dismenorrhoea. Psoriasis, Scrofula, Liver
NeUr^'a’
and Kidney Diseases. A positive Cure

effected in from 6 to !8 days.

EOR SALE BY A. A. HOWES A CO.

B OVERGAITERS

Name of Garfield.

It is

how many LADIES OVERGAITEKs we have sohl
during the
The people seem to appreciate our efforts to give them a
good
and
nice
for
little
wearing
looking
overgaiter
money, and as we have just received another large invoice of them we shall still sell them at the follow-

surprising

to

see

ing LOW PRICES

GREAT PHYSICAL STRENGTH

Extra Fine
4

44

4

44

44

High
44

Quality,

19c.
48c.

a

tailor made,

Cut ten

buttons,

50c.

a

44

44

enjoyment of perfect health, yet strong, healthy organs
and faculties give rise to the most delightful sensations of existence.
Exercise, common sense and ordinary
precaution and you need never be very
find

your

((bl8Uagreatbargaln>

sensitive—look out!

a

44

Ladies, Misses & Children s
Of the finest

stomach

troublesome, your bowels inactive, your
nerves

■

n

g OCi

quality,

®

pair
pair
pair
nniai

Pair

WE ARE ALSO GIVING A GREAT BARGAIN IN

necessary to the

you

:

“Leader,” Seven Button Overgaiters at

better

When

*

past two weeks.

‘4

sick.

buv't

to

GRISTSRlW6

by 2,000.

is not

roil

Druggists

BOW Mi

Chemists

Our

A medical writer in the November
disscusses the vexed question:
“Are Children's Falsehoods Wicked?”
and arrives at the surprising conclusion
that in many eases certain physical defects—notably of the eye and the organs
of digestion—are responsible for so-called
children’s lies.
The present number
closes the eleventh volume of this indispensable Nursery Guide, si. 00 a year
Babyhood Pub. Co., 0 Beckman Street,
New York.

next

Misses’

is waning, when exertion seems impossible and sleep does not give rest—look

“

Serious illness has its beginning in
neglected little things. Even dread consumption conies on by degrees, and mav
begin with a very slight derangement.

.Extra Good
at

15c.

a

are

“

“

Children's

©ut

we

selling

Jersey Leggings

Ladies'

When your

weight is decreasing, when your energy

HIGH JERSEY LEGGINGS
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quality,
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following prices:
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“

“

1.10

“
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.98

Quality Lamb’s

pair,

pair.
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(ON

THE CORNER)

Belfast,

Maine.
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an

Elegant

Line of

Unlike the others

I

B. L. Tobacco

The

Biliousness
v

p?5

Is caused

I|I|Jtorpidity
4

by

of
the liver. This
ths
d 1 g es 11 o n of

iffMprevents

whioh
UUalljlffiEHn food,
ferments

decomposes in

C ,lf‘t

the stomach
and causes disi, dizziness,

headache, Insomnia,

ner-

Hood’s Fills Invigorate the
liver, cure biliousness, constipation, Jaunvousness.

dice, sick headache, etc. 26c;

all

druggists.

*1

will

give
Heart-burn, or

publishers

of Littell’s Living Age
reduction in the price of that
eclectic
from
unique
eight dollars to six
dollars a year: the change to take effect
with the first of the new year.
New subscribers, however, remitting before the
first of January, will receive the intervening Nos. of 1895, free. The Living Age
now
nearing me ciose or us nuy-seconci
year, has ever been the faithful mirror of
the times, reflecting only that which was
highest and best and most desirable in
the whole held of literature,
it has received the commendations of the highest
literary authorities, the most distinguished statesmen, the brightest men and women of the
country, and has proven a
source of instruction and entertainment
to many thousands.
It commends itself
especially to busy people of moderate
means for they will And in it what they
cannot otherwise obtain except by a large
expenditure of time and money, yet which
is so essential to every one who desires to
be well informed concerning all the great
questions of the day. Littell A Co., publishers, Boston.
announce a

A

new

not

That wooden ships are not entirely out
of the race in the carrying trade, and
must still be reckoned with in the matter
of sailiug qualities, is shown by the recent victory of the American ship Manuel
Llaguno, which came into New York a
few days since, with 2,730 tons of sugar
stowed under her hatches, having made
the voyage from Honolulu iu 102 days.
The metal ships Troop, Helen Brewer and
Tillie E. Starbuck sailed from the same
port on the same voyage about the same
time, and were all badly beaten by the
Llaguno, the metal ships requiring 140,
117 and 110 days, respectively, to make the
trip. The Llaguno is considerably the
oldest of the four.

All manufactuied

Bite your

expressly for

us.

DON’T FORGET
That we have the cent money
order w;th evtrv ONE DOLLAR CASH PURCHASE.

|

Tongue.

We shall carry

a

tine line of

MEN’S PANTS,
BOYS’ SHORT PANTS.
™

STAPLES 4 COTTRELL. 12 Main Street

book

by Laura E. Richards is
sure of a hearty welcome from the reading public. There is no writer more deservedly popular. Her writings are pure,
wholesome, and rank high in literary
merit.
“Nautilus,” her new volume in
the famous ‘Captain January’ series, is
and
handsomer than its predeceslarger
sors, the story, though very much in the
same veins as the others, being longer.
The book is not a child’s story, although
the part played by the little hero who is
American citizen, dawdles away his money the central character around which the
in Europe writing fulsome letters about story is woven, appeals to the sympathies
Mrs. Richards has
the maueuvres of foreign troops, and of young aud old.
made for herself a little niche apart in
sneers at the very men who made it
posthe
literary world from her delicate treatsible foi him to have a country, is a thing
ment of New England village life.
Nautiso far beneath the contempt of an honest
lus
is sure to be an immediate success,
American that there are no words in the
and
most certainly deserves to be, as it is
language lit to characterize him. [Moun- the best work
yet turned out by this
tain Echo, Keyser, West Va.
popular author. Tt is a literary gem, and
She—“Can you tell me who that exceed- is illustrated from original drawings by
ingly plain man was you were speaking to j W. L. Taylor. Small 4to, cloth, unique
just now?” He—“That was my brother.”] cover design. 75 cents. Estes & Lauriat,
She (much confused)—“Oh, 1 beg your parPublishers, Boston.
don! I had not noticed the resemblance!”
Victory for the Wooden Ship.

1

Children Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

There is

taste

The November number of The American Kitchen Magazine is the Thanksgiving
number, and it contains, among other
articles of timely interest, Thanksgiving
menu’s by Mrs. Lincoln.
Every housekeeper should have this magazine.

Babyhood

taking

pleasure.

«ateheiw> by7urrp°n;ra

The district is nominally Republican by
10,000 but he has carried it by over 14,000.
Running with him on the Republican
ticket was his friend Whittlesey, who has
been State Senator for several years. Garfield's plurality is greater than the for-

The November number (monthly part)
of Golden Days has been received from
the publisher, James Elverson, Philadelphia. It never fails to interest the boys
and girls, and has its attractions also for
the older members of the family.

Emulsion makes cod-liver oil

tos^of *fjsfactn,7

Akron, Ohio, Nov. 0. James R. Garfield, son of the late President, was elected state Senator by an enormous plurality.

Notes.

s

to a

You hardly taste it. The stomach knows
nothing about it—it does not trouble you
there.
You feel it first in the
strength that it brings:
1
s lows m the color
of the cheek, the
rounding of the
angles, the smoothing of the wrinkles.
It is cod-liver oil
digested for you. slipping as easily
into the blood and
losing itself there as raiu-drops
lose
1
themselves in the ocean.
a
^ng this is-to hide the odious
"
°" U,e
St°mach’

j

the

(t;

thing

■

Restores HeaPh
and

nothing lost

Scott

Darmesteter, James. Selected essays.
From the French by H. B. Jastrow.
Edited with an introductory meI
moir by M. Jastrow. 1895.1140,19
The
missing
Dillingham, Lucy.
chord. A novel. 1894. 213 14
Gertrude
H.
Chaucer,
Ely,
Spenser,
Sidney. English men of letters for
boys and girls. 320.8
Fields, Annie Adams. A shelf of old
hooks. 1895.1150.25
When Charles the
Fletcher, J. S.
A romance of OsFirst was king.
goldcross. 1632-1649. 149.7
Jack Alden. A
Warren
Lee.
Goss,
story of adventures in the Virginia
campaign. ’01-’05. 345.1
Holcombe, Chester. The real China513.19
man. 1895
Howells, William Dean. A traveler
from Altruria. Romance. 1895. 257.22
Jewett, Sarah Orne. Life of Nancy. 215.24
Kingsley, Henry. Raveushoe. A novel. 1895. 2v. 111.1
English
Mitchell, Donald Grant.
lands, letters and kings. Vol. 3.
the
Anne
and
Georges.1132.13
Queen
Nichol, John. Byron. 8)15.18
Parkinson, Edward S. Wonderland:
Yosemite valley, Alaska, Shoshone
falls and Yellowstone park. 1894. 540.7
Prince, Helen Choate. Story of Chris214.10
tine Rochefort. 1895..
Frail
Scudder, Samuel Hubbard.
into
children of the air: excursions
the world of butterflies. 1895. 944.17
Seeley, John R. Goethe reviewed
after si xty years. 189)*.1210.5
Smith, Sydney. Wit and wisdom of
Sy<lliey Smith.... 2123.2
Thompson, Charles Miner. The nimble dollar and other stories. 1895.... 310.32
Watson, John. Annals of a quiet valley. 1894.. ...1145.23
Weed, Clarence Moores. Ten New
England blossoms and their insect
visitors. 1895. 947.27

Dr. Miles’ Heart Cure
Literary News

Library.

Taken in time, 9S per cent, of all cases
of consumption can be cured. Taken in
time, no disease need be really serious.
The best safeguard against disease is an
active, healthy liver. That means good
bit h
and good blood means good solid'
healthy fit di.
the Christmas Number of tile Harper'* I
The get 111s of disease seek out the weak
Then men wall wooden shovels toss the
Mc.gaz ne are the first chapters of B.'isels,
Spots in the bwdy. Don't have any weak
wheat up into rlit- air. against the wind, a new novel b\ W illiam Black,
in the
! spots. If yen have them now. clear them
which winnows it by blowing away the same number will be found the opening
i out, tune them up. make them strong,
C ] 1 #111.
paper in Caspar \V. W'h itney’s account of i Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discover/
hi-- journey on snow-shoes to the Barren
< !<)>*•
by the eira is usually an arched (Bounds of British North America, in will ho it. It searches out all poisonous !
matter an l disease-germs of whatever I
stone building. not unlike a large Dutch
pursuit of big game: a brilliant descrip- ; character, ft regal n.es the action of the i
('
11 ven.
tion
of
11
The
Pari*
of
acas.
South
Amer- I
plastered and whitewashed like the
It forces out
orgmi.-. <>! the whole body.
j
houses.
Within this is a cistern. Spouts ica, by Richard llardingifavis; t comedy ! impure mat* -r. makes the hl-oud rich and
by William l)e;in Howells; live short
puts new k! into every liber. It makes ;
lead ti'niii ri-e Tiled roofs ini" the cir-.
j
stories; and eighty illustrations, including 1
good. iwm. healthy fle-li—doesn’t make
an
others from the cira into the eistems, a frontispiece in <•<>]<>i.
| fat. It give'- you flesh that you can work
ami : 11 is the
with—the flesh that means health, but a
linwater used Mr house- ;
The November issues of Harper's Weekreasonable plumpness is essential to the
hold purposes is collected in this stream- ! ly will contain articles on the following
best bodily condition.
of the Carnegie Libraless country.
Often close by the cisterns subjects: opening
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
ry at Pittsburg; the Horse Show, with
are ••stationary waslitubs,* hewed out of illustrations
by Frederh
Remington, is pleasant to take and you don’t have
to take an ocean of it to get well either.
the rocks, shallow at the front and slop- Wenzel, and Kiepper—comments by CasW. W hitney; the coming musical sea- -ing dee}* at the back, so that the stone per
son in New York, by W. J.
Henderson
side may serve the purpose of a washing and
Owen Wister; the Atlanta Exposition,
board.
with illustrations by W. A. Rogers; the
The corn-mill of Fayal is almost a fac- Marlborough-Vanderbilt Wedding; Viscount Wolseley and British Whir Office Resimile of the mola asinaria of the Homans.
form; the New York Portrait Show,
The lower story of some of the houses is
handsomely illustrated; and additional
used as a mill.
A cow is harnessed to a papers in the valuable Public School series.
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small blot ks of lava, piled
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!i(. island. In
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view of

There

carefully
although the crank, as the horse does duty in a New
one above anEngland eider-mill. Her eyes are coveri ol her. look linn enough under their soft ed with tunnel-shaped tin blinders, and
s
&ray-green iit 'ieiis. mere are she travels in a circle, turning one stone
| half hitlclen crevices here and there, upon another, thus grinding about a
showing black, awful caverns yawning be- bushel of corn in an hour. There are a
of unknown extent and
probably few wind-mills of rude construction in
|I neatb.
floored by the ocean, which is here some Fayal, but the cow-mill and the scriptural
1(5,000 feet deep, into which at anv mo- hand-mills are much more common for
ment the slipping away of a
Fannie B. Wakd.
single stone corn grinding.
!
| might plunge you. Only one of these
caverns has yet been
What Do You Think of Him?
explored, and tiiat is
| a very small one, about 20 feet deep by as EDITOR J. O. THOMPSON' KXPKKSSKrj 111S
io any wide, but with
possibilities of inOPINION.
creased blood-curdling to imagine. When
An obscure penny-a-liner signing himaccidentally discovered by the Consul's self Poulteney Bigelow, writing ostensibly
son it was only a chink in the floor of
the from Germany, gives utterance to the follava bed, half hidden by a tuft of fern lowing choice and patriotic sentiment in
Harpers Weekly:
that grew beside it. Pulling up the fern“Every cyclist in America goes to bed
root disclosed a hole, perhaps a yard wide.
with the prayer on his lips that Uncle Sam
Next time it was seen, stones had slipped may stop squandering his money on a pack
of swindlers who disgrace our
citizenship
away here ami there, or had settled into
by taking pensions, and that lie may spend
unknown depths below and the cavity that money in giving us a network of macad amized highways.'’
was three times as big as when iirst lookThe men who made it possible to have
ed into; and it lias continued to increase,
a country, who saved Uncle Sam’s life at
almost imperceptibly, stone by stone, to
the risk of their own. and at the
expense
its present proportions.
You may easily of sickness, of life
long invalidism and
scramble down into it, and with a small wounds, are “a pack of swindlers,” forsooth, “who disgrace our citizenship.”
hammer carefully break off pieces of red,
As though the citizenship of such a thing
gray, green and mottled lava, brittle and as that could be
disgraced! The man
beautiful as coral; but the whole place who, instead of doing the work of an
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Austin, Alfred. The garden that 1
love. 1894.1128.30
Bonney, Thomas George. The story
of our planet. 1894. 917.19
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[Accessions during November, 1895.]

beyond gray lichens covering the boulders,
faya bushes and tree heather, now
arc a few
un oumforat able
just beginning to take root, there is no quently see children attending to the
.i.
which may be hired vegetation from the top of the mountain threshing while the elders are doing the
mod-, rate rates. Each lias two to the sea—m»r will there be until long heavier work in the fields.
Any boy or
gill can drive a pair of cattle Azorean
drawn b\ three mules, guidalter the present generation and several to
eins.
But the Portuguese come have turned to dust.
The super- fashion, and they seem to enjoy the fun.
After scampering pell-mell over the cira a
d
nearly so trustworthy as stitious natives have appropriately named
LHiiing November, Harper s Bazar will
few times, with shouts and laughter, the present many effective and beautiful evenI-':
this
:
and
and
slid
a
deal
more
peak
great
Mysterio,"
•nkey.
regard
also reception gowns and
v.I\ he is as ignoi ant of ids it witii awe and iwrit-not'.
Its last re- straw must he turned over with wooden ing toilettes,
carriage wraps, and
made of a single piece of street costumes,
corded
pitchforks,
occurred
in
when
timid.
lie
erruption
April,
msritutiuoally
dresses for various occasions.
Men's
wood
cleft
into
three
at
one
its
.;-di ou the box, enjoying the
prongs
end, Fashions for the autumn and winter will
downpour of molten lava laid waste
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much
Neptune's trident is pictured. be outlined with careful attention to de:S invr.nl F«l\ .1. wiliie
plltf- aii the farms and villages in its <*ourse:
tail.
In the Thanksgiving Number, a
d cheapest tobacco in and as soon
their terroi subsided, the Theiq I: i-, threshed and dragged again:
brilliant story, by Margaret Sutton Brisind
afterwards
the
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is drawn out
nt of earning
"pie
aptho went en masse to llorta.
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rope, tied to the right horn of the off ox,
and held in the driver’s hand.
You fre-
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1

at

bound sheaves

cen-
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by

the

No pen can describe my suffer-

also he visited

still

*

*

must

tip for telegraphing the arrival
of vessels; and near it is a chapel dedicated to Our Lady of Quia, at whose annual
out

on

months

turies

It occurred some two

ago and the path of the torrent is
to be seen, a mile wide and
many milts long, strewn with lava stones
to the depth of several feet.
Nature has
been doing her very best ever since to ef-

whose back is the

station

sleep, especially

Hutch tiles

space of hard trodden pumice 15 to go
feet in diameter, surrounded by a low
wall of weather beaten stone.
The un-

the island.

saw-horse native saddles, or
> on a well strapped sheep-

■■

ii

fantastic arches.

angry red in the sunshine, emitted the
latest lava stream that wrought havoc in

’cst, is well as tin- cheapest
i“umi in the A/.oies -whether
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waves

ception, bare of verdure

absolute perfection.
As
transit, there is always the

by donkey,

the restless
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by

underneath

you sec black conical
peaks lowering ahead, each with its extinct
rater, and all but one with green

-h, the gardens are the pride
iers, and nothing is neglected
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worn

proaching Capello,

from Huita, you see gardens
ais ami fence-walls covered
o rns and
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is

into caverns and
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Keeps it green from spring to
ever
you go. for miles in
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tile very ocean, when- they end
cliltsof black volcanic rock, which

high
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other
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old-
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unexplainable Having clambered up the almost perpendifference, not only in the looks of them, dieulai shoreward side of the hill, over
'•oil in the taste,
though cooked by the slippery stones and through fields of luso;f- sunm piocess.
Tilt* corn, too, is dif- pine between cane hedges, you are rehut
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squashes and other “garden sass,” growing as thriftily here as in Illinois or Ohio;
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an

fantastic structure with

its walls plastered with
and old china.

ME.

The Monte da
\/.ores

It was almost unendurable; with
shortness
of
breath, palpitations, severe
pains uhable to

in his "ain countree”—and must

have been
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Rheumatism of the Heart.

desert-

a

Hidalgo

pop.

rn

®F. /. JT. IFcfff, druggist and physician, Humboldt, Neb., who suffered with
heart disease for four years, trying
every
remedy and all treatments known to himself and fellow-practitioners? believes that
heart disease is curable. lie v.rites:
“I wish to tell what your valuable medicine has done for me. For four years 1 had
heart disease of the very worst kind.
Several physicians I consulted, said it was

Half way up the steep hillside overlooking this Me rati ti Kavine the ruins of a

| For frying, Cottolene must be hot, but don’t let it
| get hot enough to smoke or it will burn. To find if
u is hot enough, throw into it a
single drop of water,

f

Tubs are

unknown, and a convenient stone serves as a rubbing stone.
When spread on rocks or rubbish heaps
by the roadside, with stones placed on the
corners of each garment to hold it
flat,
and sprinkled two or three times a
day
for several days, the sun does the rest.

douMinuti
a

never

YEARS OF INTENSE FAIN.

Best and

Cheapest,

it is

as

made from the

Finest

j

is

Leaf,

Long

a

and

Chew.

COAL.

Now is the time to

Weekly Calender.

MONDAY
Take “L. F.’s” after dinner.

TUESDAY
“L.

F.’s.”

cure

Dyspepsia to-day.

buy your Winter’s Coal.

First Quality
Thoroughly Prepared

PLYMOUTH
The

THURSDAY
L. F.’s”

are a sure

Liver

Remedy.

FRIDAY
Remember the

L.

are

F.**

m

I

A\

■

SUGAR-LOAF LEHIGH,
GEORGE’S CREEK CUMBERLAND.
Prices at
Wharf.

Chestnut Coal,
Stove Coal,

....

....

$5.10
5.10

Egg Coal.4.90
PROMPT

Delivered in
Dump Cart.

$5.35
5.35
5.15
5.15

Delivered
ami put in.

$5.50
5.50
5.30
5.30

DELIVERY,

simple ami effectual.

CORRECT

SUNDAY
L. F.’s do
on other

^ f\

Furnace Coal.4.90

F.’s*’.

SATURDAY
“L. F.’s”

)
j

VEIN,

WEDNESDAY
A dose of “L. F.’s” for Acid Stomach.

COAL

COAL.

WEIGHT,
CAREFUL DELIVERY.

as

much

days.

good work

Atwood's Bitters.
35c.

a

as

THE SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY.

bottle.

33, 35 &.
TELEPHONE 4-8.

37

Front Street,

Belfast.

31tf

Lawrence Gardner, secretary of the
Democratic Congressional committee, is

IScpubltcan Journal.
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HLISlffcD

PI

BY THE

THURSDAY MORNING

EVERY

Journal Pub. Oo.

Republican

j business Manager

CHARLES A. 1TLSBUR\,

as

This is

to

Gorman
carry bis

laurels.

no

The Duke was married in
suit.

it,

He could afford

suit

can

failed

even

of Laurel.

town

own

He

his first Ameri-

been successful.

liaviDg

Ladies’ Warm Shoes
for house wear,

deal of truth to
The

source.

These shoes do not require any lacing
buttoning, and are very warm
comfortable and dvr able.

come

people

bosses; the people are thinkthey think the smaller
the Democratic vote.
That does explain
the result of the recent elections; and
there is a good deal to it.

This reminds

It has been

telegraphed across the conJoseph H. Manley has
left San Francisco for Augusta.
A torchlight procession on his arrival home is
in order.

now

The Democratic N'ew York Times consoles itself in a review of the election re-

by saying:

turns

principles
of principles

“The

party remain.” Want

of the
would

be more accurate.
“There

was

eud of

fraud,” says a
despatch on the Balti-

uo

election.

more

For all that tl

vailed and the Democratic

small

red animal that

runs

right

e

ring

pre-

animal,

is not

Republican deluge

was

J. Malcom Forbes

of Milton, Mass., who was elected representative from his town.
Mr. Forbes is a

yachtsman and owns among
rl't. cup-defender Puritan.

other

old friend S»lcn Chase is a possithe Populist coudidate for gov-

Our

bility

as

[Rockland Courier-Gazette.

ernor.

red,

backwards. The average New Yorker does
sw agger and has no “Yankee twang”

—neither
The

have

Saturday

“Yankees”

the well-informed

probably
Englishmen who

one

Park and Indians

ply

the

Herald: Whatever may be

said about the cause of the

Republican

victory in Maryland, the fact that
dei

lias dealt this

>tate

the

to

omen

wound is not
ide

as a

barn

Democratic

deep as
door, but it

bor-

a

blow is an ill
The

party.
well

a

as

nor

knife

that is another matter.

ports from the towns and cities of Massa-

chusetts, showing

that business was boom-

ing, and later had similar reports from
To read the Democratic press of
the country one would suppose we were
Maine.

basking

in the sunshine of

because of Democratic

prosperity—
legislation and the

The

Augusta

as

The

an

New

remarks:

Age, Dem.,

off year.—yes, way off!”

Belfast Hand Begins its 6th Year.

It will no doubt be a surprise to many to
learn that the Belfast Band has- entered upon its sixth year.
It is doubtful if any proceeding organization of this kind has had so

that has been done for them. The baud is
not self-supporting, but does quite an amount

The Looker-on of the Boston

Evening

Record says: “1 found Senator Chandler
of \ew Hampshire eating his supper
last

quietly
were

tilled

evening, while the streets
with people.” Did Looker-on

lind the Senator swearing at the
waiters and throwing crockery about the

expect

to

room?

Daily

The London

News

says
“The

going so markedly in favor
Republicans that the presidential

elections are
is

all but safe for the next year.
Tammany’s success in New York City is
seat

of

real importance and will not stop
the reforms.”
no

The Washington correspondents are already making the committee assignments
for Speaker Reed, and probably are not
far out of the way in naming Hon. Chas.
A. Boutelle as chairman of the commitNaval Affairs, and lion. S. L. Mi!
liken as chairman of the committee on
tee

on

.Public

Buildings

The

and Grounds.

Kennebec Journal takes up John

Gilmer Speed’s unwarranted assertions
concerning the ignorance of country peo-

ple

and concludes

of business during the season, and the treasurer reported that at the close of the fifth
year all the bills were paid and a small
sum on hand.
At the annual meeting last
week the following board of managers was
elected: S. W. Johnson, C. O. Poor, VV. B.
Wadsworth, G. T. Reed, Geo. R. Poor. I.
H. Harmon is President, C. O. Poor treasurer, Geo. R. Poor secretary, and B. A.

Roundy

(Liberal)

of the result in the United States:
of the

by saving:

We would commend tbe article Mr. E.
C. Dow wrote for The Belfast Journal in
reply to Mr. Speed. Statistics do not
prove everything, tine acquainted and in
touch with the rural communities in
Maine at least knows that Mr. Speed's
conclusions are hasty and unwarranted.

leader.

Work of Bowden and Mears Endorsed.
Belfast Woman’s'Christian TemperUnion at a regular meeting November
7th, unanimously adopted the following
resolutions, by a rising vote:
Whereas, Our County Attorney, Elhry
Bowden. Esq. of Winterport, has in his offishown commendable
cial capacity
zeal,
honesty and efficiency in his efforts to euforce the laws, especially those against the
liquor traffic, and
Whereas, in his work he has been ably
seconded by State Constable Joseph R.
Mears of Morrill,
Therefore, Resolved, That we,the Woman’s
Christian Temperance Union of Belfast,
Maine, heartily endorse and approve of the
work of these faithful officials and wish
them God-speed. They have our sympathy
and prayers.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be sent to Messrs. Bowden and Mears, and
also to the press for publication.
The

ance

Yaclits

and

Boats.

L. Macomber has made a model for a
3(3 feet over all and 9 feet beam, and of
the modern type.
E.

yacht

D. H, Libby has begun on the sails for the
sloop that Frank Marshall is building on
Acre Island, Islesboro.

Jackson, Kennebunkport, is build4*5 feet long, 14 feet beam
Gallant Senator Hoar proposes as an ing a sloop yacht
emblem “The little red-cheeked scliool- and to draw’ but twenty inches, yet carry a
with a shingle in her hand. That mast 34 feet high and be equipped also with
jnarm
is all light, but the picture needs the lit- twin screw’s 21 inches diameter, to he run by
tle sehoolhouse of whatever color as a naphtha motors of 7 h. p. each. She is for
background and setting. [Portland Ad- E. M. Goodall of Sanford, and is expected
vertiser.

Recent events in Belfast would make
such

an

strikingly appropriate

emblem

here.

B. F.

to

make 12 knots.

I Have Known
nggy

Mrs. Dencie
on a

Mudgette Boynton’s

Hood’s Sarsapaever since it
first "pade.

8^^ rilla
53p%was

letter

Street Fair in Ohio will attract the

its

attention of the many friends of the writer in this section and the general reader

is only
what its

well.

merit

The time has gone by for a
Street Fair in Belfast this year, but when

deserves.

sideration.

the next harvest is
like to

see

gathered

we

M

me

ed here.

the

only

yachtsman

British

for the America’s cup who

like
H ood’s
Sarsa-

sportsman

to

was

contest

parilla.
It gives

neither a

me

gentleman. A recent
concerning the cup races
stronger language. He in-

nor

a

even

timates that there

was

crookedness in the

measurement of the Defender; that after
measuring she received additional ballast
tbat gave her'a foot
a blackguard could

against

more

waterline.

bring

such

a

Only

charge

those who had extended to him

every courtesy. The New York Sun says
“We knew Lord Dunraven

editorially:
was no

is not a

sportsman;

we now

gentleman.”

know that he

•

thrill of new
life. It purifies my blood.
■—I especially
recommend

statement of his

justifies

builds
up when
all run

down,

A few weeks ago The Journal felt justified in saying of Lord Dunraven that he
was

Nothing
else

should

of the kind attempt-

something

great

s a c c esa

The letter is interesting in itself
and contains suggestions worthy of con-

as

are

Hoods

Sarsaparilla
comrades of the Q. A. R.” Capt. J.

to my.
P. Thompson, Register of Deeds, Middlosex Co., Lowell, Mass.
Hood’s Pills c.n-e Sick Headache. 25c.

LAMPS CHEAP

At the 5c. and 10c. Store.

new

way of

selling

few

to any

advantage to the farmers
these FIRST
QUALITY RUBBERS.
more

most

quaii,^’

price you want and the
the goods is all right.

cutting hay and the old and

our

way of

Prices and you have the whole

thing

in

a

nutshell.

No more of these good will be made.
Hereafter they cannot be had at any price.

While

they last

will sell for

we

STRICTLY CASH

Lamb’s Wool Soles

those present.

a

On account of the bad weather Miss Grace
C. Coggins did not leave for her home until
Monday last.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Tufts returned last Saturday to their home in Malden, Maas., great-

ly pleased with their visit here.
Miss Bessie Patterson was the only scholar
who had the honor of not being absent -luring the entire term of ten weeks of school.
Miss Anna Knowlton is visiting friends
and relatives in Malden, Mass. She will
probably remain away three weeks at least.
Mr. and Mrs. George Crockett of Rockland and Mr. Riddle of Virginia have returned to their respective homes after a very
pleasant visit to Mr. and Mrs. A. F. El well.

Capt. Joe Wentworth and wife of Bangor
left the first of the week, having enjoyed a
most delightful visit to Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
Herrick. The captain has deserted the quarter deck for the more pleasant duties of a
motorman on the forward platform of an
electric car, a position probably requiring
as much skill and clear-headedness as turning a wheel of a ship or a steamboat, which
none could manipulate more scientifically
than the genial Joe. He is well known from
the brick-yards of Brewer to Sandy Hook as
a mighty jolly good feliow, and the regular
evening audience at the corner grocery have
been delightfully entertained by the captain's yarns, interestingly spun from the

iitty box of past experiences. His departure will be greatly missed, but he has promised to come again, which is some consolation. The boys will be glad to see him any
time lie chooses to call this way.
as announceu last

week the

High school,

taught by Miss Grace C. Coggins, closed its
term of ten weeks last Friday afternoon.
Long before the hour of commencement the
school house was densely packed by the parents of the scholars and the friends of the
school. Of course it was expected that there
would be quite a number present, but as the
seating capacity of the house was crowded

its utmost it was indeed a pleasant surprise to all, as it showed a trend of general
interest among the people on behalf of the
school that was not generally known, but
was gloriously manifested on this occasion
by the large audience to witness the closing
to

exercises of the school. It was 2 o’clock before the tinkling of the bell called the attention of those present that the time had arrived for the exercises to open. After a few
congratulatory remarks by the teacher, who

spoke of the pleasure

it gave her to see so
present, she announced that the exercises would begin by the singing of America
by the school. This was very well rendered. Then followed a recitation by Miss Lotta
Orcutt, entitled “Asleep at the Switch
Tableau, The Four Seasons, by four young

many

ladies; speaking, “The Snow Flake’s Visit,”
Miss Florence Brown; recitation, “Young
America’s War Cry,” John Pendleton; decMiss Carrie Price (piece
lamation by
not announced); dialogue, “Measure for
for Measure,” Annie Shaw, Clara Woodbury, Benton Rhodes and Bessie Pat-

reading, “What the Little Girl
Said,” Annie Rhodes; recitation, (subject
not announced) Miss Maude Price. At the
close of this recitation it was announced
that an intermission would be bad, as a little time was required in preparing for the
terson;

the next tableau. During the recess apples
and confectionary were passed around and
were greatly enjoyed by all. Again the signal
bell was heard, and order being quickly restored the comical presentation of “A Visit
from the Smith Family” was well performed by Bessie Patterson, Percy Herrick, Forrest Pendleton, Carrie Smith, Annie Rhodes,
John Pendleton and Etta Tripp, and received by the spectators with hearty applause. Then followed reading, “Kit Car-

Shaw; speaking by Miss E. El well, (subject not announced,) Tableau, “Rock of Ages,” Miss
Lottie Orcutt; singing by the scholars. This
son’s

Wife,”

by

Annie

might make
that one, but
we find it is not necessary, for every scholar
did bis or her best. The teacher won the
golden opinions of the visitors by the excellent manner in which the scholars exhibited
the results of the careful training they had
special

mention

Perhaps

of this

we

received at her hands.

Taking everything
into consideration it was a highly creditable
ending of ten long weeks of daily toil, and
teacher and scholars are to Vie congratulated
on the good work accomplished, and the
pleasing manner in which they entertained their visitors on the afternoon of the
last day of a long, prosperous and successful term of school... .There was quite
enacted behind the curtain of the stage at the school house last.
Friday afternoon, that the audience was
quite ignorant of until the close of school.
It was the presentation by the scholars,
a

pathetic

News

of

the

Granges

one or

scene

Seaside Grange is holding fortnightly entertainments, including refreshments, literary program, dance, etc. The last two have
netted $32. The proceeds go towards the
fund for the new hall. Next Saturday evening the grange will open a mock trial.
South Montviile Grange is in a very prosperous condition. They conferred the third
and fourth degrees last Tuesday evening. A
very interesting contest has just closed. The
captains were Mrs. Eva Ripley and Bertha
Adams. Albert Grey was chosen judge, and
the decision was that Bertha came out victorious, and Mrs. Ripley and her efficient
workers presented the victorious side with
a line supper last
Tuesday evening. The
entertainments on both sides were very interesting, and thus closes a very interesting
contest and perfect harmony prevails.
Stockton Grange, No. 2(59, has
the following resolutions:

adopted

Whereas, It has pleased the Almighty
through Miss Bessie Patterson, to the teacher
Father in his all wise providence to remove,
of a beautiful photographic album exquisite" from our
brother
presence our worthy
ly hound and finished. 80 completely taken Lewis J. Snell, and it has caused a deep
to
rest
on
Miss
this
so
sensiwas
gloom
by surprise
community, and esCoggins, and
on the (dialer of Patrons of Husbly affected by the kindness of her scholars pecially of which he was a
and honbandry
and the beauty of the present, that it was ored member. Therefore respected
he it,
with much difficulty she could give expresResolved, That while we mourn our loss
sion to tlie deep appreciation she felt in re- we bow in humble submission tu His divine
will.
ceiving such a splendid token of her schul"
Resolved, That this Grange extend its
ar’s love and friendship, and it will he highly
kindest sympathy to the bereaved and
friends
and hid then take consolation from
prized and carefully kept in fond remem- the
to him although
promise that we can
brance of the high esteem .she was held in he cannot return to us. go
the hearts of her scholars_The social enResolved, That as a token of respect f >r
our departed brother, our charter be
tertainment given at Elwell’s hall Friday
draped
in mourning for thirty days.
That these
evening last complimentary to the scholars resolutions lie entered on the records of tinof this school was a grand success. Games order, and a copy he sent to the family of
the deceased, and also to our local papers
ami dancing formed the chief enjoyment of
for publication.
the evening, and every moment was fully
utilized by the young folks. Apples and
confectionary were freely circulated, and
every hoy ana. girl acknowledged the penalties of Copenhagen, and taken in equal parts Capt. G. T. Osborn Makes a Quick Trip.
with the confectionary it made one of the
Sell. Emma S. Briggs, Capt. G. T. Osborn,
sweetest entertainments imaginable.
The arrived Nov. 1st from Edgewater, N. J.,
festivities closed at the modest hour of 12, bringing bob tons of coal for W. S. Ilagar.
She towed to Hallowell Wednesday t< load
and all went away more than pleased with
granite. The schooner arrived here Oct. 2d,
the good time made possible by the codischarged 43»> tons of coal, towed to Hallooperative kindness of Mrs. E. B. Elvvell ami well and loaded with granite for New York.
at New York, sh discharged granMr. R. E. Patterson, who kindly furnished Arriving
ite, proceeded to Edgewater, loaded coal and
the entertainment.
Transfers

in

Real

Estate.

Tlit: following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending November 13, 1895: A.
H. Bradbury et al, Belfast, to Minot F.

arrived here Nov. 1st. If there is any of
them that do any better getting around than
this, we would like to hear about them.
Capt. Osborn is one of the most genial fellows in the world to meet, and a good
“hustler,” as the above record shows. [Richmond Bee.

May he Prove a True Prophet.
Stearns, do.; land in Belfast. Ann Pendle“I am going to predict," remarked Hon.
ton, Stockton Springs, to Annie Cl. Pendle- J.
Dingley, Jr. of Auburn, Friday, “that in
ton, do.; land and buildings in Stockton sixty days from now you will see the slice
Springs. Ruth M. Smith, Winterport, to manufacturing business all over New England humming. And I will say fur .her that
Walter F. Arey, do.; land and building in
you will see a decided increase in business
Winterport. Mayo H. Nickerson, Freedom, within the next thirty days.
to Alfred W. Pullen, Palermo; land and
A tired stomach is very much like a
buildings in Freedom. Albert Gammans,
sprained ankle. If you suffer fro n any of
Belfast, to Seth M. Knowlton, Prospect; the symptoms of dyspepsia, your stomach is
land and buildings in Brooks.
Seth M. tired. It needs a crutch. We must relieve
Knowlton, to Samuel M. El well, Brooks; it of all work for a time, or until it is restored to its natural strength. To do this sucland and buildings in Brooks. W. O. Jones,
cessfully, we must use a food which is alto
M.
land
in
Samuel
Eiwell;
Brooks,
ready digested outside of the body, and
Brooks. Philip F. Coombs, Islesboro, to which will aid the digestion of other foods
that may be taken with it. Such a product
Watson H. Coombs, do.; laud in Islesboro. is
the Shaker Digestive Cordial.
Oscar Hills, Northport, to Geo. W. Burkett,
The Shakers have utilized the digestive
Belfast,; land in Northport. Fred E. Wy- principles present in plants for the manufacture of this article, and its success has
man, Searsmont, to Henry M. Heal, do.;
been phenomenal. You can try it for the
land and buildings in Searsmont. Henry nominal sum of 10 cents, as
sample bottles
are sold by all druggists at this price.
M. Heal to John C. Cummings, New York;
land and buildiugs in Searsmont.
F. C.
Laxol is the best medicine for children.
Pendleton, Islesboro, to Georgiana C. Phil- Doctors recommend it in place of Castor Oil.
brook. do.; land in Islesboro. Georgiana C.
Belfant Opera House.
Philbrook, to F. C. Pendleton. Annie A.
Pope et als., Hartford, to Mary A. Healy,
November 15th.
Winterport; laud in Winterport. Richard J.
to
Estelle
N.
Ellingwood, Brooks,
Fish,
-THEWinterport; land and buildiugs in Winterport. Mabel Ellingwood et als., Winterport, to Estella N. Fisli; land and buildings
Hiram Ellingwood estate,
in Winterport.
OF BOSTON.
Winterport, to Estella N. Fish; land and
of
the Harvard Male Quartette.
buildings in Wiuterport. Almon L. Woods Consisting
JEWEL HOI 0, FIRST TENOR.
et als., Troy, to Hannah Woods, do.; land
HENRY Pl'OH, SECOND TENOR.
and buildings in Troy. Hiram B. Conner,
W. B. PHILLIPS, BARITONE.
Pittsfield, to Henry A Norris et al., Burniu
Burnham.
Eliza
J. L. THOMAS, BASSO.
ham; land and buildings
to
Emma
E.
Freedom,
Penney;
Clements,
ASSISTED BY MISS CARRIE R. NICHOLS.
Hiram
laud and buildings in Freedom.
I;TV 1!i:K AND PIANIST.
McAlister, Burnham, to Harry W. Goodwin, do.; land and buildings in Burnham.
“SONGS ILLUSTRATED” with First-Class
The Girls’ Home.

Friday Evening

—Stereopticon.—

Frankie

JERE GRADY,

Horse for Sale.

|

12C.

per

THE THANKSGIVING FEAST
Tea

J

]

WILL, BE INCOMPLETE WITHOUT SOME OF OUK SELECT

and Coffee.

The aromatic vapor arising from the motherly f
tea or coffee pot sharpens the appetite, while.
Iff TC*TIT
the delicious beverage cheers the guests ami j *W As Wlf
makes the provident housewife happy.
h nnenm n
hitherto von have been unable to obtain satis- [ IfPllvUT V
factory goods in this line try our. [ I AflUfllj I

Hin U
A £lAo
_

_

D |J A VJT'IPTI '"’flc'"*
tlUillJ 1 III) j|Jf M

WE RECEIVE OUR GOODS FRESH EACH WEEK FROM THE
IMPORTERS, AND DAILY TESTIMONIALS FROM CUSTOMERS PROVE THEIR EXCELLENT

QUALITY.

«>

New Patterns in Tea, Dinner and Commode Sets and Lang
AT SURPRISINGLY LOW

PRICES.

PREMIUMS GIVEN AWAY WITH TEA, COFFEE AMI Mil
£3T“Sen<l for club order circular and

secure a set

of china before the

BOSTON TEA CO

A Big Jump.
We’ve taken

■

ular favor....bv

our

;

holidays.

Baiji

62 High Street.

9

Boston & Bangor 1L
2

into popsystem of sell-

Trips

’‘big jump

a

Week to Bosis

a
P

the |eery latest ami best in

ing

Steamers leave Belfast, weak
follows:
For Camden, Rockland amt
and Thursdays at uilmuti j.ao c.
For Searsport, Bucksporr, W
den and Bangor, Wednesdays
lahout.) 0.30 a. m., or upon arriva,
Boston.
RETl'RMNG.
From Boston, Tuesdays and 1m
From Rockland, touching at »
days ami Saturdays at from f».un
From Bangor, Mondays ami Th
FRED W. POTE, Agent.
CALVIN AFSTIX, Gen’l Sunt
WILLIAM II. HILL, Gen'! Maim.

The mast

WE HAVE GOT HOI

line of

complete

OF THE

UNDERWEAR

P. Palmer,

Masonic Temple,

Cigars

shown in Belfast,
tured in Tampa, Ho,
pure Havana leaf and
workmen.

ever

purchase will do it.

Dwight

BEST Lll:

-OF.

in the city. We would like to count
A trial
you among our customers.

Prices, 8, 10

t

and I5 Csf

....TKY TIIKM

Belfast.

Poor iV Son,

I>rutL!:’

Miid

Belfast,

CAPITAL, $150,008.
SURPLUS SI

We liave just received a larjre
and well selected stock of

Open

from 9 to 12 A, M
1 to 4 P. M

New.Raisins,
Citron,

Evap. Apricots,
“
Peaches,

Prunes,
Currants,

“

Plums,
Preserves,
&c., &c.
Figs,

DEPOSITS

SOI1

GOOD WORKMEN
NEED...

TOOLS

GOOD

...FOR....

GOOD

NEW NUTS

MXDsI'

Our 'tore is full
It we can't
will tell you

FANCY

SWIFT &

GUNS

PAUL,

*•>..

1

Successors to F. V

BEST YET.
4 ounce-:

jar

j

|

fatal:

i

with metal!)

only 10 cents.

f

P-

ALL MEDICINES A I

LOWEST

9

PRICES.

!v

I

al AHUNITION.

UPHOLSTERING.

ot

wan-

J.H.&JUV

GROCERIES,

Nov. 18.

Carpenter,

to

qufte

It is the intention of the Children’s Aid
An entertainment that will delight the eye and
charm the ear.
tableau closed the exercises. The teacher
Society to mention all gifts to the Girls’
CANNEDfcGOOOS, &c.
Home, but at the openingjof the Home they Admission, 25 cents.
uiaiiKeu me auuieuce lor meir kiuu <uieution and called upon Mr. Dickey for a few were so numerous, and by so many individReserved Seats, 35 cen s.
words. He spoke very briefly, expressing uals, that only a few of the larger ones will
Everythin!/ needed
Seats at City Drug Store.
his pleasure at. being present, and the juy it be mentioned and all who contributed in
a good Dinner.
for
OPERA HOUSE,
will accept the thanks
gave him to see so many of the friends of such a generous way
the
were
of
the
were
as
Among
larger
gifts
society.
education present, and hoped all
.ON* SOLID WEEK, COMMENCING.
well pleased with what they had witnessed $20 from Silver Cross Lodge, Knights of
Prices low.
'jjf 'Call anil see our slock.
Miss
from
Avis
Mathews;
as he was.
Noticing a member of the school Pythias,Belfast ;$5
committee present, Mr. Hudson Brown, he $1 from Mrs. Augusta Stoddard; 1 bbl. hour
The Universal Favorite,
called upon him. Mr. Brown responded in from Mrs. Wm. M. Rust; 50 cts. from Mrs.S.
from the King’s DaughB.
$25
Cunningham;
felicitous
a very
manner, speaking very
Masonic Temple, liellust.
one load of wood each
highly of the school and the rapid progress ters, Phillips, Me.;
Wm.
A.
1
and
from
White
F.
G.
Monroe;
the scholars had made in their studies, and of
the lasting benefits they had received, which dozen silver knives and forks from a friend; SUPPORTED BY TUB STERLING COMEDIAN,
he hoped would be a help and a blessing 1-2 doz. oatmeal bowls each from Hannah Jordan and John W. Knights; 1-2 dozen each of
to them in their struggle up the rugged hill
POWDER,
SHELLS,
SHOT,
of life. To the teacher he paid a graceful spoons and forks from Happy Thought Club, And a Clever Company of Artists.
PRIMERS,
WADS,
from
little
girls;
pictures
both
as
a
Ellsworth,
eight
of
worth
her
compliment, speaking
2
LOADED SHELLS,
teacher and as a lady, and hoped that amid Mrs. C. H. Mitchell and Mrs. Arnold;
A ■■ m THE KALEIDOSCOPE DANCE.
PENNY SHADOW PANTOMIME,
the exacting duties of her vocation she towels and quilt from Mrs. G. S. Lambert, SE E
NEW
SPECIALTIES.
THE
Ubt
GUNS TO LET
would be true to herself and to her God, Stockton Springs; $1 from Mrs. C. F. Wood;
CHANGE OF HILL NIGHTLY
clothes basket, clothes line and pins, Mrs.
the
for
herself
highest
J. H. & J. W. JONES,
thereby winning
tubs from Wm. B. Swan;
achievement possible, that of noble woman- H. M. Gammans;
FAMILY MATINEE SATURDAY 2 P.M.
Successors to F. A. Carle, 60 Main St.
C.
from
J.
wash
bench
Durham;
carpet
hood, loved and respected by all. From
PRICES 15, 25 and 35 CENTS.
1 table
the commencement to the close of the exer- sweeper from Miss Mary Jackson;
Seats now on sale at City Drug Store.
Reserved
Mrs.
cises the closest attention was paid by the cloth, 6 napkins and <> knives from
2 towels from
John
Clements,
Bucksport;
well
was
and
pleased
everybody
visitors,
six dolwith what they witnessed, as each scholar Miss Lou Wasson, Bucksport. Over
Mattress Work, also Robes, Rugs and
lars were left at the Home on the day of
was letter perfect in their several parts. It
Sleigh Trimming.
ten
1,000
to
A
black
old,
individuals
years
weighs
horse,
buy
plainly showed that the utmost pains had the opening by different
pounds. Sound and kind. For sale because for
F. J. ROBBINS.
been taken by them to make the final clos- groceries, and, beside groceries of all kinds, the next six months 1 prefer to walk.
food and useful
Orer F. «. Poor’s ltrng Store,
of
cooked
how
weli
a large
and
school
a
of
the
variety
success,
A.
GEO.
ing
QUIMBY.
3m40
High Street, Belfast.
llelfast, Nov. 17, 1895.-2W4G
they succeeded was amply testified to by articles for housekeeping.

Monday Eve,

8c.

We have for the past m,
sold Lambs Wool Soles f,„
half price, and during !,,,
there has collected
number of odd sizes uni
soiled goods which w v.y."
at above prices.

F. H. FRANCIS & CO., main street, BELFAST.

Northport News.

Miss Lida Packard left last Monday for
visit to her brother at Brockton, Mass.

from

AT LESS THAN THEY C08T AT WHOLESALE TO-DAY.

pairs left, and the sizes
larger than 5s.

Hurrah for vacation! is the joyous cry of
our school boys.

may serve.

in any event.

thing

we

street—but

long an existence in Belfast, and it is entirely safe to say that our city has never had a
better band. The Belfast Band is something
Tbe Republican Governor-elect of Maryto be proud of, and musically and personalland and the Republican Mayor-elect of
ly it is a credit to the city. The me bers of
Baltimore have declared that the victory the baud
fully realize the fact that they
is not a partisan one, and that in their re- could not have maintained the organization
spective capacities they will endeavor to without the liberal aid which has been expromote the best interests of the whole tended to their, and the work done in their
people. That, of course, is the proper behalf by the ladies, and fully appreciate all
w

a

do not run

thinks

scalping

As to Wall

Broadway.

“This is

didate fm (Governor in Maine.
New York

Only

of

presence of Cleveland in the \\ bite House.

Guess you
candidate for PresiProf. Bateman is the standing can-

on

OTJfT

perpajr

give you WOOL fifw
'
RUBBERS for

LADIES’....

rule.

a

as

Reviewer is

mean

dent.

have cut

largest factories has been closed.

tliat

Mil mi

not

ail

we

not

Mei’ENEuiM tftf RUBBER BOOTS, ARCTICS, HEAVY & LIGHT RUBBERS. ETC. Mi
WTr—

and does not run

de-

met

Can

DON’T FORGET OUR

backwards;

The election returns are about what would
be expected. With hard times still staring
!
us in the face, the people are always ready
A bicyclist, who lias ridden in more to lay the blame to the party in power, rethan ;?0 states, says that be lias found the gardless of whether it deserves it or not.
best roads in Maine and Vermont.
How [Belfast Age.
The Age must have skipped the edifearfully he must have suffered elsewhere.
torial pages of its Democratic exchanges
[Boston .Journal.
for some weeks past.
Said papers have
Yes, in Massachusetts for example.
been getting up the biggest kind of a
Hartford Courant: Last year was a Re- business boom and have insisted that the
country was enjoying unprecedented
publican year. This year is a Republi- perity. Now the Age destroys thisprospet
Next year will be a Republi- Democratic illusion
can \ear.
by attributing the
can year. The Democratic reaction didn't
party defeat in the recent elections to the
hard times that are “still staring us in
arrive Tuesday.
There wasn’t any to arthe face.”
[Bangor Whig & Courier.
rive.
Why the Boston Globe on the eve of
Among the Democrats who survived the election published several pages of re-

ciaf*

One of the

and of which Cuvier, the naturalist, saidit was correct except that the crab is not

on

50c. to $1.00

THE CAUSE OF THIS GREAT REDUCTION:

us

served defeat.

noted

than

that the wild buffalo is hunted in Central

Xew York Herald

mowing machine in haying time does

^j

"""''N

....FROM.

and

A

Cutting

of the well-worn story
of the Frenchman who
defined a crab as a

an

or

A Harvest of Rubbers!

Compare the old and the

and the more

Ambassador Bayard is winning popu“Curiously enough,” remarks the London
“Lord Duuraven
larity abroad at the expense of his reputa- has aSaturday Review,
perceptible, though subdued, Yantion at home.
As he does not voice kee
twang. If you heard him speak, withAmerican sentiment his recall would be in out knowing who he was, you might put
him down as a swagger New Yorker.”
order.

tinent that Hon.

»ias.

MEN’S WOOL

tired of

are

ing;

American

an

good

a

Democratic

from a
won

.IK.

fit.
That is all there is about the elections
of yesterday.

Sunday beer.

New York city voted for

SOMETHING HEW

saying of the recent elections:
The American people are tired of being
dictated to by bosses, whether those
bosses are Republicans or Democrats.
The voters of the country are against corrupt methods in politics. They are thinking for themselves, and voting as they see
quoted

E. H. DDRIilV
Fitting of Glasses and Oisfl
llie Eye ard Ear a

$Ps£:|j

SEAliSPOKT,

_-i
ot
We, the undersigned,

rri'i"'1

t.

the friends who rendciv
wlu* so kindly contrihu
illness and after the dead
>1H>
"H*
1 w4(“*k

to

<

1

KEJIKJ1BKK IlC

W.

''

H. Rich*

^jjgNKWS

BBLKAST.

t>p

®r^lD']

advertised letters remaining in the
,,,rtiee for the week ending Nov.
hadies—Mrs. C. T. P., Mrs. Sarah

",

Mrs. N. II. Rhodes. Gentlemen
McUougall, A. C. Moon.

or.

Mos!
H

*\ir

W.

Gilmore is fftting up the upper
on Main street
aing office" building
Jtaiiraiit, where clams in various
John says he exto be served.
... ,1 the workmen on the new bridge.
s.

n

,
!

; :'i!

ask but

•III

once a

they

ays

a

Waltz

year, and tbis is

have of

raising money
the needy.

ik among

u

takeu to the Insane
Augusta by Sheriff Norton Fri1
"as committed to
jail Oct. 23d
I setting tire to the
buildings of
ler ..f Searsmont, to await the
F
Grand Jury in January. His
K

f

..

was

..

a plea of
insanity, and lie is
asylum under the statute pro-

is

up

•jc

ii

....

cases.

sign of

the Petit Menan Laud
strial Co. was hung out at their
m Church
street last week a
■

eye-sight was not equal to
reading it distinctly from the

whose
"f

t.lie schoolroom
‘lie teacher:
"What is this new
company that lias opened an of-

iiimoil, went

■

into

Burgess’ printing office?”

ny

the new barkentiue building
Brown are nearly completn line set of sticks.
There is one
t -mg that was cut in Freedom,
feet was < nt off the stick at the
for

irs

mild A

iking

n

and

t

was two

feet and six

diameter. The joiner is at work
ward house and the frame of tile
ill complete. The stem is a par-

piece
iiighout is

white oak, aud the
an excellent one.
Had
nn been received when
expected
wmild now he well along.
ne

■

■

of

Kebvked.

A young mail in this
odoriferous rebuke for uu'u-lt.y to an animal last week.
to m:ig into a house in the
evening,
and-a kitten (.11 tlie door-step. Inv

d

f
{
H

an

•'

up the animal, as is usual
this young man gave it a kick.
the animal lauded on the ground,

picking

t

I

is<

>.

|

|

whisk of its
and,
sin-wed that fellow Thai its name
;d. Put skunk.
The young man's
ti>- now advising him to join the lluS'
ty, or, at least, to live up to its

f

with

at.

O"

|

one

■

;

|

Mrs. Caroline W.‘
s
suffering from an accident such as
•net with by surgeons.
She tripped
1
tlie stairs at her home, No. 7
reel. Friday, and broke both bones
it ankle, involving the joint.
The
r hone, or ribuia, is broken about 2 1-2
s trom the end.
The main shaft of the
hone, r tibia, is not broken, but the
ve is in tlie maleolus, a process of the
h <*xtends downward on the inner
the bones of the foot, and serves to
the ankle joint.
This is broken off
neck.
liak

I

j

j
;
o'

l
I
|
|

Accident.

<

as

The Ou
i

i>

1

our

ndon, who has ]>assed
•■artii hirtlulay
Tliis dear lady
"1 w isli you might have it in

;s.

Further particulars will be
given later.
Willis E. Hamilton has moved his
exhibition greenhouse from the comer of
Church
and Franklin streets to his
premises farther
up Franklin street. He expects to relit it
for use next season, and to build an
office in
connection with it.

The meeting of Thomas H. Marshall
Post,
A. R., this,
will he

G.

killed by George E. Johnson, It. F. Dunton, Chas. P. Hazelt.ine and B H. Conant.
He lias two spruce partridges mounted on
exhibition, in addition to numerous other
more common

game.

Friday, Nov. 8th, was the warmest day in
November for 30 years past. At 2 o’clock p.
m. the mercury reached 08°. The nearest
approaches to that temperature were Nov. 1,
1800, when it reached 64°, and Nov. 1, 1882,
which gav e a record of 03
The Non-Partisan W. C. T. U. will devote
the afternoon of Nov. 18tli to “Current
Events on Temperance;” Nov. 22d, 2.30
“Mother’s Work;” Nov. 29th, 2.30
p. m., “Rescue Work;” to be under the
charge of the committees on same. All interested are cordially invited.
in.,

p.

Mr. R. L. ilsley was on his way to attend
a chorus rehearsal at Miss Grace Walton's
one evening recently, and when near the
muck pond a bullet from a pistol in the
hands of some careless person came uncomfortably near him. It is dangerous to have
Ore arms used so recklessly as they seem to
be about our streets.
E. Clark Camp, Sons of Veterans, held
one of the most interesting and
enjoyable
meetings of its history at Memorial Hall
Monday evening. The veterans of Thomas
H. Marshall Post, G. A. R., were invited,
and responded in goodiy numbers.
The
first degree was conferred on one candidate
and the third on oue, after which clams
were served in a style that showed the veterans that the Sons are proving worthy of
their sires in the art of preparing rations.
The veterans speak in the highest terms of
A.

George

■f

W.

Bartlett,

aged .15
Bartlett of Waldo,

r-.y wounded Nov 5th bv the aeei>■ 1
targe <»f a gun. He had stood

sgainat the wall, and it fell over,
aught it by the barrel. By some

»

-•

IIA GHTKKS.
1 DC King 8 DaughBelfast entertained their Belmont sisters and invited guests at the home of Mrs.
L. F. Howard, No. 4 Bay view street, Wednesday evening, Nov. <4th. A picnic supper

ters of

(.f

elent

quality

served, alter which

and
an

ample quantity was
interesting program

was

The remainder of the program

peculiar accident last Friday
-■•n
He was coming down Miller lows :
”1 am the Child
driven by Fred Wood, and when 8<<ng,
Recitation,
W. Knowlton’s residence began run- Solo, “At the Ferry,”
new

*

hat

nd the young man could not control
The. driver was thrown from the jigi dragged some distance, and the
v- kept on to Mathews’ Bros,
mill, where
'-ped among the lumiier piles. As the
appeared to he seriously injured Dr.
an was called, who found a seven?
ation of tlie off bind fetlock joint.. The
will he confined to the stable for
»• weeks.
Voting Wood escaped with
severe bruises.
Railroad Station. The new station
on the Belfast branch of the Maine
5. will be one of the neatest and most
vent. on the line.
The former armeet of buildings and tracks was in-

k

tv,

o-.nt, and this change makes
'*'Veiueiit.

The main

a

track

decid-

will

be

of

was

as

fol-

Quartette
King'
Miss Gladys Knowlton
Mr. Emery F. White
MissGraeie Hayes
Recitation,
Miss Mattie Dickey
Solo,
With refrain by quartette.
Miss Julia Annis
Recitation,
Song, “Land of the By and By.’
Mr. L. F. Howard
Reading,
Solo, “The Song that Readied Mv Heart,”
a

Mr. White

Song, “We’ll Never Say Good By in Heaven.”
Miss Aunis was recalled twice, and gave
selections which “brought down the house.
Many of the visiting sisters were accompanied by their husbands, and there were
several invited guests from Belfast. The
gathering broke up at a seasonable hour,
each and all pronouncing it a first-class good
time, and feeiing deeply grateful to the host
and hostess for their entertainment.
Shifting Items. Sch. Alida loaded lumber last week at Bangor for Camden and
made the trip in charge of Capt. Fred Pattersliall. She is to be commanded by Capt.

platform of both the passenger
son of her late master‘i* iglit
buildings, and of the freight, Samuel White,
L. Davis and James Holmes arin the rear of tlie buildings.
Across Schs. Sarah
from Boston, the
"i; tr.o k
from the buildings is a sid- rived last Thursday night
carhc used only for crossing, where funner light and the latter with general
VY bite’s for
The sidings are go. Both have loaded hay at F. G.
pass ea< ]i other.
F. Ryan is to remain
M'o feet in
length, making about 1,2<K) Boston. Capt. G.
F. G. Ryan
.track than formerly.
The passen- ashore a few trips while Capt.
The Minautonomah is
has the vessel.
u
n
is 20x39 feet, and the freight ami
& Green
-V-ioi- hiiiise 20x02 feet.
The former is to hauled up at the bridge... .Sch. Cox
li-

-'i

t

he

ticket office and
"■in, and will be neatly finished and
:
1 in white wood in the natural colors.
'r
larger building there will be a bag!5'
mi, 11x10 feet,’toilet room, 8x11, and
"■
-3 t room occupying the remainder of the
lug. The platform will be 6 feet wide
at, the track level.
Across the freight
from the freight house is a high wharf
V
1

•••

r

he

waiting

loading lumber

flight

room,

and

heavy goods

on

tlie

This will be a great conquite a large amount of lumber,
I1 fitie.es, etc., is shipped from this station.
D re are
four crews at work, one with the
•;

ep

ears.
as

HT^ Ci.

shovel at the sand bank about, a mile
a,'uvo
station, the construction crew
^it.h a gravel
train, Gordon McTaggart’s
rew tf
trackmen, and J. S. Rend el Pa crew
"

"arl)f‘nters.

The stone foundations of the
Moldings were laid by John Damren, who
that class of work for the railroad
,.laH
,nore Diab. -10 years.
When the
k l* r,"m
Meted Unity can feel a pardonpride in her railroad station, and her
jMe
sureT*8 fan<* yMitors to the town can be aslrnieti!^ Pro»wpt and courteous treatment
popular station agent, Mr. F. A.

wori^nife8
ah]

Suffered from
Eczema.

IN ITS WORST FORM
Qnw Worse Under Treatment of Best

The new gas burners introduced by the
Belfast Light and Power Co. have
only to be
seen to be appreciated.
While giving more
light than the old burners they consume less

CUTICURA REMEDIES
Change in Five Bays. To-day
Entirely Cured, With Mice Bead
of Hair. Lively and Hearty.

Great

At the last annual
meeting of the Waldo
County Veteran Association Rev. Addie M.
McIntyre of Belfast was elected chaplain.
Nov. llt.h Mrs. McIntyre sent a letter of

resignation

to the

President, H. R. Dawson

There has been some talk of buying out
the present Belfast Water Company and
forming a local company, and it is understood that a resident of this city now has an
option on a majority of the stock. It is not
certain, however, that the stock will be
taken up here, although the investment is
no doubt a good oue.

CUTICURA WORKS WONDERS
Warm baths with Cuticura Soap, gentle
applications of Cuticura (ointment) the great
Skin Cure externally, and mild (loses of
Cuticura Resolvent (blood purifier) internally, cleanse the blood and skin of every
eruption, impurity, and disease, when the
best physicians and hospitals fail. The cures
daily effected by them are simply wonderful.
They are beyond all doubt the greatest skin
cures, blood purifiers, and humor remedies of

sterling silver, rings, and some other articles
jewelry were withdrawn and will be disposed of at private sale, and Mr. Hervey

of

will be at his store until Jan. 1st, 18% for
that purpose. Mis store is for rent.
Successful Hunt. Messrs. George E.
Johnson and R. F. Dunton returned home
Nov. 6th from a successful hunt in Northern
Maine. They left Belfast Oct. 26tb and went
directly to Rogers lumber camp in Stacyville on the East Branch of the Penobscot.
They found deer and small game plenty,
and hunted within a radius of two miles of
the camp. They secured four deer, two
bucks weighing 1% and 225 pounds, ami two
does. The heads of the bucks were mounted
by Mr. C. 1L Coombs.

Opera Houhe.
The Frankie
Carpenter Co., which has been scoring the
success of the season in Maine, begins a
week’s engagement in Belfast Opera House
next Monday, Nov. 18th. Jere Grady, the
old favorite, was never funnier in his life
than at present and Frankie in her new
fiance has made the hit of her career. The
company is increased in strength and in
every point renders even finer support than
in the past. Reserved seat tickets are now
on sale at the City Drug Store.
An advertisement of this entertainment appears in
another column.

A

j

Mitchell, treasurer... .At the annual
meeting of the Christian Endeavor Society
Sunday, Nov. 3rd, Mrs. C. A. Hopkins was
elected president, W. G. Hatch vice presiMrs. E.

dent, Arline Walton secretary, Mrs. W. G.
Hatch treasurer....The “town pump” has
been placed in position and now stands
ready to do efficient work for a grateful peoThe reservoir contains between three
p!
and four feet of water at present_Harry
Furbish and family have returned to their
home from Mosquito Mountain, where he
was
employed for the summer. Roscoe
Brier, w ho had a situation at the same place,
is also at home-Mr. J. H. Gilmore of

PLASTER
THE i MINUTE

PAIN CUBE

Chelsea, Mass.,

LAMPS

arrived from from Boston Nov. 7th to load
stone from Peavey’s quarry for Hayward
Peirce of New York.. ..Sch. Carrie E. Look
has made the run from New York to Jacksonville in three days and six Uigurs... -Sch.
Hattie H. Barbour, Capt. Erskine, reported
last week as overdue, lias been heard from.
She arrived at St. Thomas Oct. 22d from
Rock port, Me., and sailed the 28th for Jamaica_Ship Great Admiral, Manila for
3d, not 31st, as
Boston, passed Anjer
misprinted in the register of deep-water
vessels_Sch. Charlotte T. Sibley was
opened for inspection and rerating, at the
Merchant’s marine railway last week. Monday, Nov. 11th, William Beazley of Buoksfor the New \rork Records,
port, inspector
made an examination and extended her ratA 1 for o years-Sch. Calvin P. Harris
Oct.

ing

sailed yesterday morning for Newark, N. J.,
with paving from Oak Hill quarry... .Capt.
in command of sch.
Ralph Pattersliall sailed
his
Sarah L. Davis for Boston yesterday,

!

Miss Nichols was all grace, all animation,
all abandon, and captivated the audience
from the start. [Syracuse, N. ¥., Standard.

Chat. Minot. F. Stearns has bought a lo
at the corner of Court and Salmond streets
and is to build on it. soon-D. A. Brooker,

bridge inspector, M. C. R. R visited the
Belfast branch officially last Thursday_
The log which had prevailed to the westward for several days previous reached here
Friday night and was the densest of the
vessel arrived at Portland last
week with two hundred dollars worth of
fresh mackerel and several salmon weighing
about three nr four pounds a piece that were
found in the seine... .The meeting of the
Bodolf Medicine Co., called for Monday,
Nov. 11th. was adjourned to Friday, Nov.
loth. .Frank B. Flagg recently shot 3 foxes,
season....

one

coon, several

they

on

seen
were

sans aim

skunks,

and

small

some

in

a

two

Hail-There

Main

street

Tuesday:

but I

cart-Lord is making four
sau-covers

ror

sen.

31

hall

These
worth

COMMON LANTERNS

only

8 CENT LAMP CHIMNEYS,
large,

NICKLE READING LAMPS,
10 inch shade, tripod,
etc., complete, Amerfcan burner,ituok first

The

33c

award

A

offering great bargains in underwear,
winter caps, suspenders, mackintoshes, etc.
Two doors below Masonic Temple is the
place_Calvin Hervey offers his store on

also

Ph<x*nix Row for rent from Jan. 1st....Today and to-morrow —Thursday and Friday—
will be cloak days at H. A. Starrett's, Any
garment in stock will be sold at 20 per cent,
discount for cash. Also a tine lot of shawls
at bargain prices-Swift & Paul, Masonic
Temple, have fruit and spice and everything
nice for Thanksgiving. Their dried fruits
are of this season’s pack ami lower in price
than ever before. Just, think of 8 pounds of
for 25 cents; fresh figs at 10
pound_Geo. A. Qnimby prefers
raisins

cents

a

father, Capt. Geo. W. Pattersliall, remaining

at

O.

Bartlett,

treasurer of

to

Montville, publishes

notice to non-resident tax-payers.

at

World’s Fair

j

|

$1.19

PRETTY SITTING ROOM I
LAMP, with decorated |
solid body and 7 inch !
shade, sets in ring,
shade and hotly tinted
and decorate*

design,

15

New Advertisements. You will be apt
see the advt. of the Francis Shoe Store
this weeR. It speaks for itself, and tells of a
slaughter of desirable rubber goods—articles
that are or will he in demand by everyone
at this season of the year. Call and examine
the guods-1>. P. Palmer, Masonic Temple,
has the very latest and best in men’s furnishing goods, hats, caps, etc., and the most
complete line of underwear in the city. One
sale makes a regular customer-You will
find A. P. Mansfield’s advt. this week on the
5th page, and you will find his well-stocked
dry goods store in Masonic Temple. This
week his subject is Table Linen, and what
Le says will interest housekeepers.... Prepare for the Thanksgiving feast by getting
smue of the new
teas ami freshly roasted
coffees of the Boston Tea Co., 02 High street.
New patterns in tea, dinner and commode
sets and lamps.
Send for club order circular.... Tin- Boston 5 «& 10 Cent Store, 111
High street, is offering lamps this week at
great bargains. Everything in this line
marked down, to be sold by Dec. 1st_See
notice, of the executor of the estate of the
late F. A. Carle-E. P. Frost, 78 Main
street, announces a great clearance sale of
overcoats, ulsters, etc., for children, boys
He is
and men. See the prices he quotes.

5c

I
I
|

a

in neat

81c

|

bargain lor

UNDER NEW

WORK

27c,

.

WE HAVE A MCE ASSORTMENT OF

Parlor, Barquet and Library
LAMPS
that

have

we

MARKED WAY DOWN.

We want to sell these tamps. When
you see them you wilt want to

buy.

S»TORE,

.«OF ■...

..AT..

E. P. FROST’S,

MANAGEMENT

this sale for

broken. You have your pick of them
for.

run

from 5 to 13 years.

conducting the business, with Mr.

This is the

opportunity of your life to get
bargain.

a

genuine

closing out

Boys’ Overcoats,

our

18 years, which sold for 94.00,
and 7.00. At this sale they all

to

#

You should

see our

in BLUE and BLACK.
They are dandies, and
only cost you.

_$13.00

Boys’ Overcoats.
We are
ages 10

...

Tailor Made All Wool Overcoats

$1.50.
Sizes

....

$8.00

were

5.00, 0.00
go for..

Men’s Ulsters.
"

e can

show you the best line in the

Prices for this sale.

city.

#4,75,

$3.00
These coats must be

seen

to be

r.so,
appreciated.

0.00.
Consult your pocket book,
you can alford.

Men’s Overcoats.
All our odd sizes in Men’s Overcoats we
shall oiler at less than half the original
price. Coats that were 95.00, 0.00, 7.00,
8.00 and 10.00, now going for.

#a.oo,

M

have an immense line of Underwear in
grades. We mention two special trades.
Our regular 50 cent random mixed at__
e

35c.
EXTRA HEAVY FLEECE LINED,
worth 75 cents, for..

S.oOj

our

50c.
SAME.45C

4.00.
think,

a

Mail’s

Heavy

Winter Overcoat

HOY’S OF THE

iorSgjOOi

Mackintoshes,

buy what

all

And

;«.oo,

Just

Then

Underwear.

S.SO,

PROPOSED TO
FULL CAPACITY.

as

MEN’S BLACK AND BLIE BEAVER aU wool
Overcoats worth $10.00 we shall offer at

We have about 25 of this lot, which sold for
92.00, 93.00 and 93.50 before the sizes

IT TS

THE FACTORY TO ITS

Overcoats.

Children’s Ulsters
And Overcoats.

Creamery.

Unity

78 Main Street.

$3.87 to $10.00

Boys'

All Wool Short Pants,
eoc

wurthl $1.00.

Suspenders,

12c to 50c.

Men's Suits,

$4.00 to 15.00

THE

BIGGEST STOCK OF

WINTER CAPS

canvassing the county to get more
cows in hopes of working the
All
factory up to
in Belfast from
40c to
its full capacity. For seven months in the
year the milk is brought from the farms These are times when people feel the necessity of making a dollar
go as far as it will,
daily, but now, during cool weather, it is
and one of the best ways is to buy your clothing of us.
We’ll help you, if you
only brought once in two days. The separawill only give us the chance.
tor system is used, and Mr. Fogg states that
he rarely rinds a tract of butter fat in the
skim milk.
They use a square revolving
churn of a capacity of 300 po .uds, though it
78 Main
is usually worked at not over 250. The butter is worked by a steam worker with two
corrugated cones, producing an even pressrTwo Stores Below Masonic Temple.
sure.
The butter is put up in 8-pouud
sheets, divided into quarter-pound cakes.
It rinds a ready market at good prices. Th e
now

Men’s

Wool Hose,

20c.

$1.

...

E. P. FROST,

milk nets the farmers from 80 cents to $1.00
per hundred pounds, or about 2 cents per
quart, delivered at the factory. The skim
milk is sold back to the farmers for 1 cent
per gallon. That not taken by the farmers
icu

iiu

m»gs

uu

me

pieimses.

fiREAfi
-

Jivery pa-

a temperature of 80°, and the cream is churned at 60° in winter and 58° in summer.
The managers state that the farmers who
supply the milk exercise the greatest care
in its production and handling, and that
they have never had occasion to complain of
the purity and quality of auy milk brought
to them. One farmer with a large herd of
Jersey cows brings milk that makes 5
pounds of butter to 100 pounds of milk, and
the average of the factory falls but little
short of that.
Crystal Spring Creamery takes its name
from the s pring of pure water which supplies the factory. The location is one of the
best that could be selected for the business.
It is in line grazing country, where an abundant supply of milk can always be obtained.
The premises adjoin the Maine Central station at Unity, ami the cars can be loaded at
their very doors.

A
THE

High Street, Belfast.

III

Lincoln, Knox, Waldo

business manager and Mr. B. A.
Fogg of Unity in charge of the factory as
butter-maker. The factory is using the milk
from about 200 cows and making about 05
pounds of butter daily. The managers are

)
BLUE

•

tron’s milk is tested separately once a week
by the Babcock test, and the price based on
the result. The milk goes to the separator at

| QQq

39c & 44c

Temple.

GREAT CLEARANCE SALE

The Crystal Spring Creamery of Unity has
come under a new management, by the foreclosure of a mortgage held by the late
Joseph Far well of Unity. Messrs. N. T.
Farwell of Unity and C. E. Smith of Newport have bought out the other heirs and

i3

COMMON 8EWINO LAMPS complete..

in

Kennebec counties, and with the rive
dams proposed can furnish 0,080 horse power for 10 hours per day throughout the
year.
From the central plant they will extend
wires wherever needed for supplying electrical energy.

$1.33
61c

|

I !

MANSFIELD,
Masonic

Tuesday.

and

Smith

for.|

to

a

are

DASH BOARD LANTERN,
with reflector.

ary A.

arrivals at Crosby
Inn by Tuesday evening’s train_November has been a glorious month thus far_
The new lunch car is now in running order,
and in appearance is certainly a great improvement on the old one_The miniature steam yacht made by Walter Darby is
on exhibition in Starrett’s window.
were

wralk
for the, next six months and offers his horse
for sale_See card of thanks from Mrs
Lydia Biather ami William Knight-J.

Webster
home for the trip....Sell. Maria
F. G. \\ hite s
sailed yesterday with hay from
for Mt. Desert.

lamps

A

The town of Isles boro according to
game.
the State assessors' returns, supports not
one doctor, lawyer or pauper... .Two sleighs
were

shades.

in town

Utilizing Water Power. The County
Commissioners will visit Palermo and neighboring towns to-day by request of the interested parties, on both sides, to appraise the
damages on land to be takeu by the Maine
Water & Electric Pow'er Co. Mr. William
Doe of Bradford, manager of the company,
was in this city yesterday in the interest of
the company, and informed a Journal representative that they intend to get out lumber
this winter and to break ground early
in the spring for rive dams on the
Sheepseot
river and its tributaries; three dams for
and
two
for
storage
power. The company
control 17 lakes and ponds tributary to the

are now

HALL LAMPS COMPLETE, I
three styles of fancy |

was

Sheepseot river,

3c

Telegraph.

I

North Belfast. At a meeting of the
Ladies’ Aid Society held recently the following officers were re-elected: Mrs. R. S. Gay,
president; Mrs. M. E. Gilbreth, collector;

modern times.
Sold throughout the world. Potter Brito
and Ciiem. Oorp., Solo Props., Boston, U. S. A.
How to Cure every Skin Disease,” mailed free.

:

A. P.

Belfast

improve

The auction sales of the stock of Calvin
Hervey’s jewelry store closed last Friday
afternoon. Eight sales were held and the
bulk of the stock was disposed of. The

01)10
nil 11)

Hiram Chase & Son have furnished some
beautiful class pins for our High School class
to graduate in 1897. They are in gold and
white enamel, on the face of which are the
letters B. H. S. and figures ’97 in gold.

I had a baby that had Eczema in its worst
form. I had one of the best physicians in
the city attending her, but she continued to
get worse all the time under his treatment.
He finally admitted that he was at his wits’
end. I then got Cuticura Remedies, and in
a few days noticed great change in her condition. She continued to
after that,
and to-day U entirely cured, has nice head or
hair, and is lively and hearty. I can fully
recommend them as being the best medicines
for the cure of this disease. I spent considerable money for drugs and doctor’s bills,
which was useless in ibis ease, for I think
if your remedies don’t cure, nothing will. I
am telling every one that I see suffering,
about Cuticura Remedies, and can cheerfully recommend them to those in need of
them.
J. B. JACOBS, 2031 Wilkins Ave., Balt., Md.

Monroe.

of

Know that there is nothing that will entertain
than
company more
a well set table.
Look over our stock of TP I I
I •
and if you need a Spread, Napkins or
I
10011
Tray Covers, don’t wait until Thanks- I
U
giving, but see r nd price some of our new *
patterns. This is the week we shall devote to decreasing our
stock of Scarfs, Holleys, Lunch Cloths. Lace
Mats, Toilet
Sets and everything of that class.
J^-For just this length of
time these goods will be sold at REDUCED
PRICES.

Special Meeting of the Municipal Officers.
There will be a special meeting of
;he Board of Aldermen at the city rooms on
Monday, the 18th day of November, at 7
>’elock p. m., sharp. [E. F. Hanson, Mayor.

Physicians. Tried

double recommendation.

Housekeepers_

she Non-Partisan W. C. T. Alii ance will open

Saturday afternoon, Nov. 23d, at the Alliance
rooms over W. A. Swift’s shoe
store, Miss
Lucy E. Ryan, teacher.

13c

discharged, and the was given, with intervals devoted to converlacerated his right wrist sation and general sociability. An earnest
umber <<f the shot, entered his abdo- address of welcome was given bv Mrs. W.
I'iie wounds are not considered dan- B. Decrow, president of the Belfast Circle,
unless blood poisoning ensues.... and happily responded to by Mrs. J. H.
of the Belmont Circle.
Peirce’s horse met with a serious Cooley, president
hi- weapon
‘f hue: shot

Father Telia How Hls Baby

The Mayor has called a
meeting of the
Board of Aldermen for next
Monday evening,
at 7 o’clock, to receive the
report of the committee on sewer assessments and to
appoint
a date for a
hearing on the same.

gas—a

The County Commissioners held a meeting yesterday to decide on some repairs and
;hanges in the court room.
The sewing school under the auspices of

AT HIS WITS’ END

CHEAP.

KINGS

Frank

Several lights of glass In F. A. Follett’s
broken Tuesday night by rocks
thrown from the street or sidewalk. There
is no clue to the eulprit.

store were

The Merry, Merry* Minstrels.
The
Belfast Band is preparing for an entertainment which cannot faii to he a great success.
They intend to give, at a date to be
announced later, an old time minstrel entertainment with local talent, of which there is'
an abundance of the highest order. The
Band,
as a band and as an orchestra, will furnish
their entertainment.
the finest of music, and as the entertainment
Oru Tribune Offer.
Attention is called ! has been in contemplation for several
years,
to the change of advertisement ou the Tib
and weeks will be devoted to
rehearsing,
our
ronceruing
page
clubbing arrangement one or more evenings of fun and merry
with the New York Tribune, There is no
music are assured.
Perhaps “0y“ Davis j
change in the terms, which are in accordance may be induced to come from Wakefield.
with a signed contract between the two I Mass., to rattle the bones in
company with
Every lamp in our store to be
papers and cannot be deviated from in any some of his brother stars of by-gone days, i
sold by Dec. 1st. If you want
ail
who
for
Further part i< ulars later.
particular. Brieliy stated,
pay
.....
o lamp buy it now.
The Journal one year in advance, and who
Songs Illustrated. The entertainment
li e must have the room for our
ask for the Tribune, will receive the latter
to be given at Belfast Opera House to-morpaper also fora full year without further
regular HOLIDAY GOODS.
row, Friday evening, by the Harvard Male
cost.
There is sometimes de.oy in getting
Ponder on these prices, but not
will
be
one
which no lover of
Quartette,
the first number of the Trilame, to a subTOO
LOXG for the lamps
music should miss.
The songs will be illusscriber, but it. will come for a full year when trated
by stereoptieon views as they are
are moving.
started. The Weekly Tribune needs no
sung by the quartette, greatly increasing
commendation, and The Journal has already tlie interest. Miss Nichols'
recitations are
supplied its readers with hundreds of copies. also a highly
pleasing feature of the enter- A NICK HAND LAMP, good ;
lor the
kitchen or
Steamfh Notes. The Boston & Bangor tainment. The following brief notices from
chamber, all complete i
S. S. Co. enters upon a new arrangement, the leading press of the country show how
with burner, wick and |
this week. The City of Bangor will he withchimney, worth 25c.,
they are appreciated elsewhere :
only. |
drawn on her arrival at Boston Friday, Nov.
The concerted singing of the Harvards
loth, after which the Penobscot will make was delightful. No quartette ever sang
here with such smoothn ss and
perfect
two trips per week. She will leave the river
blend of parts.
The selections ranged from COMMON SIZE CHIMNEYS
ami bay ports Mondays and Thursdays, and
only....,.
heavy to light, but all*were rendered with
the same rare handling. [Harrisburg, lJa..
arrive from Boston Wednesdays and Satur-

her

Com.
vis.

u

are

days, Thursdays and Saturdays, touching
<>f- at Hampden at 8 55, Winterport 9.15, Bueksport 0.55, Belfast 11.40, and arriving at Cammy
has never had children of her den at 1 4o p. mi
.(-apt. Eliis Gray was in
her in ether heart has sheltered charge <>f steamer Castinc last Saturday and
I > iu.t such ones, and there Monday, while Gant. Smallidge was off atme.
deserve a nuiet, peaceful “going
tending to business.
C<

v

the Unitarian church

We are often
Home for Aged Women. We
rhil. it is slowly, but surely, pro- days.... The steamer M. & M. began MonW meet with hearty
approval of day on tri-weekly trips between Camden
i. from ail.
For various reasons we and Bangor. Site leaves Camden at 0 o’clock
j
t is yet male a business of soliciting Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays; is due
me, nevertheless money and use- j at Belfast ai
11, Bueksport 12 45, Winterdrop into our hands. One of tlie port 1.25, Hampden 1 40 and Bangor 2.05.
tjubt of 1722 pieces, made by Returning leaves Bangor at 8 a. in., TuesLadies' Home

hour

a

%

M

of

making preparations for a “Festival of th e
Holidays" which will take place in the
Opera House Wednesday, December 4th.

Thursday evening,
preceeded by a clam stew. An obituary
notice of George
Washington published in the
Ulster County Gazette in
i. T. lx will hold tlieir annual
December, 1799,
d sale of useful articles at Memo- will he read at the
meeting.
Friday evening, Nov. 15th. They
C. R. Coombs is mounting at his store on
i ral patronage of the public, as
Main street four deers’ heads from animals

W

j

1 auies

me

heen Krante<l “ follows:
I: „ons
ivluw W. Clark, Camden; adAlbion K. P. Hewitt, Rockport.
l“*ve

Millionaire

Marriage.

VANDERBILT-MARLBOROUUH NUPTIALS.
IT WAS A VERY ENGLISH AFFAIR
The marriage of the young Duke of Marlborough and Miss Conseulo Vanderbilt, at
St. Thomas’ Church, New York, Nov. b, was

Street,

GS MW

$ALf

CARLE & JONES’,

We are so busy, cleaning up, that we haven’t time to
write, but will just
put down a few figures to make you guess how we got the goods.

15

ner

Din112
Sets,
pcs., will

not

crack,

English Imported

500 Decorated Ind. Butters at

200 Glass Salts,
200 Glass Peppers,
S6.98 85 White Nappies,
ones,
1 1-2c 75 White

200 Whisk Brooms,
2 Quart Tin Dippers,

Be

1

5c

1
1

5c

big

....

14c

Nappies, big

ones,

...

5c 2 Bushel Dec.

Quart Tin Dippers,
Quart Coffee Pot,
Quart Tea Pot,

5c

12c

Pitchers,

20c.,

10c

8c 3 Bbls. 4 Pc. Glass Sets,
worth 50c.,
8c

31c

worth

Don’t forget these dinner sets.
These prices are good for one week from this date.

_CARLE

&

JONES, Belfast,

Me.

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.

FRANK R. WIGGIN, Cashier.
L A. KNOWLTON, President.
magnificent as the unstinted use of money
could make it. A large company of persons
of distinction was present to honor the occasion, which was notable for line dressing,
diamonds, dowers and the wealth represented. The bridegro in is a very
worthy young
Oct. 2, 1894.
lice. 19, 1994.
ISIIIVIDIIU Feb. 28 1891.
July 24. 1894.
May 4, 189-1.
man, it seems, without ti e vices that discredited his father, and there is a fair
UKP08IT8:
859,180.29
874,532.52
$79,480.59
830,353.09
$41,089.54
prosthat
he
will
make
a
husband.
pect
His
good
March 5, 1995.
July 11. 1895.
Sept. 28, 1895.
May 7, 1895.
ancestral estates are in an encumbered con$148,147.49
$123,895.59
893.li79.53
$110,325.50
dition j»wing to paternal extravagance, and
the $250,000 a year settled on the bride in the
These figures are taken from our sworn statements to the Comptroller
marriage agreement will be a very welcome
addition to the Marlborough family’s re- of the Currencg, Washington, on the above dates.
sources.
In exchange for this income at
DEPOSITS in the INTEREST DEPARTMENT payable on demand, draw interest payable Januthree per cent, on over $8,000,000 the Duke ary 1st and July 1st. Deposits during the tir-t three days of every mouth draw interest from the fir. i
confers on his bride the title of Duchess,with of that month. This department offers much, (treater security to depositors than Savings Banks, inasthe social prestige the title implies in aris- much as every deposit is a loan to the hank, and all deposits in our Bank are yuaranteed by twice the
amount of our Capital Stock.
tocratic England.
This Bank being the latest established Bank in Waldo County, our vault has all the latest improveVValsmgham” in his account of the wedments in Fire and Burglar-Proof work, thereby offering yrenter security to depositors than any other
ding says, among other things:
bank
in this county.
It would be too much to say that the wedWe still have a few $5.00 SAFE DEPOSIT BOTES. All our boxes are note equipped with extra
ding of Miss Consuelo Vanderbilt and the
lyt>
Duke of Marlborough equalled in splendor locks, so they may be taken to and from the Bank if desired.
that of the Duke of York and the Princess
but
it
was
May,
certainly quite on a par—in
fact, superior in appointments—with the Isle
...THE....
of Wight nuptials of the Princess Beatrice
and the Prince Henry of Batten berg. The
New York florist, moreover, is a magician
the equal of whom has never been summonWAY 1)0 WX IX PRICE,
ed to the royal service by Her
Majesty the Is still at his old stand on ('hurrh Street, corner
Queen.
of
reBridge and Church Streets. Italian style
TS and 87 Outs.
But, nevertheless, the details of the wed- pairing carefully attended to. Violin hows re- *5«, <>r,
ding created a distinctly “English” impres- paired for 50c, American Violins tor sale below
....ALSO....
siou, and the appearance of upper Fifth wholesale, and t<» he used at tlie_ dedication of
3m45
Belfast’s new bridge.
ayenue as the forenoon wore on strikingly
recalled that of Piccadilly on the torrid July
W. WATEHMAN,
JOHN
morning when the son of the heir apparent
2m40
U. ST. WELLS’.
took Princess May for his wife.
70 Church 8t„ Belfast, Me.
as

WANTED.

100

Hay Pressers,

buy their HAY WI’LES of us, all
sizes used in this section constantly <*n

to

hand.

You send your orders here you will
get the goods.

be sure to

■T

It a? ,r. W.

.TONES, Hardware,

(Successors to f. A. Carle.)

_60

Main Street, Belfast

TO RENT.
Cottage
Inquire

House on Miller Street.
of

A. A. HOWES &
Belfast, Oct. 10, 18«5.—41tf

CO.,

House for Sale.
A
line
line

story and a half house, pleasantly located;
view'of Belfast bay; ten rooms all finished,
cellar, city water in house; nice garden, under
good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees,
etc.
Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
M. C. DILWORTH,
lb HALL, Main St., Belfast.
Or
44tf
REMEMBER I HE SALE AT

W.

H.

Richards7.

Deposits

WATERMAN,

American Violin M kcr & Repairer,

Solicited.

Boston

Bags

Valises and Tranks Sinds^at

by

association with the young. The normal child is trustful, ready to take God at
His word.
Children have clear perceptions of many things which grow indistinct to older, dimmer eyes.
A child believes old legends and fanciful fairy tales.
By the same faith he penetrates the mysteries of religion.
The gospels become a
series of pictures before his clear eyes.
You have heard of the little .Swedish girl
who walked one night with her father
under the blue skies dotted with stars and
who finally said earnestly, “Papa, I have
It will keep your thickens strong and healthy. It
been thinking that if the wrong side of
will make young pullets lay early. Worth its weight
In gold for moulting hens, and prevents all diseases. It
heaven is so beautiful, what will the right
Is absolutely pure. Highly concentrated. In quantity
side be?” Christ said, “Except ye become
costs only a tenth of a cent a day. No other kind like it.
converted and become as little children,
ye shall in no wise enter the kingdom of
heaven.”
Does he not make those two
conditions of equal importance—“except
What
ye become as little children?”
CONDITION POWDER
would we not give for the trustfulness of
no
kind of food you use. niix
Trif,kor
the little girl who sweetly said, “I have
wun !t
Powder. Otherwise, your profit
jladv Sheridan’s
"ill he lost when the price for eggs
loved Jesus ever since 1 can remember and
«„.?laI
J?nP
»
\cry hurh. It assures perfect assimilation of the food
needed to produce health and form eggs. It is
He has loved me always.”
The child naaments
•old by druggists,
grocers, feed dealers or bv mail.
1 ture grows toward Christ as the flower
©ingle pack. 25 ets. Five si. barge two-lb can Si.20. Six
^•' Fvn. pnici. Sample REST Port.TRY Paper free
toward the sun. Children live in heaven’s
Ja’,sI. S. JOHNSON & CO., 22 Custom House St.,
Boston, Mass.
borderlands. We keep nearer heaven by
working with and for the children “whose
Christian Endeavorers and the Sunday angels do always behold the face of their
School.
father in heaven.”
1 do not mean that
children are angels.
Many of the stories
A PAPER HEAD liV MISS CHARLOTTE T.
told about children in Sunday school are
SIBLEY OF BELFAST AT THE Sl’NDAY
doubtless true: The boy who was given
SCHOOL CONVENTION
IN
W1NT1IROP, live cents to send to the heathen and who
ot
r.
7.
iso:..
me.,
felt that he had a right to keep it for
To the Editor of The Journal: The himself because that was what his Sundayfollowing paper was read by Miss Charlotte school teacher had called him. The boy
T. Sibley of your city at the State Sunday
who read Bible stories and perverted their
School Association recently held in Wiuas. for instance, when a weary
application
Ii
was
of
one
the linest papers read
throp.
mother said, “.Johnny do you know that
at the
**nveution. Belfast, has reason to he
it is very wrong for little boys to throw
proud "ijier local talei.t. 1 secured the pastones? Never let me see you do it again.”
without the
per and send it to you evei
knowledge of Miss Sihley. Its pubi.cation And her precocious son sweetly respond1 know must do good.
ed with well nigh irresistable logic,
I hope it may find a
place in your excellent papei.
“Mamma sposing David’s folks had been
-V Member of Convention.
so particular, wouldn’t it have been a bad
thing for the Israelites?” And the boys
Childhood is the world’s rainbow of do not monopolize all human nature’s
store
of natural depravity even though
promise. With each generation God creates the world anew—new hopes, new
one little girl said with a mournful sigh,
possibilities, new ideals blossom in every “1 wish I was a boy, ’cause a girl always
lield of life where child-buds bloom, and feels so wicked when she does anything
ehiklrer are indigenous to every soil.
wrong an’ a boy don’t.
Boys just goes
They grow where grass and flowers can- right along an' has a good time.” No,
not grow, even in the desert sands of
boys are not the only ones who need
Egypt.
spiritual enlightenment. There was the
lu Assiant on the Nile I went one morn- little girl w ho defined sins of commission
j
ing to a Sunday school service and within I as “sins 1 ought to have committed and
that bare, white-washed chapel 1 found didn’t;” and still another who when askj ed
more sunshine than dwells in blue Egypby her teacher what she must do in
j
tiau skies or dances on the rippling eddies order to be forgiven, promptly rejoined,
of the Nile.
must
sin.”
Un the children's faces the I “f
Sun shone and stars of happiness sparkled j
±>y ctu&e association witn Minciay scnooi
in theii bright eyes, as with high, sweet work we grow in knowledge of God’s
voices they sang together Arabic hymns truth, which is the best and highest wisj^et to good old-fashioned Scotch psalm dom. Men have not yet found a book
We shall grow in
'Vc could not understand the w iser than the Bible.
tunes.
1
Arabic, but wt knew what the collection grace as we grow in knowledge of God’s
box meant; and the children studied with ; word. Faithful study of its pages must
delight the gold coins which we dropped yield us a rich harvest of mental might
Great men have
into the box.
In and out of the open j and spiritual strength.
windows liew the swallows, unheeded. I been its students.
Shakespeare showed
Buskin as
unharmed. One little bird alighted above \ his familiarity with its pages.
the speaker's head, another stood beside a boy learned long chapters from the
him on the platform. I am told that they Bible and each year read it aloud from
build their nests within the chapel, conti- j cover to cover. The heroic life of Charles
dent that God’s house is their home.
So
Gordon, the martyr of Khartoum, was
“the birds of the air have nests.”
Thy i shot thvough and through with its prechildren were more shy than the birds. cepts as gold threads are woven in and
Custom requires that the girls and boys out of some rare fabric of crimson. Barkshall be curtained off from each other, ! hurst has wrought a miracle by its aid.
and the girls were so timid that when one j If Endeavorers want such men as Buskin
«»t our number, himself a good minister,
j and Gordon and Parkhurst to be reared
in their midst, we must call the Bible to
sat down on the end of a bench beside one
j
But we must study it aright.
01 them, she rose and departed to a dis- ! our aid.
taut coiner «*f the room.
On the faces of ! Historical, literary and geographical innative children in Egypt, both Copts and vestigation is good, bill the ultimate aim
Mohammedans. 1 had seen only hunger, | of our study must be spiritual discernment
pathos, hopelessness, or a dash of mo- and the salvation of souls. You have
meniniy mirth which but served to show perhaps heard how in Meadow v'dle one
us life s darkei background.
Rut here in hot Sunday farmer Peters and his city
this >ehoolriM»m a missionary teacher from boarder discussed the scholarly discourse
Ohio, wit:, faithful love and patient brav- they hail just heard from a city preacher
The city
ery. pours enduring sunshine into the ia the village mce'ing house.
darkness i human hearts.
The hoys and limit'd el said, “Fine sermon, wasn't it?"
girls in tin. mission sem.iols are, t believe, <.,Mu»th fanner Peters, “Mvbbe.'’ The
the 'ii v truly, happy '•hildren in those boarder
continued, “Why. that man
knows more about the Bible, he has
easti. u lands.
Christian Endeavor and the Sunday made a deeper study of Biblical gcogsch- ..: are both ididreu of the church laphy and history, than aimost any other
minister in this coiiiitry."
“lias he
aim owt- duties lu e:n l: other and pre-eminent.^ tu the church.
Every life has now ?" gmuly inquired the shrewd farmthree phases—uiuy.
privilege, po we r. er. “Well, there, 1 reckon the trouble
“Yen ouglu,”
may." “you can" must have been with me. You see I'd
alcTated 1 sit'd hear somethin' about the
aie wurns wliicii are daily heard by all of
us.
Duty, privilege, power are the three way to heaven, an’ 1 only learned the
We
graces v hh.li stand guard at the dour of wav from .Jerusalem to Jericho."
true success.
They are the handmaidens should study the Bible in such a way that
of all real religion, by their guidance vie may he able to minister to hungry
hearts and yearning souls.
alone we enter into abundant life.
Some one has called employment “naEudeavorers ought to help the Sunda\
The more we do for
school. Our pledge commits us to whole- ture's physician."
God and man, the more truly healthful
hearted labor in behalf of the church.
Thus alone
The Sunday school is
the embryonic shall we Endeavorers grow.
church, the church in its childhood- shall we attain the Christian Endeavor
the
full grown man, the stature of
hence we are committed by our pledge to
ideal,
whole-hearted labor in its behalf.
Chil- Christ Jesus.
At
Baal
bee in Syria lies the largest
dren are born into the church as truly as
they are born iLto the family or into the hewn stone in the world. It is still in
The church of God should and the quarry, has been lying there for cenState.
In the
does include all mature believers and all turies. ready for transportation.
little children. At Pentecost Peter said, great Temple of the Sun near by is the
“The promise is unto you and to your empty space in the wall awaiting still to
The block
children.”
In the New Testament where be tilled by that huge block.
a mature person
accepted Christ it is al- is an object of wonder to the traveler, but
serves no real purpose, has never tilled
most taken for granted that he brings
that whole household to a belief in the the place for which it was intended.
Messiah.
Witness such records as these: In the temple of the Lord, too, are
“Lydiabelieved and her household,” “The many untilled niches, niches in the
jailer believed and his household.” The church, in the Sunday school, niches of
names of all Roman Catholic children are
usefulness, nobility, heroism. Perhaps
found un the church rolls.
Perhaps you Endeavorers can till them. It is not
have heard of the conversation between a enough for us to be good, we must be
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one
uoy.
was preparing to attend a
special church
“Mamma.” he asked, “may 1
meeting.
“You cannot," she replied,
go too'.’”
"for it is only church members who meet
this evening.” “But. mamma,” he asked again, “do I
not
belong to the
church?"
She said, “Only those belong
to the church who believe upon Jesus.”
In a still more aggrieved tone the little
pleader asked, “Mamma, do i not believe
upon Jesus'.'”
As soon as Endeavorers realize that to
the children as well as to the mature the
church belongs, that on the children depends the future welfare of the church,
we shall understand that duty requires us
to works iu and for the Sunday school.
There is another phrase in our pledge
which enjoins such works upon us.
"I
promise Christ that 1 will strive to do
whatever he would like to have me do,”
and Christ’s commands were imperative
and explicit.
“Suffer the little children
to come unto me and forbid them not."
“Who shall receive one little child in my
name receivetli
me.
But whoso shall
cause one of these little ones which believeth on me to stumble”—who dares to
finish that, imprecation? And after his
resurrection Christ gave to Peter, the impetuous, the penitent, IIis last and highest command, “Feed my lambs.”
In the
last century Thomas Fuller, who has been
the
the
called in
fore-runner of our
pulpit
Emerson in literature, said in the quaint
of
his
day, “Did not our
phraseology
Saviour say, tveu to Saint Peter himself.
■Feed my lambs, feed my sheep?’ And
why lambs first? First, because they were
lambs before they were sheep.
Second,
because, if they be not fed whilst lambs
they could never be sheep. Third, because sheep can in some sort feed themselves; but lambs (such their tenderness)
must either be feed or famish.
“It is
much easier,” says one. “to stop before
than
to
sinning
stop sinning.” Children
are stiil pure.
A little help and care maythem
keep
pure.
It is a privilege for Endeavorers to work
in the Sunday school.
It is our privilege
as a society.
From the Sunday school we
gather recruits for our own ranks and increase our membership.
It is our privi-

lege as individuals.
We keep our youth by contact with
And youth means strength
young life.
and hope and energy.
We keep the trustfulness of childhood

Children

i
1

|

I

1UI

SUIlieLlllU^.

who talked too much about himself. Endeavorers have done something for the
Sunday school and the church. But I believe we shall die as an organization if we
devote ourselves to numbering our soldiers, glorying in our badges and banners
and recounting our past achievements.
We cannot stand still.
If we do not go
forward we shall slip backward. Overself-glorification and indolence mean
death. True life is labor.
“Onward!
upward!” are our watchwords. Life must
mean for us duty done, privilege accepted, help freely given. The past is not our
kingdom. The past we’ll leave with God.
The present is our battlefield. The future
is the realm over which we shall reign. If
we conquer in to-day’s conflict we shall
rule on to-morrow’s throne. Christ Jesus
said to you, to me, “Feed my lambs.”
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NQ SECRET
15 THIS WOMAN’S CASS.

Known.

[RPJ5CIAI. TO OCR I.ADY KrADFRB ]
Of the thousands of letters received
from women all over the world bv Mrs
rinknain. not one is
given to the public
unless, by the v ish of
the writer. Thus absolute confidence is
established bevMcli tween Mrs.
IHKIlillU

and her
army of

patients;
anil she

free.y
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York June 13 for Yokahama; spoken June
22, lat 35 N, Ion bl W.
S P Hitchcock, Gates, arrived at Honolulu Sept 10 from Sau Francisco.
Sau Joaquin, Larrahee, arrived at New
York Jan 9 from Portland.
S D Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from Sydney, NSW, Sept 21 for London.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at San
Francisco Nov 1 from New York.
St David, Carver, sailed from New York
Nov 2 for Amoy ; spoken Nov 3, lat 39 30 N,
ion 71 45 W.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, cleared from
Philadelphia June 13 forHiogo; spokeh July
0, lat 22 N, Ion 30 W.
Til lie F Starbuck, Eben Curtis, arrived
at New York Oct 19 from Honolulu.
Wandering Jew, D C Nichols, on tire at
Hung Kong Oct 29, scuttled anti sunk.
Wm H Macy, Amsbury, arrived at Yokahama Oct 24 from New York.
Win H Conner. Frank 1 Pendleton, arrived at New York Oct 31 from Portland.
W J Kotck, Sewali C Lancaster, cleared
from Philadelphia July 27 for San Francisco.

licits
ter

any
man
or
is

wno

;Beatrice Havener, Hichborn. eleared from

Phiiatleiphia Oct -it) for Bridgeport.
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, arrived at New
York Oct 12 from Surinam via Barbadoes.
C P Dixon, N 1- GiJkey, sailed from New
York Oci 24 for Port Spam.
Edward Kidder, J 11 Park, from Jimin
for Hampton Roads, at Valparaiso, leaking.
Edward May, arrived at New York Nov 1
from Colombo.
Evanell, W II Blanchard, arrived at Callao June 30 from lunique.
Evil' Keen, A T Whittier, arrived at New
York Nov 1 from Kiaehuelo.
Harvard, Coleord, arrived at Port Natal, C
(i H, Oet 18 from New York via Port Elizabeth.

Havana, Rice, arrived

at

Havana Oet 29

New York.
Herbert Black, Albert Blanchard, sailed
from Punta Arenas, July 20 for New York.
Henry A Litchfield, at Boston Oct 3 re-

from

neaitn

in

or

so-

a letfrom
n o-

rich
poor,

ailing.

of Mary E. Campbell, of
Albion, Noble Co., lnd., her sul1er:ng
was so severe, her relief so
suddenly i«; fized, and her gratitude so great, ll at .-be
wishes the cirri instances ] rbli‘1 oil, in
tbe hope that others
may he benefited
thereby. She says:
MjdiV';c ;in told me 1 had diopsv
an 1 failing of the vi'iiib.
A v st< much
at 1 bowels were
so bloated ! <( j,ld not
a
full
breath.
get
My face and bands
wore bloated
badly. 1 had that dreadful
bearing-down pain, baeka< be, palpitation
ol the heart, and norvemmess.
“One of my p. 11ysi<• i. ns told me 1 had
something growing in mv st< n a< h: and
the medicine that 1 *•<■[< ga\e me relief
only for si short time. I thought l must
riv. 1 began to take I.;/-1 ■■■ }■'. Pitil'lium .s
Vegetable Compound, and it worked like
a elmnn.
A tier taking the first bottle
I eon hi walk acres** tlm 'ir;,ef, now I am
Well.
I advise all mv friends to take it.”
•—AIakv E.Cami-heu.. Albion, Noble Co.
case

...WILL GIVE

SPECIAL
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Bolt ai Pip TMin.

M Nichols, cleared
New York Oet 13 for Hong Kong;
spoken Oct 27, lat 35 3b, Ion 48 05.
Mabel I Meyers, Wm Meyers, sailed from
Rosario Sept 12 for Boston.
Matanzas, arrived at New York Oct 29
from Havana.
Mary E Russell, W S Nichols, sailed from
Barbadoes Oct 14 for Kingston, Ja, to load
for Boston.
Penobscot, E G Parker, sailed from Singapore Sept 24 for New York.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, cleared from
New York Nov 4 for Port an Prince.
Rose Innis, Melvin Coleord, arrived at
New York Oct 25 from Montevideo.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, at Houg Kong

Aug 1, uuc.

St James, F B Clifford, sailed from Sliangliae Sept 23 for New York via Amoy.
St Lucie, J T Erskine, arrived at New’ York
Oct 25 from Zanzibar.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, cleared
from Philadelphia Aug 24 for Buenos Ayres.
Willard Mudgett, A C Coleord, arrived at
Montevideo Oct 2b from Portland.

Agent for Waldo County for an
automatic
burglar alarm
and wants a ft tv working
agents.^ZS^^SZ ZW"
GEO. T. READ,
46 MAIN STREET

BELFAST.

ELY’S

CREAM 3AIM
quickly

Is

CATARRH

absorbed.
Cleanses the
Nasal Passages,

[A

Allays

Pain and
1 n tlaimnatiou.
Heals the Sores.
Protorts the

Jlenibrane from
Additional f old.
Restores the
Senses of Taste
and Smell.
IT

WILL CURE.

COLD 'n HEAD

particle is applied into cadi nostril and is
agreeable. Price 50 cents at Druggists or by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 50 Warren St., New York.
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Diarrhoea and Wind Colic.

Constipation

and

Flatulency.

the effects of carbonic acid gas

s

or

poisonous

air

giving healthy and natural sleep.
Castoria is pnt up in one*size bottles only.
Don't allow any
that it is

just

See that

It is not sold in bulh

to sell yon anything else

one

M
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and
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every
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Children

Cry
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wrapper

for Pitcher’s Castoria.

Maine Central R. R. Stevens &
On and after Nov. 4, 1895* trains connecting at
Burn ham amt Waterville with
througn trains'for
ami 1 rom Bangor, Waterville, Portland ami Boston w ill run as follows:
FROM BELFAST.
A M

1*M

Belfast, depart...
7 20
City point. t7 25
Wahl. +7 3*5
Brooks

7 40
K-n«x. 8 03
8 12
Thorndike.
8 22
Unity.
Burnham, arrive.. 8 45
Bangor....11 55

Erskines

1* M

1 25
tl 30
+140
151
+2 03
2 12
2 22
2 42
450

3 05
+4<>2
+4 25
4 45
15 lo
5 32
5 50
*115

3 13

7 15

5 35
0 2o

1 40
5 58

HARNESS
Takes the Lead in Wald.'
Every harness a standing testim*-!
from tiie best stock by first-class
under our own personal supervisioi

Old
p

M

Boston
ooston,

4 15
4 L»o

TRUNKS,

TO BELFAST.
P M

Bmton,}*:",;;;-

Portland.

1 1
A m

..

w.i 1.1..

.......7.i'li.l;

j City n-dnt.

j

1

oo
a M

Belta-t. arrive..

2

17,

o

25

A M
*100
0 30

27

P M
20

5-A Horse Blankets,
Very Lowest

I* M

5 o5
525

02"
to

DRESS-SUIT CASES

M

4 30
l 40

7 15
A M

7 lo
75o
Thorndike. 8 12
Kii-a
I 8 25

BAGS and

g«{

0 lo

Bangor

!

A
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Waterville—.

Plush Hobss,

AM

Portland. 12 25

..

SPECIAL PRICES OX

A M

K ]).
w D.

promite

get C-A-S-T-O-R-I-A.

you

Waterville

or

purpose.”

22
2*. 38

:](..!>;
10 i.i
1027,

Blankets, Robes
\M> ALL h

.7’"
1; *jo

Flag stat ion.
Limire,l t ickers lor Boston are now sold at ,>5.i >0
from lhdlast ami all Mat ions on P.ranrK
Through tinkers t" all points Wum and N. rr 11
1I wtst via ail routes, for -ale lo I'. K « m-w 1 1 \
! Agent. Bella-!.
PA YS< >N Tl
K UK.
V ice Pi. -, am < ien'i Manag* r.
1 F. K. P»o< •;
iv, (mu'I Pa». and Ticket Agent.
1
Port land, ( >n 25. 1 so.">.

I

N

t*L

>S

Winter Gr

r

.;

Prices in

|

j

Sti'vrus iV
\i:n

Main St

s

Ki’sliiiJ
i oho:

Co:. W ?.

bllla-1.

Isa-,. -b;|

May

Belfast, and Castine Route.

long,
Winter

Effect October

Arrangement—In
1, 1895.

s STKAWKK (ASTIMf, weather permitting. will run every week day
inn with B. A B.S. Co., as follows
Leave * West Brooksville at 7.20 a. m.: Castine.
7.45; Hughes Point, 8.30 Ryder’s Cove, 0.00;
Lime Kim, 0.20; arriving at Belfast, 10.30.
■

in

7SX

eminent

♦Brooksville, Mondays, Wednesdays and .Saturdays.

Returning,

leave Belfast

at

2.00

p.

above named

landings.
Passengers going Fast take

FOR FARMERS.
The farmers of Maine whose property is unincumbered by mortgage are giving encouragement
Maine enterprize by insuring in the

to a

treated without the
use of knife or
tentioii from
ness, also all other
diseases of Rectum.

Maine Mutual Fire Insurance Co.,

m., for the

Castine
from Belfast at 2 00 p. m., every Monday .Wednesday ami Friday. Take steamer next day for
all landings from Castine to Bar Harbor.
steamer

We do

Passengers going

to Millbridge, .lonesporr ami
Machias take steamer Castine from Belfast at
2.00 p. M., stop over ac Castine, take steamer
Frank Jones next morning for all landings from
Castine to Machias.
AGENTS H. A. Greer. Belfast;.!. R. Ryder.

Ryder’s Cove; Win. Pendleton. Hughes Point; J.
M. Vogell, Castine; R. A. Dodge, Brooksville.
C. W. SMALLIDGE,

OF AUGUSTA.

Manage

not

advertise

to

sell

GOODS AT COST.
But as iroods can be sold on
smaller margin tor......

a

SPOT CASH

r

than any other ba-is
A
word to the wise is sufficient.
Send us a sample order for
*•

ROBERT M READ.M.D.

■■

9

Castoria does not contain morphine, opinm. or other narcotic
propert
Castoria assimilates the food, regulates the stomach and bow i.

—

little chair
What has become of our Little Boy Blue
Since he kissed them and put them there.

R. H. MOODY. BELFAST.
■i ■

eiii’cs

Castoriajieutralize

touched

years through,
In the dust of. that

AND BEAM TBEATKENI
written guarantee, by
to cure Weak Memory;
Powi r: Lost Manhood:
Quickness: Night Losses; Evil Dreams: Lack of
‘Confidence: Nervousness; Lassitude: all Drains;
Loss of Power of the Generative Organs in either
sex, caused by over-exertion, Youthful Errors, or
Excessi 7e Use of Tobacco, Opium or Liquor,
which leads to Misery, Consumption, Insanity
and Death. By mail, $1 a box: six for $5; with
written guarantee to cure or refund money.
Sample package, containing five days’ treatment,
with full instructions. 25 cents.
One sample
only sold to each person by mail.

cures

..

But the little toy friends are true,
Ay, faithful to Little Boy Blue they stand,
Each in the same old place,
Awaiting the touch of a little hand,
The smile of a little face.
And they wonder, as waiting these long
DS. E. C. WESTS 1TEEVE
is sold under positive
authorized agents only,
Loss of Brain arid Nerve

known. It is harmless. Children like it.
jt
save their lives.
In it Mothers
have

destroys Worms,

Burnham, depart.
Unity..

*s

guessing
Children

Castoria relieves Teething Troubles.

Blue.

Little Bov Blue

are

the best remedy for Infants and

Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd.

crew at work

of Kugri.;: Kidd's that
the universal heart.J

Awakened

Oh, the

Ool. HENRY lx.

STAPLES, President.
Capt. 0. E. NASH, Vice President.
E. S. TURNER, Secretary,

1

Investment

Patent Medicine

0, W. JONES, Treasurer.
BOARD

OP

HENRY G. STAPLES,

DIRECTORS

CHARLES E. NASH,

— —

The Nose aEd Throat,

by

poem

patronatr0f

of it without

Castoria allays Feverishness.

Navis.

‘‘.V'W don’t you go till I nine," 1 e said,
“And don't you make any noise!"
So. toddling off to his tnindle-I.ed,
He dreamt of the pretty toys.
And as he was dreaming, an ang< l song

A

GEOiF EAMES, Ml, D.DS,

druggist’s and

Yacht

Tlif little t'-y * 1 *g is cevere.l with dust,
Ini' sturdy and staunch he stand-w
And the iit.Me toy Soldier is red with rust,
And his musket moulds in ids hands.
Time was when the little toy dog was new
And the s-hdier was passing fair,
And that was the time when our Little Bov
Blue
Kissed them and put them there.

GRAY’S S COLLEGE

25*.

Castoria

not

Little

speak

something which is absolutely safe and practically perfect
child’s medicine.

clear at the time.
The ash pan
was found to be broken and the lire had
worked down through the cracks and got
into the wood work and mulled
away until
it broke out as it did, nearly ruining the
boat.
In rebuilding care has been taken
to prevent any repetition of this.
The
Navis has been lengthened six and onehalf feet by sawing her in two and putting in a piece in the middle. By doing
this the boiler and engine have been
moved to about midway in the boat thus
allowing a chance to build a cabin in the
forward part.
The handsome craft, when
the work on her is finished, will be even
better and more attractive than before
ami more convenient in her arrange incuts.
was

ever

to

gives them health. It will

yard at Brewer rebuilding his steam
yacht Navis, which was partially burned
last summer.
In overhauling the boiler
Capt. Barbour found out what was probably the exact cause of the fire, which

SEWING MACHINES.

Steel! Pennyroyal Pills

pation

the world has

in his

Standard and White

unquestionably

ns

TIME-TABLE.

Steam

Capt. S. II. Barbour has

LADIES

pills

It is

....DEALEII IN....

Pitre.

Lucy A Nickels, C

THIRTY

discharged.
Rebuilding

ywf observation of Castoria with the

millions of persons, permit

Tlie Commissioner commends tlie work
of the Pension Examiners in tlie
field,and
says that the fact that this force pervades
the entire country and is likely to discover
and bring to light any fraud that
may be
attempted, exercises a constantly restraining influence upon dishonest claimants
and attorneys.
The report states that tlie act. of March
2, 1895, increasing the rate of certain
pensioners to 8(> per month, made an increase of 81,500,000
annually in the payment. of pensions, and the act
repealed
the act ot March 3, 1893, which forbade
tlie payment of pensions to non-residents
after July 1, 1893, increased the payments
during the last four months of the year
1895 about 8275,000.
< )ver 100 dismissals of clerks were
made
in tlie bureau during tlie
year.
Tlie Commissioner thinks it would be
equitable and humane for Congress to
make some moderate provisions to aid the
clerks disabled by long, faithful
service,
who cannot perform their work and are

pairing.
Henry Norwell, Cushman, arrived at
Brunswick, Ga, Oct 22 from New York.
John J Marsh, Drinkwater, cleared from
Portland Oct 29 for Rockport anti Point-afrom

and 4,200 restored that had been
dropped
from tlie rolls, making an aggregate roll
of 1,012,035.
There were 27,810 deaths,
and 14,575 pensions were
dropped during
the past year, making the number on the
rolls on June 30, 1895,
970,524, an increase during the year of 980.
Unless further pension legislation be
enacted the Commissioner thinks that
the appropriation of 8140,000,000 will be
sufficient for tlie payment of pensions for
the year ending June 30, 1890.
The estimates for 1897 are the same as
for 1890 except for an additional 83,000
for better quarters for the ageut at Buffalo, X. Y.
The commissioner states that, aside
from discontinuing illegal pensions, the
work of the Board of Bevision lias been
beneficial in discouraging the
filing of
claims without merit.
The work of tlie law division, he says,
was excellent in
delecting crime in pension prosecutions and
discovering illegal
practices among pension attorneys. Two
hundred and ninety-four persons were
convicted, the most important being W.
Bowen Moore of Buffalo, X. Y.. and
Ceorge M. \ an Lenven of Lime Springs,
la., both attorneys with a large pension

clientage.

mCKWBT,

We are always doing something. Many
of our societies have Sunday school committees and these committees are grow115 Irpmont Street. Boston Consultation
free.
ing iu importance and efficiency. They
stNO FOR
Pf|
PHLET. Office hours, 11a. || | I |~
put themselves under the direction of the
M. to 4 r. m.
[Sundays and |# | | ■§ ^k
Sunday school superintendent and pledge
holidays excepted.]
| || ( am
themselves to help him iu all possible
■ ■■■¥
17teow43
SCHOONERS.
A
few
weeks ago almost all Enways.
deavor societies took as the subject of
Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, sailed from
I C DQIlfcTC FOK EITHER sirs.
their prayer meeting, “How may we help Boston Sept 4 for Rosario.
LC DnllR O This remedy being in
Hattie McG Buck, H F Sprowl, arrived
the Sunday school and get help from it?”
di .-ctly to tlie
at New York Oct 17 from New Bedford.
Our present Sunday school superintendof those diseases
jhteat
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, sailed from ■ ■
n of the Genito-I rinary
ent at home is an active member of the
for
Boston.
Oct
28
0
Apalachicola
no
Endeavor society. In that meeting he
Horace G Morse, Harriman, sailed from n Ml (■ Annus, requires
Pi Qb (j change of die:. Cure
and our former superintendent gave our Pascagoula Nov 2 for Stamford, Ct.
3
1
to
in
guaranteed
John C Smith, Kneeland, sailed from
<»■* Kmall plain pack.
society some pointed, practical advice
Surinam
for
Boston.
Barbadoes
Oct
18,
which was truly helpful to us.
#VTT1I Tiaae- by mail, Sl.OO.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, arrived at New
V w AClliuld only by
Christian Endeavor was created for purYork Nov 5 from Thomaston.
20
of
service.
K. H. WOODY, BELFAST.
poses
Linali C Kaminski, S Woodbury, arrived
We Endeavorers can help the Sunday at New York Nov 5 from Charleston.
school.
The Sunday school brings the
Lucia Porter, Grindle, sailed from Boston
DO YOU KNOW
child to Jesus. Christian Endeavor under Oct 19 for Frankfort and New York.
OR. FELIX LE BRUN'S
the leadership of the church can train the
Mary A Hall, M Veazie, arrived at Bridgechild to work for Jesus Christ in His port Nov 2 from Darien.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Philadelchurch. We can help the child to see that
are the original
ar d
Nov 2 from Portland.
only
j
words learned in Sunday school must he phia
FRENCH. 8Ht‘o and reliable cure
Sal lie I’On, W H West, arrived at Philaon t'.e market.
!
Price.
sent
transmitted into kindly deeds in every
Nov
from
5
Boston.
delphia
by mail. Genuine4soldi only by
day life, that just as the food we take
Tofa, A S Wilson, sailed from Port Tampa
H.
R*
BELFAST.
MOODY,
is
daily changed into bone and muscle. So Oct 19 for* Carteret.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, loading at
the bread of life must be transformed in
us
into spiritual strength
and that Rockport, Me., for St Jago, Cuba.
strength must be used in God’s service.
St. Martin’s Summer.
liy faithful attendance at Sunday school
we can keep other
young people there.
the
summer’s fierce and thirsty glare,
There is an age when boys and girls grow After
After the falling leaves and falling rain,
restless and decide that it is time to stop
When harsh winds beat the fields of ripenA N I>
attending any school. We can by example
School of Shorthand and Typewriting.
ed grain
Fend for free Illustrated Catalogue.
show that we believe we are never too old And autumn’s
from
the
branches
pennons
L. A. Gray & SON, Portland, Me.
to learn, never too old to study God’s
tiare,
3tuo35
word and so tide them over those restless There comes a stilly season, soft and fair,
When clouds are lifted, winds are hushed
dangerous years. Almost every member
again—
of our Endeavor society at home is also
A phantom Summer hovering without pain
closely connected with our Sunday school. Iu the
veiled radiance of the quiet air ;
One day it shall come to pass that church
When, folding down the line of level seas,
and Sunday school shall be co-extensive,
A silver mist at noon-day faintly broods,
all the church members in the Sunday And like becalmed ships the yellow trees
Stand
islanded in windless solitudes,
No. 349 Newbury St.,
all
the
school,
Sunday school scholars in Each leaf
unstirred and parching for the
the church and all the church and all the
(Near Corner of Fairfield St.)
breeze
Sunday school at work all the time for
...
That hides and lingers northward in the BOSTON,
MASS
Christ. Toward that ideal we Endeavorers
woods.
12 to 2. Other hours by appointment only
Hoars,
will persistently climb.
in
Boston
Journal.
[Edith Jones,
Oct., 1894.—Iyr45*
You have heard what a candid woman
once said of a public speaker,
“He’s a
MARLIN REPEATERS.
Beecham’s
for constireally interesting man when he gets
through talking about bimself.” I shall
never
believe in self-adulation.
You
io4 and
Get the
have asked me, an Endeavorer, to speak
of the work of Endeavorers and so put
bock at your
Model 1805.
me in the unenviable position of the man
Ask the trade to see it.
Write for catalogue to
it.
go
The Marlin Fire Arms Co.,
New Havan, Conn.
Anneal Malt a more than 6,000400 bona.

Cry fer Pitcher’s Castoria.
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G. T. READ,
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!

;
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BARKS.

W Spies, C N
Meyers, at Hong
Kong Oct 2 for New York.
Alice Keed. Alanson Fortl, elearetl from
Boston, Sept 4 for Montevideo.
Amy Turner, C C Mi Cmre, sailed from
New Yolk May 20 for Honolulu.
Adam

in

In the

30, 1895,

BOLLS JUNE

970,524.
Judge Locbrane, Commissioner of Pensions, has submitted his annual report to
the Secretary of the Interior.
It shows
that up to June 30, 1894, there were
909,'044 pensioners, and that during tlie past
new
year 39,185
pensions were granted

Mrs. Campbell Wishes Her Letter Published so that the 'i rutli
May Be

Vessels.

Abner Coburn, G A Nichols, sld from Yokahama May 29 for New York via Kobe.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, sailed from San
Francisco Oct 8 for New York.
A J Fuller, Waluutt, sailed from New York
Aug 25 for Slianghae; spoken Sept 8, lat 30
N, lou 38 W.
Alameda, Chapman, arrived at Sydney,
NSW, Oct 20 from Vancouver.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, sailed from New
York Oct 28 for Slianghae.
Centennial, B F Colcord, sailed from
Hong Kong Aug 3 for Baltimore; passed St
Helena Sept 5.
Charger, 1) S Goodell, sailed from La
Plata Sept 10 for Hamburg.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, sailed from
Philadelphia June 19 for Nagaski.
Emma F Whituey, A S Pendleton, at New
York for Slianghae.
Gov Koine, Nichols, cleared from Philadelphia Oct 25 for Hiogo.
Great Admiral,Rowell, sailed from Manila
Aug 27 for Boston ; passed Aujier Oct 31.
Henry B Hyde, Phineas Pendleton, sailed
from Sau Frauciseo Oct 19 for New York.
Iceberg, F W Treat, arrived at Iquique
Sept 17 from New York via Valparaiso.
Iroquois, E D P Nickels, arrived at Phila
delplua June 8 from New York.
John McDonald, T P Colcord, sailed from
New York July 19 for San Francisco; spoken
Sept 23, lat 49 S, lou (55 W.
Josephus, P R Gilkey, sailed from Bueuos
Ayres Sept 30 for New York.
Llewellyn J Morse, Clapp, arrived at San
Francisco Oct 30 from Kariuk.
Manuel Llaguno, Edw Smalley, arrived at
New York Oct 9 from Honolulu.
Mary L Cushing, Pendleton, cleared from
Philadelphia June 10 for Hiogo, spoken
July 14, lat 9 N, Ion 25 W.
May Flint, E D P Nichols, sailed from
Sau Frauciseo Oct 7 for Bristol.
n

NUMBER ON THE

ALGERNON

FRANK L. WEBBER,

BANGS,

JAMES K. FILLER,
C

CHARLES H.

of the oldest ami most successful insurance companies in the United States, viz: the Holyoke and
Quincv of Massachusetts, who have been
doing business since 1843 and 1851 respectively,
and have never failed to pay a dividend. All
buildings insured in this company must be surveyed by an agent of the campany, and a plan
made. This is done at the company’s expense.
Kvery person insured is a member ‘of the company during the life of his policy, and is entitled
to its benefits. Dilapidated,unoccupied or neglected buildings, ami those in bad repair, will not be
taken by this company at any rate. We give insurance for protection.
Those wishing t» insure
for revenue on!) will have to seek it elsewhere.
the

for

Guaranteed
Real Estate.

Security

RLA1SDKLL,

This compar y is popular because it is meritoriand lias liad a marvelous growth. It is the
only Maine company doing business on tlie dividend plan. It is conducted upon the lines of two

J. O.

Absolute

HARLES W. JONES.

ous

Agent

Boots,
DEC., MARCH, JUNE and SEPT

The Petit Manan Land and Industrial Company
offer at par, $10.00 per share, fifty thousand dollars of the Treasury Stock of the Corporation.
The Company invite the closest scrutiny of its affairs ami prospects, and will l>e pleased t<» answer all inquiries.
A sufficient acreage of real estate is reserved as
a perpetual and absolute guarantee to stockholders.
Present condition of the business warrants
the management in stating that a special dividend
in addition to the 2 per cent, quarterly dividend
will he declared in 189(1. All st ckholders of
record Oct. 2s, 1895 will receive the Dec. quarterly
dividend.
Write the

pectuses,

County

and

Vicinity.

City of Belfast Bonds

By order of the City Government the Finance
Committee hereby give notice to holders of the
City of Belfast fomls, issue of August 15, 1882,

4 per cent. 10-40 years, that the committee will
be ready to receive same for payment at the Peoples National Bank of Belfast, Me., Nov. I, 1805,
and that interest will cease Dec. 1,1805, on all
bonds of this issue.
F.H. WELCH,
) F,

^BwFcAaRtReAsR’

Belfast, Oct 23,1805.—6w43

TO TAX PAYERS!
shall be at my office in Memorial building Saturdays from 10 A. M. to 12 m., and2 to 4 p. m.,
until January 1, 18%.
All persons who wish to
avail themselves of the discount of two per centon their taxes must pay by January 1 18%.
H. F. MASON, Collector.

I

Belfast, Sept. 1,1895.—29tf

county.

J. H. & J. W. JONES,
Su ccettors to F. A. Carle, 60 Main St

store.
Satisfaction
All orders of
and over delivered by
stage or Lancaster's express

country

guaranteed.
(Mi

....A FEW.

Company for surveyor’s plans. Pros-

Bargains

STHIAL OMPANT,
High Street, Belfast, Maine,
Or 401 John Daneock Building, Boston, Mass.
f*4

WANTED!
Two thousand (2,000) cords spruce
The sail! wood to be sawed
wood.
four feet long, and not less than five
inches under the hark, and to be loaded on the cars at Belfast and any other
stations and sidings on the Belfast
branch.
Now is a good time to cut the wood
and have it ready to haul on snow.
Ail who have wood to sell call on the
subscriber.

Slightly Used

CALL EAULY.

°

former customers
that
e is now
ready for business
in first-class liorse*
ii
shoeing and jobbing of all kinds
at bottom prices.
With thanks to all
for past favors, I hope for a continuance of the
same, and can give you as good a joa as 1 evea
did. Come and see for yourselves.
4w43
JONES S.DAVIS, Washington St.

:

Fiancs,
Organs,

Banjos,

«$c

j

RENT.

TO

Mears & Pitcher,

CHAS, BAKER.
Oct. 4, ISO.,.—41tf

_and.

Iff i)T

IF YOU WANT ON I:

Belfast, Me.,

Hna amu s

FREE

WE NOW HAVE

etc.

nnnilinr
aIII llllIIIU
UUUUlll^B

AXES.
We have the best assortment in this

Groceries,
ANYTHING, in fact.
usually kept in a first class

PETIT MANAN LAND AND INIM

JOHNSON, Liberty,
Waldo

Shoes,

by

75 Main St.,

Belfast, M-s

NERVO-LEPTINE
EPILEf ^•

The new discovery for the
the treatment of NKKYOIS

cure **1

UIBK.ABKS.
Morphine, no Bromides, no Sedan',
weeks
treatment
used.
Five
dynes

I

no

wdll find a decided and satisfactory ml11
before the first box is consumed.

NKItVO-LKPTI'K
Box S8B. BarllariH""'
Talcott, Krlsble t Co.,
Bole Agnus for Ike V. 8.

A

1

thk

weur.

THK

j

MAYOR’S

County Correspondence.

AOVICE.

Palermo.
Very interesting meetings
-Mattkks. Returns to the State
of Montpelier,
Vt., Heartily Endorsee Dr. Greene’s Nervura. Mayor have been held
)D.;-vt agriculture show that the yield Mayor Wing
during the past week at
Used
Dr.
Wing
Greene’s
Maine
this
Nervura In His Family with Marked and Decided
r.yr‘a’ corn in
year are j
the Methodist church. The ministers from
1
Benefit.
value
Makes
a'.l
being added
Strong and Well.
p.l
average, much
abroad were Palmer of Smyrna, Baker of
by this increase. Grain
Vassalboro, Howard of Washington and
of
t
in abundant crop
superior
Ogier, the Presiding Elder... .Miss Lottie
11 ie eut-i re State. Xo damage
p>
Turner closed her second term of school at
from any locality from rust or
i?p;"The condition of the
Carr’s Corner last week- She is an excellent
varies largely in different
^
teacher aud we regret to have her leave us.
V Most of the large potato growj'
_Frank Marden and family of Vassalboro
t
suffer tlie most by rot.
have visited friends in town-James Dinscut term of S. J. Court in Banmore has repaired his grist mill.
divorce cases were heard,
r,.,,
decrees were entered, and iu
Prospect Village. The S. B. I. Society
■s were denied..The Old Orchard
met with Mr. aud Mrs. Jerry Emerson Oct.
has
at
Old
j
organized
Miipany
Gist. A goodly number was present. Supper
!
lias petitioned for a charter.
was served from G to 8. The evening was very
officers are: President,
ran
passed iu the spacious parlors
enjoyably
E.
M.
|
secretary,
Yates;
maples;
It is proposed
and some very tine selections of music were
it. Staples.
j
..ads and have a pier constructrendered by Mr. Boland aud Mrs. Emerson,
.«* next summer season opens...
with Miss Nora Emerson at the organ. The
tin official bulletin of the
voted to buy a new organ for the
society
oi the League of American
hall. The next meeting will be
Grange
1-; Moulton and Wilber
November 14th, with Miss Emma
and
Walter
Hinch of
.mdolph
Miss Clara Haley from Winterport, with her
>
been suspended for 30 days
friend Mr. Philips from California, were the
in unsanetiou•or

Shoyv Your Colors.
The Belfast Journal noticing a schooner
in that port displaying colors at half mast
Sunday in honor of a captain recently deceased, took occasion to remark that “in
old times our shipping used to display
colors on Sundays and holidays, but now
it is rare to see a vessel with colors flying
on any
occasion.”
Yes, some of the
masters haven't any sentiment regarding
the flag, some are too lazy to display their
colors, and still more haven’t a piece of
bunting fit to show. In Bangor, on Memorial Day and the Fourth of July, it is
customary for the harbor master to go
around and request masters of vessels to
display their colors, and on no occasion
that the writer remembers have more
than one-half of them responded.
There
is a lack of flag love among Americans.
[Bangor Daily Xews.
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What the

I
I”“

Laundress Said.

Y T/\|4|
111 rT I
y
I

Ivorine gives the
greatest
satisfaction. I have been using it
for years. I find it requires
only
about one-half the time for my wa-h-

WA8HING POWDER J ing which it takes with other wnshpowders.”—Annie Walker,
—T——————^ing
Laundress, Marine

1

|

11 pou.

Hospital, Portland, Me.
I like Ivorine
very much, and consider the cake of
soaP ln every package wortlt more than the
price of
the whole package.” Mrs. F. A.
Springer, Sanford, Me.

)“let

fi.
It is stated here
that the proposed
of
the
leaders of the Maine Popmeeting
ulists with Solon Chase to arrange to
nominate Chase delegates at the State
convention to support Chase for Presiguests of Mr. and Mrs. James A. Haley Nov. ] dent, will not be held, on account of the
'
The leaders of
2d.
Miss Haley is one (if our past school opposition of Populists.
the party in Cumberland and York counteachers aud her old pupils and their parties may, however, support Chase in the
ents were, glad to welcome her once more...
State convention.
Miss Carrie Grant, who left here last June
for Washington, D. C., and sailed from there
He was Re-elected.
July Gth for South America, has been heard
They say that Mayor Pingree of Detroit—
from by her sister, Mrs. William Killman. lie of
potato patcli fame—is a native of DenShe writes that slie had a very pleasant mark, Maine. The Maine man has a way of
Mr. Pingree wrested tile city
Gth. They getting there.
Oct.
S.
A.
arrived
at
aud
voyage
from its Democratic moorings and seems
intend to remain there six weeks, then sail
to lie re-elected without trouble.
likely
for California and visit friends there for a j [Portland Advertiser.
few weeks, and then sail for good old Pros- J
Hainc’s Choice.
peet, hoping to arrive here next springMrs. Horace Emerson of Winterport and
If I were asked to give a preferanre beMrs. Everett Sanborn of Frankfort were tween a Deluionico dinner and an old-time
the guests of Mrs. William Killman recent- Kangeley feast, I would say bring me boiled
potatoes roasted in the ashes, and
ly.Mrs. Clifton Fames is very poorly. binebaeks,
barley rake hot from tile spider. [Z. T. H.,
.Mrs. N. Furbish and children have mov- in
Kangeley Lakes.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Haw s
ed to Belfast.
have gone to housekeeping iu their own
home_Miss Grace M Libby, who is teach-

/

|

ill be\
i«U part.)

Oil Soap
found

THE J. B. WILLIAMS CO.,
Glastonbury, Conn.,
Makers of Williams’ Famous
Shaving Soaps.
of Choice Premiums sent Free
upon Request.

|

Lewiston, Xov.
on good
authority
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Trevett-J

competing
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earthquake shocks
felt at Augusta
lung, oet. 31. Xo damage_
;;m lias been organized at the
distinct

•ssion
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Institute, Pittsfield.
station at Brunswick was
st and is a total loss.
The !
t he kitchen of the restauj
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fully covered by iusur- ;
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:he State, has just complet- j
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Martin was
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are said to be the cause,
uting companies in the
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improve
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President
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The lire caught, it is
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die basement, where are lone
and a machine- for the
of gas.
The loss is covered by
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—Ib-vey kobinson, preceptor
Fast Machtas,
after a short illness.

Academy,

nibei' 4th
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1 lie Navy
informed tiiat the
Indiana touched bottom ou
Delaware, caused a careful
of the vessel at Cramps’ ship
1 xamination
was exhaustive
that the ship was not da m-
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being

0 y
manner
whatever.The
’boot for October was

approxi-

'bODuo.
The. receipts show
and the expenditures in round
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..Sir Charles Tapper
Mackenzie Rowell of Canada,
d- fii ij \\
ashingtou some days
[
’> 'd advisers to Sir Julian
Rn'isli ambassador, have
!,>
Canada, having conclud‘.O'lcss here in connection with
nm negot iations.The State
t.
;;jst
received the in>v cable lroni Minister
Terrell
!!
!•:hat
certain
•}
Kurds and
ir- :n iested for the murder of
Pittsburg bicyclist who
1
making a tour of the world
-1 when lie was killed. Mr.Terdi.sjiatch that the alleged
il''
lM he tried at
Erzeroum,
inted Mates government
utefi
\
the trial by the
Iii
consequence of
‘‘"•'iveu
through Spanish
cd .1 uivity among the inh" da Keys, the
secretary of
bis directed the revenue
and Merrill, at Tampa,
*
.*
sharj) lookout and make
111»* Keys for the
purpose,
-a
l-u"U'Mg parties there who
the neutrality laws
•'!*'biting
"
i Mates, in
engaging in a
mg expedition to
help the rebels
1 he revenue cutters McLaue
-m- at
Key West.Mr. and
Blaine, brother of the late
,:;ln)C have issued cards for
'' iheir
daughter, Margaret
;'-7'
-b.
Henry J. Crosson, Tuesday,
'bJO o’clock, at St. Peter’s
|v
nngton. Church cards ac‘!' invitations.... Reports to the
u
lMtal service show continued
(
yellow fever at Havana.
■' ic
i!,(> cases and
48 death from
h'",n (October 10th to 24th. A
M
d tlie deaths are
b
in the mil‘hiring the week ending
'*,1
V* }> d^atli, RJ were soldiers
the
;• Eugene Field,poet and
y.'hcd Xov. 4th of heart diso:isl.
“Mdence in Chicago.
Mr.
Vie]..lh
an^ has been conteutufi
1
lHnvs
rv
papers and other liter‘itMi

1
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GEORGE

HON.

W.

WIN'-, MAYOR Oi-

Hon. George W. Wing, Mayor of tin- Capita! City of Wrmoul, is a man of high emineiiee.
A distinguished iuw.ver, he has served his St it- in many high offices, having
been I )eputy Sed’etarv of St
-r
upled U
p: sition m the State Treasury, was Postof M nitpei,
Legislature n
popularity, he had
to be ebvted Mayor

ami was eiem -l to the
iss-j Owing t«* L:s great
the distinguislied honor
of Montpi id a position
lie now fids with ;i iustrioiis sue -ess.
When sue}; a man. urcupyitig >o high a
position in a ••omimmity. endorses the great
eiirative powers and r^commmids t .e sn k
and suif ering to use I >r. (ireem ’s Ne-' ora
b’.iod and m*r\remedy, m> >m " !1 h'-clate for a moment to use this gram!
im d ml
diseo\ eiy, this great- restorer of }•• a
and

master

State

Strength.

Mavor Wing says:
Hr
*T have
treelre's Newura bio-A and nerve mme-i
-id.-d
with in >; ked and
my l.inii

in

.-

belietit.
arising
•••>

('•*..

»*

Our Furniture is

is.^

irom

unlig--ai

I think

wen

md it- a-'-a.dan*
of Dr. (treem s Nei vm a
n

j
j

|

MONTPELIER,

VT.

Yo'a who suffer from nervousness, nervous
weakness, tin exhaustion of nervous debility. the t,ire<i <• udition attendant upon poor
11id*id ami iow vitality, the nerve-wearing
pain of neuralgia or rheumatism, who pass
sleepless or restless nights and wake mornings tired and nn ref res lied, with dull-feeling
head, bad taste in the mouth, and go to your
upation languid, nerveless, dispirited,
witln-lit your old-time energy ami ambition,
do not lose a moment in securing this grand
strengthener ami invigorator, Dr. Greene’s
Nervura 1m..od and nerve remedy
It is
tide and harmless, and it will
purely
surely make you well.
It is not a patent medicine, out the prescription of the most successful living specialist n eui iig m-rvoiis am} chronic diseases,
I *r Gre.-uv
a
-4 Temple Place, Boston.
'1 s>.
He has tilt- uirgest practice in the
orld, and tins grace medical discovery is
t .n- ivsult o' Ills
ast expel'g-nee.
The great
it it ion of Dr. G
.m is a guarantee that
i!ied 'c:;i will are, and the fact- that he
!
can
consulted by aiiyoic
at an\ Time,
i;
oi
arge, persona By «•. b .• letter, gives
«i; -miute assurance ..1 the benefh-ial action of
this wonderful medicine.
->•

’it."

Fisji

.mu

(i.\.Mh.

(

aptain Bei:

>;mr

Wood Seat Chairs from 25c.

upwards.
upwards.
Lounges from $3.50 upwards.

netting

fish at Square lake. Mr. Collins has fullyrecovered from his wound and a few days
since walked 40 miles in one day. One
of the remarkable results of his being
shot is the restoration of his eyesight.
Before he received the wound he was
obliged to wear glasses constantly, but
now he has perfect eyesight and has discontinued the use of glasses.The destruction of lobsters is not confined to the
The total pack in Prince
Maine coast.
Edwards Island this year, :50ft, 100 cans
fell off 70,000 cans, while 11,800 pounds of
live lobsters were exported to Boston.
I’ll3 demand for the live lobsteris so great
that the small lobster ought to be given a
chance to grow to a size suitable for that
purpose.Came Warden Benj. Atwood
of Winterport was in Bangor Xov. 4th on
his way home from a trip to Patten and
Xorcross.
lie reports game plentiful,
violations of the law few and visiting
sportsmen leaving, lie has a case against
•lock Darling, for killing a deer in September, which will be tried on Jan. 2d.

Airs, orchard

Miss Della Stevens, of Boston, Mass.. 1
writes: I have always suffered from )
hereditary Scrofula, for which I tried ]
various remedies, and many reliable )
physicians, but none relieved me. After )
taking 6 bottles of
)
I am now
!
^
^
am very grateful BL ^
1
to you, as I feel
that it saved me
k
k ^B

visited at Oapt. J. S. Harrimun’s Oct. Mist.Charles Banks came
down from Bangor to atteml the Old Folks’

told agony, and
)
shall take pleasure in speaking only
words of praise for the wonderful med- )
)
icine, and in recommending it to all.

given in this place Oct. doth... .Miss
visited friends in SSandypoint
recently.Mrs. Mary Smith is stopping
in Bangor kr awhile with friends-Miss
n-d home Nov. 1st from
Ai'e-r Ginn re:
Buoksport, wi re she has been teaching

B,K^i„niincn:
B
IB
Bb I I

will not want to
PKO.spKor i
1

K

v

Air. amt

When

Baby was sick,

we

gave her Castorla.

Child, she cried for Castorla.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castorla.
When she

was a

When she had

Children, she gave them Castoris.

(bun

To

the

Sufferers

of Rheumatism.

After using Groff’s Rheumatic Cure for
time in my practice 1 take great pleasure in saying that it is a most wonderful
remedy for Rheumatism; in fact, it is the
only one I have found for the cure of this
disease in all its various forms.
Dr. E. E. Tull, Chicago.
(im41

some

The New York Mercury thinks that Hon.
James W. Bradbury of Augusta delivering
orations at library dedications at the age of
94 or thereabouts, is a striking testimonial
to the virtues of Maine air and sound Democracy. Down here there is never a question
as to the virtues of Maine air.
Regarding
the virtues in the Maine Democracy we
would refer the Mercury to the record of the
Maine voters’ opinion of it.
[Kennebec
Journal.
Bucklen’s

Arnica

Halve.

The Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever

Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, aud all Skin Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction of
refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by A. A. Howes & Co.

money

“Maggie, did you Imar the door bell ring ?”
“Yis, mum.” “Well, why don’t you open

The

Discovery Saved His Life.

Mr. G. Caillouette, Druggist, Beaversville,
III., says: “To Dr. King’s New Discovery I
Was taken with La Grippe
owe my life.
and tried all the physicians for miles about,
but of no avail and was given up and told I
could not live.
Having Dr. King’s New
Discovery in my store 1 sent for a bottle and
began its use and from the first dose began
to get better, and after using three bottles
It is worth its
was up and about again.
weight in gold. We won’t keep store or
house without it.” Get a free trial at A. A.
Howes & Co.’ Drug Store.

The

rumor was

Hair

uuncij

Top

MR. WILLIS

J. C.

Sjck_ jeadaclie
\

DIZZINESS,

OF

OVER-EATING,
CONSTIPATION;

|

affiliations.
Also general news in attractive form, foreign correspondence covering the news
of the world, an agricultural department second to none in the country, market reports which are recognized authority, fascinating short stories, complete in each
number, the cream of the humorous papers, foreign and domestic, with their best
comic pictures, fashion plates and elaborate descriptions ol woman's attire, with a
varied and attractive department of household interest.
The “Xew York Weekly
Tribune” is an ideal family paper, with a circulation larger than that of any other
weekly publication in the country issued from the office of a daily. Large changes
are being made in its details, tending to give it greater life and variety, and especially
more interest to the women and the young people of the household.

Sure Relief foi

Little BailroaJ Liver Pills.

A SPECIAL CONTRACT enables

(The regular subscription
Foreclosure Notice.

and

“

The

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO., BELFAST, ME.
Write your name and address on a postal card, send it to Geo. W. Best, Room 2,
Tribune Building, New York City, and sample copy of THE NEW YORK WEEKLY

TRI3UNE will be mailed to you.

FRED

ATWOOD,

Winterport, Me.,

REAL ESTATE AND
Over

Thirteen

Millions

INSURANCE.
Fire

($111,000,000)

Insurance

Assets.

Marine, Granite State Fire Insurant e I'd,, Fire
Association of Philadelphia, Capitol Fire Insurance Co.,
National Fire Insurance Cu., Hartford, Conn.,

Springfield Fiuk

PAULINA COLOMY.

DESIRABLE

PILES!

BISKS

and

WHITTEN

Travelers

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
absorbs the tumors, allays the itching at once, acta
as a poultice, gives instant relief.
Dr. Williams’
Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for Piles
and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else.
Every box is guaranteed. Sold by dtuggists, sent
bv mail, §1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, O.
Sold at MOODY’S, Belfast.
Iy46

*3.00.)

ANY TIME.

AT

Address all orders to

late cf

Mills, Me., Oct. 25, 18V>5.—3w44

PILES!

for the two papers is

SUBSCRIPTIONS MAY BEGIN

Palermo,
deceased, by her
mortgage
day of July, A. 1>.
188*.*, and recorded in the Waldo Registry of
Deeds, Book 241, Page 847, conveyed to me, the
undersigned, a certain lot of land situate in said
Palermo, in said county of Waldo, and bounded
as follows, to wit:
Beginning on the east line of
the town of China, at the northwest eorner of
land now or formerly of Benj. Brown: thence
running northeasterly, on said China town line to
land now or formerly of one Goddard; tlienee
running southeasterly, on the line of said Goddard’s land to land now or formerly of Levi Turner; thence running southwesterly, on the line of
said Turner’s land to land now or formerly of Win.
Brown thence running westerly, on the line of
said Wm. Brown’s land to land of said Benj.
Brown, and continuing westerly, on the line of
said Benj. Brown’s land to the point of beginning,
containing about 110 acres, more or less: and
whereas the condition of said mortgage has been
broken, now therefore by reason of t he said breach
of the condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage and give this notice for that pur-

PILES!

splendid journal

CASH IN ADVANCE.

Manufactured by the
Railroad Medicine Co., Burnham Maine.

pose
Week’s

to offer this

OXTE TSAR FOR OXTLT $2.00,

GIUPIN'G.

SOLD EVERYWHERE.

LOIS

us

Republican Journal99 for

Every Box Warranted.

HANSON,
in the county of Waldo,
WHEREAS,
deed dated the third

TRI3UNE,

leading Republican family newspaper of the United States, will publish all the
political news of the day, interesting to every American citizen regardless of .party

Dyspepsia by using

|

NOVEMBER 4tli,

the

PRICKLY FEELING
OF HANDS OR FEFT

NO

IN

THE NEW YORK WEEKLY

DEBILITY,

SMALL DOSE.

ANNOUNCED

country.

NERVOUS

PILL.

BE

Public interest will steadily increase, and the disappointment of the men whoso
vote turned the scale at the last election, with the results under the administration
they elected, will make the campaign the most intensely exciting in the history of the

LIVER COMPLAINT,

MALL

& Son.

The NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE,

'

SOURSiOMACH,

before

first-class workman, is connected with
this establishment. Repairing of Furniture, Upholstering and Varnishing done in a thorough manner and
with despatch.
me

WILL

BLUR BEFORE

upwards.

a

Thompson

STOMACH,
THE EYES,

ever

PRESIDENT of the UNITED STATES

DISORDERED

A

and Wool lower than

THE NAME OF THE NEXT

IS THE RESULT OF

1

from $1 50

Sofas and Parlor Sets lower than any time
Since we have been in business.

SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Atlanta. Ga.

Right, But—

Room for Doubt.
Mullaney, at O’RafferLondon Pall Mall
ty’s wake. “An’ this must be a pr-roud moin circulation in
mint fer Tim's sowl—saints rist it!” Hanrahan. “Pr-roud, indade! An’ him in pngyPartick, a ship building suburb of Glasgow, Thursday Oct. 31st, that the Prince
tory a-seein’ th’ widdy a-havin’ all tfiis fun ?”
of Wales contemplated the building a
Rev. Mr. Steenthy—Yes, my beloved hearlure For Headache.
yacht to challenge for the America’s cup. ers, money is the root of all evil. And now
As a remedy for all forms of Headache
The rumor adds that the new boat is to be a collection will be taken to make up the
Electric Bitters has proved to he the very
in your pastor’s salary. The Lord
designed by Mr. C. L. Watson and con- arrears
best. It effects a permanent cure and the
structed by the Hendersons.The Ethel- loveth a cheerful giver.
most dreaded habitual sick headache s yield
You make no mistake when you buy dal- to its influence. We urge all who are afflictwynne, winner of the Seawanaka international challenge cup which was contested ton’s sarsaparilla and nerve tonic and ed to procure a bottle, aud give this remedy
family pills. Everybody says so,
dalton’s
her
a fair trial. In cases of habitual constipation
sold
lias
been
owner,
by
by Spruce IV,
aud “what everybody says must be true.”
Electric Bitters cures by giving the needed
The purchasers are Crosby
C. J. Field.
tone to the bowels, and few cases long resist
Leonard, E. Fox Leonard and Alexander
Sam Joliusing. What am vo’ uat’au’lty, the use of this
medicine. Try it once. Large
Thompson. It is said that the syndicate Pat? Pat—No nationality at all, ye black bottles only Fifty cents at A. A. Howes &
would not part with her now for 82,000.
hay then. Sure, I was born in a balloon. Co.’ Drug Store.
for
.In compliance with the request of the Sam Jobnsing—Hah! Den dat accounts
terrier.
trades and labor congress which recently- your being a skye
Relief In Six Hours.
Fop Over Fifty leaps.
met in London, Ontario, the governor
Distressing Kidney and Bladder diseases
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs
general has appointed a commission to
for relieved in six hours by the “New Great
investigate and report on the sweating Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
South American Kidney Cure.” This new
by millions of mothers
system in Canada.... The King of Asbantee over fifty yearswhile
with
remedy is a great surprise on account of its
their
children
perfect
teething,
and
ultimatum
prefers success. It soothes the child, softens the exceeding
rejects England’s
promptness in relieving pain in
war.The prompt conviction of that
aud the bladder, kidneys, back aud every pargums, allays all pain, cures wind colic,
phenomenal criminal, Ifurrant, in San is the best remedy for Diarrhoea. Is pleas- of the urinary passages in male or female,
Francisco was received with general satis- ing to the taste. Sold by Druggists in every It relieves retention of water and pain in
faction that was heightened when Holmes, part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bot- passing it almost immediately. If you want
the man of many aliases, got the same tle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and quick relief and cure this is your remedy.
A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, BelIfurrant has not ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and Sold by
verdict in Philadelphia.
Ivr4(j
fast, Me.
committed sojmany murders as Holmes is take no other kind.

In Biuef.
Gazette says a

mr

h"

Top Mattresses

Extra Soft

^^^B ^^B ^^B

Diseases mailed

Slk!nsei

the door then?” “Sure, I don’t know a soul
who’d call on me at this time of the day,
mum, it must be someone to see yersilf.”
She. “I have sent a poem to the Prism.
Do you suppose they will publish it?” “Did
you enclose a stamp to pay the postage, if
is not used?” She.
“Yes ; hut what has that
it to do with it?” He. “Everything. The.
editor of the Prism is an economical soul.
He’s not going to throw away two cents. It
is his suViserihers and not he who will have
to read the poem.”

nil-

of Monroe

Maine Air all

upwards.
upwards.
Chairs
at
almost
Fancy
your own price.

Chamber Sets from $10.50

a

concert
Edna

Extension Tables from $3.50

JBJBB|

repeat the experiment.

KKV.

Bedsteads from 50c.

Scrofula

our
Grange hall, Nov. 4th....Mr. W.
Slnites’ little 2-year-old girl put a kernel of
corn up her nose recently and they took her
to Dr. O. S. Erskiue to have it taken out.
The little one is doing well and probably

at

s< lend The past leu weeks-The Old Folks'
charged wltb hut the\ were peculiarly Concert, Oct. -‘"Til, was a decided success.
a'rocious.
cloak
of
Wearing the
religion About lot) were present and Slo were realizand posing as a peculiarly good young
ed, lor which the ladies’ circle extend thanks.
man. he gained the confidence of two infollows:
nocent
girls and lining them into the The big choir was as
Harrison Ginn,
church separately, he killed them with all Ezekiel Pen deni fast.
George Avery,
LG-nezer Toddles,
the ferocity of .lack the Kipper.
The lo- Azanali Toddles,
Hymn Avery.
Arthur Grindle,
cality of the crimes, within the sanctuary OG* bah Stebbins,
Charles Hanks,
itself, made them seem all the more Solomon Wiseacre,
Alex Howland,
llezekiah 15 Pilliwinkam,
It is little wonder that the
heinous.
Annie E ilarrimau,
Temperance Doolittle,
Annie Emerson,
crowd in the court room cheered at: the Katanna Tewksbury,
Annie Avery,
Jerusha
Xoreross,
verdict.
A moral monster like Dnrrant
.Martha E llarriman,
Charitv Ann Spriggins,
or Holmes is a menace to society, and the
Welcome Desire Flax.-eed,
Mary Smith,
sooner that such a one is out of the way
Barnes,
Susie
Mistress llezekiah Hruce,
the better.»Jolm I), liockfeller has
The readers were :
j
made another magnificient gift to the Priscilla Prim,
Orianna Harding,
ren0lol'e siiul>-Alfreda Harriman,
University of Chicago. Ills latest act of 1
munificence is the unconditional presenta- I
Hezekiah Bruce,
Eugene Barnes,
tion of *1,000,000, available .January 1st
; Fiddler Ichabod Coffin, Aliie Batohelder,
next, and the gift of •’s2.00O.G00 condition- j llarpsiehorders,
Charity Ann Spriggins,
Temperance Doolittle.
al on raising the same amount.
:s
tlie
Following
program:
Xew fangled march,
Ichabod Coffin and Charity Ann Spriggins
“We have used Hood’s Pills with great
hciictit in our family and rega.nl them as a ; Lenox.
By the big choir
Priscilla Prim
benefactor.” Mrs. Lizzie F. Brown, Libertv- ; Sparking two hundred years ago.
Annie Laurie,
Singing.
Doolittle
Temperance
vilie, Maine.
F,\ the big choir
j W indham.
Hezekiah B. Pilliwiukam
“Eilison has made a new invention.” j Flute playing,
“What is it?” “An arrangement by which a | Singing,
Obediah Stebbins and Temperance Doolittle
woman can hear what her dearest friends
Singing,
Long, Long Ago,
are saving about her after she has left the
Ezekiel Pendegrast. Azarikli Toddles, Tempern lorn.”
ance Doolittle, Jerusha Xoreross.
Speaking,
Spinster Penelope Simpkins
Lack of vitality and color-matter in the Greenville,
By the big choir
bulbs causes the hair to fall out and turn Singing,
Grandma's Advice,
We recommend Hall’s Hair Renewer
Charity Ann Spriggins
gray.
Class
Singing,
to prevent baldness and gray ness.
Peterboro,
By the big choir
Hezekiah Bruce
Beading,
“I have half a notion to give up trying to
Singing,
be a man,” sighed the new woman.
Temperance Doolittle*and Jerusha Xoreross
“What!” shrieked the others.
Hezekiah Barnabas Pilliwinkam
Singing,
“There is no use trying.
1 have made the Sherburne,
By the big choir
most strenuous efforts possible to feel half Experience of Emmeline Snoodling.
scared to death when I go into a dry goods Coronation,
By the big choir
Home. Sweet Home.
store, and I just can’t do it.” [Indianapolis Tableaux,
i____
Journal.

ling, of the Lizzie Maud, arrived at Portia ud uct. 2‘,'tli alter a season spent in
lie began the middle "i
mackereling.
Apiii. and has been on the Cape >ii"ie.
Bay of Funds. Cape ('ad. South >hore,
and everywhere else where there was
«
aptain spoiling
prospect of maekeiei.
says it has been the worst season foi
In ot.ln.-i seasons
maekeiei he ever saw.
lie has landed more in one trip tuau he
has got for tin- whole of the present season.
No man in the world can tell what
i think one
has caused this scarcity.
cause of the scarcity is the destruction of
small tisli by some means.
About the
middle of November ( aptain >purling
will go to the Gulf of Mexico to engage
in the red-snapper fishing.
He will take
down a new schooner of fifty tons w hich
living Adams is building at Boothbay.
This will be the fourth new vessel that he
has taken to his fishing fleet.
Pensacola
now has about thirty sail of snapper fishermen.S. L. Crosby A Co. of Bangor
received the remarkably large number of
Fm heads of moose, deer and caribou for
mounting in October. They were divided as follows: 72 deer, :>5 moose, 2-s caribou.A Maine correspondent of the
Boston Globe,under date of October 20th,
says: “It would not bean exaggeration to
state that 1,200 deer have been killed in
Good
the State up to the present time.
hunting is reported in every part of northern Maine, and over in the Kennebec and
Dead river region the partridge shooting
has been phenomenal.”.The fish and
game commissioners have received a complaint that poaching has been in progress
It is said
at Cold Stream Pond, Enfield.
that trout are being speared there almost
nightly and that thousands have been deA Few Days Use
stroyed. The matter will be promptly 1
of Pineola Balsam and tin- danger is past.
investigated, and prosecution will imme- It is the right thing for coughs.
Better than
diately follow auy violation of the law any other medicine whatever for that cough
which can be proved.The Vinalhaven —that
tearing, sleep-killing, anxiety-breedReview says: “If there was a law to pre- ing, dangerous cough. Ely’s Pineola Balvent fishermen from seining small macksam cures sore throat, and is quick and sure
erel our bay would soon be stocked with in all bronchial affections. It will relieve
beauties again. It is a matter which law- : the cough at once. It makes breathing much
easier and the spasms less severe in cases of
iiiuivcio
nuuum
ttiitiiu
to
imiuvumivij.
asthma. Price 25 cents.
.Lane & Libby of Yinalliaven are
shipping large quantities of tisli West and
“This,” shuddered the whale, as he was
South. Lately they have been obliged to hoisted alongside, ‘‘is likely to prove the
work evenings to keep up with orders. most trying emergency of my life.”
And afterwards when they put their
E. O. Collins of Presque Isle, gameknives into him lie blubbered right out.
a man
warden, recently captured

ing school in Massachusetts, is expected
home to spend a few days Thanksgiving
week with her parents, Mr, and Mrs. J. F.
Libby_The concert given at the Ferry
October GOtli by home talent was repeated

Moving!

Because it is offered at prices that tempt buyers.
Here are some of the bargains we offer:

...

■

ins ura net

THESE ARE MOVING TIMES.

|

three-quar-

...it

In ought in a verdict
.1
dniiii S'g.<• 1 b.(V>_A rer: v
desi ro\ ed the Baptist
and stable ol' George W.
>• '!
•: welling of Charles T. Siuiiouses of Dr. W. K. Em
V a \ K. < rant suit tied coufrom the scorching
age
t"tal loss is estimated at
There was no insurance on
smviair dwelling.
Mr. Al-

|

I

Life

RATES.

AT

CURRENT

and

Accident Insurance Co.

TOIIS’AOO INSIKAM K WRITTEN KOI! 5 YK Alls, m low rales
COItltESPONDENT OK MERCHANT MARINE INSIKANTK CO.
INVESTMENT SECURITIES BOllillT ANU SOLO.
LOANS NEGOTIATES.
BEAL ESTATE BOUGHT AMI SOLO.
u.-j Correspondence solicited.

on

buildings aeeeptable.

...

BUY YOUR WINTER’S GOAL
F. C. WHITE.

-o,

MWs FM Yeiai Liadenaa's Sugar Loaf Lehigb.
Stove ancl Chestnut.

Delivered and put in, (in barrels)
“

Prices at

•

Dump Carts.
Wharf,..

in

$5.30
5.H5
S.IO

Egg and Grate.
$5.30
H.1S
4.00

Cumberland Coaln I Wood of all isindsa

15 OFTEN VERY DESIRABLE.

we Guarantee it

•

i

All Coal guaranteed satisfactory in weight, quality
^“Special attention given to delivery outside city

aud delivery. I
limits.
j

Telephone
connection.

S*e*rb|»ort

Thorndike.
Miss Mabel Croxford of
Jackson is visiting Miss Lula Coffin....Mr.
and Mrs. Benj. Ames are visiting relatives
in Bangor... .Grace Higgins is passing a few
weeks in Jackson with her aunt, Mrs. Julia

Locals.

H. N. Edwards of Island Falls is visiting
bis sisters.
Work in the initiatory degree at Sears

Hatch-Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Philbrick passed Monday in Belfast... .Cassie White ol
Troy was in town Sunday... .ElishaGordon
and family visited friends in Montville last

Lodge Friday evening.
Rev. Almond J. Rackliff offers the Rackliff homestead for sale.
E. L. Warren and wife of Bucksport
visiting friends in town.

are

week.
Prospect Ferry. Capt. Evander Harri*
and wife visited relatives in Winterport last Thursday... .Mrs. Emma Luke has

William Knight will in future make his
home here with his sister, Mrs. A. J. Bia-

man

ther.

gone
Lowell, Mass., where she has employment for the winter. She will be greatly missed in our Ladies’ Circle... .Mr. and
Mrs Luther Gilmore of North Brewer called
on friends
here last week....Frank Bow*
doin, who stuck a splinter in his hand about
four weeks ago, is in a very critical condition. Drs. Fellows of Wiuterport and Erskine of Frankfort are attending him.
to

Clifton W hittum recently bought the house
of Capt. R. G. Waterhouse on Mt. Ephraim
avenue.

Harry and Bernard Meritliew have secured positions in Boston and left by steamer
Monday.
A. J. Biather has liad on exhibition and
for sale at his market choice cuts from a line

Belmont.

300 lb. buck.

Ship Emily T. Whitney, Capt. A. S. Pendleton, arrived at Shanghae Nov. fitb from
New York.
G. L. Merrill and wife of Diy field, who
have been visiting friends here, returned to
their home Tuesday.
Melvin H. Prescott has been promoted to
a position in the treasurer’s office of the Boston cNj Maine R. R. Co.
A. E. Nickerson loaded schs. Edward L.
Warren with hay for Boston and Senator
with hay for Bar Harbor the past week.

John Proctor of Howard, R.
I., is visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Erastus Proctor-Tuesday evening, Nov.
l!h.li, there will bo an entertainment in the
Union church, the proceeds to be used for
repairs on the interior of the church. Music,
vocal and instrumental, by our best singers
and musicians, will be a prominent feature
of the entertainment.
Refreshments will be
served-E. D. Gushee has sold the place
known as the “Hilton” place, aud now oc-

Kane will sell at public auction on
Saturday afternoon the household goods of
Capt. R. G. Waterhouse at tl.e captain's late
residence on Mt. Ephraim avenr. •.
A. M.

our arithuiatieians have
figured
that the wedding of the Duke of Marlborough and Cousuelo Vanderbilt cost more
than the valuation of any town m Waldo

Some of

out

cupied by U. S. Gushee, to Jobu Proctor_
Edwick Edgecomb and family liave moved
to South Waldoboro, where Mr. Edgecomb
w ill have employment in a mill.
They will
return the coming spring or summer_Rev.
G. A. Young is holding meetings in the
Union church every evening this week_
Miss Lizzie Pitman is visiting her brother,

county.
Towle lias been secured for a return
engagement at the M. E. church by the Epworth League ami will appear Monday evening, Nov. Ksth, with a new program on the
A. A.

phonograph.
tnariotte

1.

Sibley

was

welcomed

Asuury ruman, in west Boyiston, Mass.
-Mr. Oakes lias been here this week from
Warren doing the plumbing in the Appleton
House, G. H. Pages’ and Joseph Ames’
dwellings, and now pure spring water is
running into these houses. Mr. V. O. Keller
is the owner of this water
system. One or
two additional dwellings will take water
from the same spring.
o.

by a large audience at the Congl. church
Sunday evening when she delivered her lecture, “An Old Story,'5 which she gave in her
usual pleasing manner.
The municipal officers have given orders
tlie constables to enforce the clam law
and all persons beyond the town limits, who
take clams from here, will be prosecuted to
the full extent of the law.
to

Liberty.

The shooting match here last
week resulted iu favor of the challengers
This was the second match this fall. The
defeated party of the first match challenged
the victors for a second trial, which resulted
as above stated—7,000 to
4,700. The defeated party paid for the supper at the Sanford
House. This is called rare sport, and per-

The annual supper and benefit of the
Grand Army at their hall this,
Thursday,
evening, from 6 to 8, will no doubt be fully

patronized,

citizens always see to it
that the old veterans get a
good send off at
tilthr benefit.
as our

We find this in a Boston paper:
Fkkj max-Gkiihx. at Jamaica
Plain, Oct.
■> Her. Ralph M. Hunt, .1. Collie Freeman of
South Host., and Carrie A. Fillman of South
Itost t. and ( arrie A. Griffin
of Dorchester.
Are stn li tilings permitted in thecomuionin.

weatli of Massachusetts?
Mrs. Cyrils H. Carver has shown us
quite
collection of bank bills.
Among them a
ten dollar American State
l’.auk, a ten dollar Confederate of an early issue and known

Mears of Morrill was in to^’U Friday....
School in L>ist. No. 4 began Monday, under
the instruction of Joseph Mullen of Lincolnville... .James A. Sprague is rebuilding his
eoopersliop that was destroyed by fire a few
weeks ago_William Acliorn lias improved the looks of his residence by shingling
the roof and building a new chimney.
Appleton.

Thomas H. Decrow saw two large deer at
Moose point Tuesday, and Charles Rogers
saw one in George
Partridge’s field Sunday.

miss

Mr. and Mrs. James Prescott
of Hermon were in town last week visiting
relatives... Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Cooley were
in Monroe the last of tl.e week visiting
friends and relatives.... State Constable

haps it is, but there are very many persons
who could find no pleasure in an indiscriminate slaughter of little squirrels, that are of
I
no earthly use when killed.
The count iu
this match was mostly of this kind.
Only
thirty partridges, counting one hundred

a

each, were among the lot. There were also
few hares. The remainder was
nearly all
rod squirrels, and there must have been a

a

bushel of them, at least, and perhaps more.
to be genuine, a forty dollar Continental
....Geo. A. Palmer of Howard, R. I., is
and two styles of eight dollar Continentals.
spending a few weeks in town_W. J.
Our farmers and
grangers are much dissat- I Knowlton had Ids arm badly hurt while
islied v lii lie decision of
Secretary Morton working in the spring-bed factory last Mondoing away with the distribution of seed, day-Georges River Grange took in three
for tiie> say the seed sen: out the
past years \ members at their oust meeting and more are
lias very lxmcli improved their garden
pro- i on the way-Mrs. L. C. M«*i\se will spend a
ducts, lo prove tins MJoint O. liammnns few weeks at
Pittsfield.... Large numbers of
j
recently brought us a pumpkin, raised from salmon can be seen at the mouth of the river
seed sent him by Hon. S. L. Miiliken from
any day... .The recent heavy rain has perthe department, which makes tile finest
ceptibly increased the water supply in this
flavored pumpkin.pies we ever ate.

vicinity.

of

Mr. \\ A. Dolliver of the Insurance Arm
Dolliver A Murray, Minneapolis, Minn

died

suddenly
apoplexy while out on a
gunning trip Oct. I'litli, at lake Savah. Mr.
Dolliver walked rapidly a short distance to
join friends awaiting him at his destination,
and on reaching them lie felt faint, and dizWater was given hint, but he became
zy.
unconsciouss at once, and expired after six
hours. The funeral was largely
attended,
and the flowers given by many kind friends
of

very beautiful. He was interred in
Lakewood cemetery under Masonic
rites,
being a member of Khennum Lodge. He
leaves a wife, Marie Robinson, and two children, Maurice S. and Inez H.
were

Dr.

Samuel H. Calderwood who recentappointed to the Massachusetts
Board of Registration in medicine. The

ly been

jweuicHi journal

says:
Sauiuel Herbert, son of Irvin and
Emily
Jane (Levenseller)
Calderwood, was born
in Morrill, Me., Jan.
1J, 185.“.; preliminarily
educated in the public schools of
Searsport
and Belfast, Me., and at the East
Maine
Conference Seminary, Bueksport, and the
Maine \V« sleyau Seminary, Kent’s Hill;
and,
alter a thorough course of
study with Dr.
David 1'. Flanders of
Belfast, supplemented
by a year’s attendance at the Medical Department of Dartmouth College, Hanover,
£*• H., and one at the Medical School of
Maiue, Medical Department of Bowdoin
College, Brunswick, graduated from Boston
University School of Medicine, Boston Mass.,
Mar. 5, 1875. Immediately
locating in Skowhegan, Me., he remained there till October
1875, when lie removed to Waliloboio,
Me.,
where he successfully practiced until
Dec.,
1882,—the date of his removal to Boston,
where he has since practiced
continuously.
1

COUNTY

CORRESPONDENCE.

South Montville. W. L. Bennett visitRockland last week-Bertha Adams
has been visiting in Camden the past few

ed in

days-A ten weeks’school, taught by Miss
Inez Peavey, closed last Friday. The term
was one of fine success,
giving perfect satisfaction and the scholars made rapid progress .in their
studies-A delegation of
eight from the C. E. society in this place at- j
tended the Christian Union at Belfast last
week. Ai! report a very interesting session
and were highly pleased w ith the kind hospitality and entertainment given by members of the different C. E. societies in Belfast... .Mrs. Aldana Gilman has visited her
sister in Union the past week.

Stockton Springs. Will Staples arrived
home from Intervale, N. H., Nov. 4th.. Dell
Lanpher is visiting his sister, Mrs. Amelia
West-David Ward well of Camden visited Mr. and Mrs John Lancaster last week.
.Capt. Chas. Park and wife left last week
for Revere, Mass., to spend the w inter with
their son, Dr. Isaac Park_Mr. and Mrs.
George Demoth of New York have made a
short visit to Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester PendletOD... .Frank Cousens came from Kingman last Saturday and spent Sunday with
his family-Mr. and Mrs. James Crocker
of Bangor are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Pendleton... Mrs. Caro Hichborn passed away last Monday night at her home on
Church street. She was a very estimable
lady and leaves many friends. Three daughters and three sons survive her. Two of the
sons, Chas. S. Hichborn of Augusta and
George of Portland, arrived here Tuesday
arrived
m orning.Miss Nellie Roberts
M onday night from Portland-Edward
Moulton is at home from Roslindale, Mass.,
for a short visit to his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Moulton.
...

Freedom.

Dana B. Carter Relief Corps
special meeting Nov. (»t.h for the purpose of entertaining the inspecting officer,
Mrs. Georgie D. Small of Camden. She expressed herself as much pleased with the interest she saw manifested by the ladies of
the Corps, also with the way the work was
exemplified. After the regular business of
the day was completed a fine
supper was
prepared by the sisters, to which the comrades of the Post were invited, and a
good
social time was enjoyed by all. Mrs. Small
was accompanied by Mrs. Fred Aldus of
Camden, and while iu tow n was the guest of
Mrs. Emma D. Busher-The pulpit was occupied ou Sunday by Mr. Morson from Bangor Seminary... .Our Y. P. S. C. E. was well
represented at the C. E. convention in Belfast last week and a very pleasant and
proheld

a

meeting was reported_The Ladies
Circle met with Mrs. O. H. Keen
Friday
afternoon at G. A. II. hall_The Woman’s
Club was entertained by Mrs. Reuben Sibley Thursday afternoon-Miss Etta M.
Sawyer has gone to Roxbury, Mass., to
spend the winter-Mrs. Eliza Clement
moved to Fairfield, where she intends to
iiuiuje

keep a boarding-house-Owing to sudden
changes in the weather many have severe
colds and others are suffering from the remaining stages of whooping cough.
Unity.
S. A. Pendleton is building a
mill at the station for the manufacture of lumber... .The Unity corn-canning
steam

factory has.put up and shipped 20 car loads
of corn to parties in Rhode Island_F. E.
Rice & Co.’s store is in luck.

The

new

freight track runs past their back door, doing away entirely with trucking from the
station.H. C. Chandler has rented the
rooms
over the undertaker’s
shop and is

prepared to paint carriages and do other
nice painting. He is a first class painter....
Helen Thomas went to Belfast the 5th to attend the C. E. Union-Dr. Fuller was in

Monday calling on friends... .The
Ladies’ Sewing Circle meets the 13tli with
Mrs. Alfred Clark-There is no village so
small as this in the State of Maine that can
count so many secret societies as our little
village can. We have the Odd Fellows, the
Masons, G. A. Ii. Post, Ladies Relief Corps
town

Grange ; and besides the secret societies
we have the Village Improvement, Christian
Endeavor and Junior C. E. societies, and
last, but not least is the Ladies’ Sewing

and

Circle-Misses Addie Rollins and Jessie
Whitney went to Lowell, Mass., Nov. 12tli.
-Mrs. E. R. Conuorof Belfast was in town
last week, the guest of Mary Fogg_Mrs.
Nellie Clark is very sick. Her daughter
with her....Dr. A. J. Billings of
was here Thursday in the interest
of building the G. A. R. cottage at Windermere-Nellie Tabor has gone to Boston to
complete her musical course in the New

Amy

is

Freedom

England Conservatory. 8he will be much
missed at the post office, where she has assisted her father during her vacation_Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Cook took a carriage drive
last week to Belfast and Searsport.... Mr.
and Mrs. Benjamin Woods went to Waterville Wednesday.Mr. A. Lane from
Waterville was in town Friday-Ruth
Berry, who has been ill, is now able to be
out....The Village Improvement Society
have begun work on the new sidewalk.

at Port Clyde. The location of the annual
Waldo Centre. Mrs. Eucy A. McDonsession will be decided later.
ald died at the residence of Almond Roberts
Eastern Lodge, No. 46, observed its first
of this town, Nov. 10th, aged 90 years and 6
months. She leaves one daughter, Mrs. anniversary Tuesday evening, Nov. 12th, by
Roberts, and a stepson, Chas. McDonald of a reception and entertainment at Bradman’s
New York... .Chester B. Patterson has gone Hall, East Belfast. Music was furnished
to Massachusetts, where he has a position in by the following quartett: Miss Daisy Skay,
sop.; Miss Isabel Ginn, con.; Miss Emery
an insane asylum... .R. R. Paul and Cyrus
F. White, tenor; Mr. Herman Merriain
Hubbard are loading a car with hay for Bosbass. The following program was presented:
ton.... The dance at Ritchie Grange Hall
M. P. Neves,
Regina March,
Friday evening was well attended... .Ritchie Organ solo,Miss
Edith L. Burgess.
Grange is preparing a drama entitled “The Singing, Song of Welcome, L. O. Emerson
Deacon,” to be presented sometime before
Quartette.
Christmas-The Ames threshing machine Welcome and lodge history,
Miss Kate L. Taylor.
is in town threshing. Monday they drove Violin
solo, Selected
from Searsport, twelve miles, threshed out
Master Charlie Harmon.
120 bushels, and moved their machine three Recitations,
Misses Ethel Savory and Milly Bowen.
times.
R, H. Randall,
Singing, Hammer Song.
Winterport. Mrs. Sophronia Littlefield
Quartette.
First
Our
Original
poem,
Anniversary.
died at the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Miss Nellie F. Gordon.
George Campbell, last Thursday at the ad- Duet, Whispering Hope,
Alice Hathorn,
vanced age of 85 years. Rev. J. P. Simon- Mrs. Mabel Webber, Miss Bertha Know lton,
address,
Anniversary
ton conducted the funeral services Saturday
Rev. George E. Tufts.
morning-Miss Desire Thompson, daugh- Singing, Good Night, Addison P. Wyman,
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Thompson,
Quartette.
died at their home in Frankfort on the
Master Harmon was given a vigorous
morning of her 20th birthday, Friday, Nov. encore, to which be responded with a favor8th. She was a beautiful girl and her loss is ite selection.
lie received many complia sad blow to her parents.
The funeral ser- ments on his performance. Miss Taylor’s
vices were held Sunday afternoon, Rev. J. lodge history showed very encouraging rer. Simonton officiating... Capt. C. E. Little- sults of the first year’s work. The recitafield left Monday for New York_Rev. J. tions of the little Misses
Savery and Bowen
P. Simonton is holding a series of meetings were nicely rendered. After the program

Elliugwood’s Corner and much interest is
manifested in them by the people of that vicinity... .Harry Thompson left last Thursday for Houlton, where he has a good situation... .James Knox has sold his place to
Mr. Meservey of Hermon.Mr. Irving
Preston Bailey and Miss Emma Peters
Spurdens of Searsport were united in marriage Saturday evening. The ceremony was
performed by Rev. J. P. Simonton at the
home of the bride’s sister, Mrs. Edward
Bowden-Mrs. Emma Curtis is quite ill at
the home of her friend Mrs. Osgood in Bangor, ami Mrs. Jule has gone up to take care
of her-Mrs. Louise Libby of Augusta,
who is stopping at the home of her brother,
Mr. John Snow, had a shock on Monday and
is quite seriously ill.
at

Brooks. Business is picking up a little,
but prices of all farm produce are ruling
low. F. O. Day has begun to buy and barrel
apples. Potatoes are only 25 cents a bushel,
which will hardly pay for the phosphate. It
win prooaoiy pay to noiti tnem until later
in the season-Alva F. Jones of Lowell,
Mass., is here looking after his farm, the
John D. Jones homestead_Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Emmons of Biddeford are at Mrs.

an

hour

was

pleasantly spent socially.

If it don't cure you, cash the check.

AN EMINENT PHYSICIAN
You

consult him

can

eases free of

F. A. Howard & Son have received all
their new machinery, and will increase their
crew and output as fast as the machines can
he set

up.

Rankin & Co. are putting up an addition to their saw mill, and intend to increase
their business.
Hutchins Bros, are finishing at their stone
shed on Front street a handsome monument
for the Cross and Jackson families of Morrill. It stands 10 feet high, has a handsome*

iy carved and polished die, and is surmountby a draped urn. The carving is the
work of A. L. Mudgett.
Harrison, Wood & Co. have orders at
their granite shed for a good winter’s work.
Among the larger of their new jobs are a
ball monument of imported Scotch blue
pearl granite for Lewis Jackson of Morrill,
ed

and

a handsome monument of Oak Hill and
Lineolnvilie granite for the late Capt. A. D.
1
Bean, to be s^t at Brooks.

SHIP

Everybody

CLOAK DAYS_

who is

taking, or about to
remedy, Dr. Swan’s
Tonic, for all Nervous,

take that wonderful
Nerve and Blood

Stomach, and

Blood Disorders can conthemselves under the personal

sider
care

of Dr.

will

cure

H. A. STAR RETT’S.

"

Swan, and can consult him,
either personally or by mail, free of
charge. It is to our interest to have
you get well. We know this remedy

On these

you. So confident are we that
it will that we attach a bank check to

Read what he says

remedy.

A little

over

We shall also exhibit

and Blood Tonic.

Highest of all in Leavening Power.—Latest U. S. Gov't Report

.Powder
Absolutely pure

cash sale.

a

tine line of

a

a

her, and

I

am

Libby,

well

pleased

Cumberland

that will be marked

BARGAIN PRICES.

at

with it.”

Mills,

H. A.

Me.

Dr. Swan will answer all inquiries regarding
your ease free of charge.
With every bottle is a bank check, our guarantee that this remedy will do all we claim for it.
Full Tint, $1.. Sold everywhere.

STARRETT, Main St., Belfast. %

T0t-.1

Scates Medical

Co., Westbrook, He.

ADCTION IS OVER

Misses & Childrens’

CAPS
—

Lafe’ Solid Gold &Gold Filled WatteAs

—

WELLS’.

Belfast, Oct. t, 1895.—2iu40

Son's Cough

SOUP STERLING SILVER WARE,
With many fancy pieces in RICH PLUSH

HOLIDAY

variety

20,

of other

CASES ad.i:

WEDDING PRESENTS

or

goods.

Remedy. Silver
Thimbles, 25c.

Spectacles

Rockland,
1. to Mr. and Mrs.
Elijah Cameron, a daughter- Christal Kimball.
Chau;. In Belfast, Nov. 8, to Mr. aim Mrs.
Chas M. Craig, a daughter.
Dinsmore. In Rockland, Nov. l, to Mr. and
Mrs. Seward R. Dinsmore, a son.
Flanders, in Belfast, Nov. 6, to Mr. and Mrs.
Selden A. Flanders, a son.
Grindle. In Deer Isle, Oct.21, to Mr. and Mrs.
Just in II. Grindle. a son.
Stinson. In Deer Isle, Oct.
Jackson Stinson, a daughter.

**■

But I shall continue to sell goods at A UCTIOS
PRICES
entire stock is sold out.
I still have beautiful styles of

in all the latest styles just received from New York and
SELLING CHEAP at

to

&

Eye Glasses Al&;

I have offered my store to rent the first of
January, and the goods m,.Now is the opportunity to buy the bent clann
goods at auction pn^.
"'ill again call the attention of Watch Makers
throughout the c,.
my large stock of tools and materials.
Will be sold at one-third

price

CALVIN HERVEY

Mr. and Mrs.

MARRIED.
Croi KETI-Wn iiersroon
in Pulpit Harbor,
North Haven. Nov. 2, Samuel W. Crockett and
Fostie (. Witherspoon, botn of North Haven
E A To n H A > K h l. I.
In So-.:!
Deer Isle, net. 24,
Wallace 11. Eaton and May F. Haskell, bo h of
Deer Isle.
Harvey Rorerts. In Waldo, Nov. 9, by <>. (I.
Hussey, Es«j .John K. Harvey of Waldo ami Clara
F. Roberts of Swanville.
11 ayes-Bkan. In Bluehill,net. 2:;. Kdwan Can
Hayes of Augusui and Annie Lee, daughter of
Rev E. Beau of Bluehill. iormerh oi Camden
In nis-To.h iiak er. In St-arMnont, Nov. ;». by
Rev. M. F. Bridgham, John funis ami Miss Ethel
Maud 'footbaker, both of Searsport.
.MAKsn-lveHiNMiN. In Bucksport, Nov. 9, by
Rev. J. T Riehardson, Amasa J. Marsh and Asenatli Robinson, both of Bucksport.
MlLLEU-CROEKETi, In this city, Nov. 12. by
Rev. Geo. E. Tufts, George W. Miller and Miss
Elnora Crockett, both of Northpori.
Rinu-Andrews. In Camden, Nov. 5, Edgar E.
Ring of Orono, Me., and Laura R. Andrews of
Pueblo, Col.
Roo krson-Coom ns. In Rockland, Nov. 2, Robert T. Rogeison and Helen A. Coombs, both of
Rockland.
Scott-Marshall. In Deer Isle,Oct.26,Charles
Scott and Elizabeth Marshall, both of Deer Isle.
Yose-Sawyer. In Knox, Oct. 31, by Rev. J.
Washburn, E. G. Vose and Miss Ida B. Sawyer of
Moutville.

Notice of ForecJostm
M 11.1.1 A M HALL
.,( \\ aid".
x
March. A
1>.
88 1, !.\
that date, recorded m ‘tin V. i. 1.
d Deed.-, in i‘. *ok
187. pag. 1 >11
Mchiralde 11.. :
M-mx
tain pan el ol ! md situated ii. -.ml
the same pr« mi-rs as u ere <-m ex.
.....
day ..! April. 1 Sid. i,\
I»• Ferguson. In
he i d«eo <d \\a
dalt*. l'eo'ideo in cm Regi-t r..
4*2'.'. to one Edward \\
R. h r;certain parcel ol '.and sit
:t.d i..
I cing tlie same premises a- were
Wellington Shorex i<> Edward \\ K

\\7HF.REAS.
M
"lint v

.*

...
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TO BUILD

Belfast.

Price

Current.
Price Paid Producer

Produce Market.
CORRECTED WEEKLY

FOR THE JOURNAL.

Boston

Produce Market.

LAMPS CHEAP

At the 5c. and 10c. Store.

ol

July, l'sd2, hy

i.i- d. ed

System

Treasurer’s Notice
NoiwKesIdent Taxes In the Town
bounty of Waldo, for the Tear HIM
The following list of taxes on reai
resident owners, in the town ot M
year 181)4, in lulls committed to I
collector of said town, on the first ■;
181)4. has been returned by Dim t>ing unpaid on the eleventh dax
185)5, by his certificate ot that date
remain uupaio, ami notice is lien
saiil taxes, interest and charges, a
the treasury of said town xxit hin
from the date ot the commitment
much ol the real estate taxed a- ipay the amount due therefor, m
and charges, xviil, xvitlmut fiirtlim
at public auction at Cushman A »
in said toxvn on the seventh dax ,.i
two o'clock 1’. M.

N erv e Tonic
Is

a

PERFECT

preparation formulated
the

for

BUILDER

BLOOD anil NERVES.

the

The only
as

«

such in

world.

MR. FREEMAN CROCKETT,

a

well

Elisha Douglas estate. No. acres.
t
town, State and county tax. > J
Alfred Davis. No acres. 2'
\an.e
State ami county tax. >2
Edwin Knoxvltot.
Harris farm. N
value. >B"0; towui, State and con
H. L. I’axson. Home far.!,. No. i<
$520; town, State ami county tax
John Ramsay. Home farm. No. a.
$755; town, State and eountx tax.
F. N. Sylvester. No. acres, lo. va!
State ami countv tax, >".71
JAMES O. BA1
Treasure
Montville, Nov. 11. 181)5. 3x\4"

known Citizen of Northport. Maine,
■ays:
Gentlemen—I have had

a

great many ailments

j for the past twenty years. Have had the grip
[ twice, which left me in bad condition. My heart
1 also bad Cawas very irregular in its action.
tarrh. I have taken DALTON’S SARSAPARILLA
and NERVE TONIC with greatly benelicial results.
1 consider
It has helped me in every respect.
your Sarsaparilla and Nerve Tonic ai d also DALTON’S FAMILY PILLS superior to any medicine 1
have ever taken. I shall ke^p the pills in my
relerence to all
house as a family medicine in
others, and 1 have tried many other kinds. They
I
can be depended upon and they do not gripe.
believe in Dalton s Remedies thoroughly

|

!
Retail Market.
Beef, corned,p lb, 7g3 Lime, p bbl, 005 1 Oo
18 Oat Meal, p lb. 4g4 1-2 !
Butter salt,p box,
2 54
52 Onions, p lb,
Corn, p bush,
52 Oil,kerosene,gl, 12gl3
Cracked corn p bu,
52 Pollock, p lb
Corn Meal, p bu,
4g5
125 14 Pork, p lb,
8g0
Cheese, p lb,
1 2o
Cotton Seed,pcwt, 1 2o Plaster, phi,
03
Codfish, dry, p lb,
Bg8 Rye Meal, p lb,
!
055100
cwt
8510
Cranberries, p qt,
Shorts,p
5(55 1-2
Clover Seed, p lb, 13514 Sugar, p lb,
40
3
75
ush,
Salt.T.L, p
Flour, p bbl,
75g4
!
H.G.Seed, l>u, 2 8553 00 Sweet Potatoes,3 l-2g4
2 1-253
Lard, p tb.
8gll 12 Wheat Meal,

Boston, Nov. 11, 1895. The following are today’s quotations of produce, etc:
Butter—Cream, choice, 22 l-2g23 l-2c.
Cheese—Northern, new do, 10 l-2glle, Western,
choice, OglOc.
Egjrs—Hennery,choice. 26@30c; Eastern,21g23c.
Beans-Pea, $1 50gl 00; mediums, SI 4551 55;
yellow eyes, $1 50gl 05; red kidneys, SI 45gl 55.
Potatoes—Aroostook county Hehrons, 35c p bu.
Apples—New, ch< ice, p bbl, $2 50g3 25; No 2at
$1 755$2 50.
Hav—New York and Canada, fancy, $1800g 19 00;
fair to good, $.6 00gl7 00; lower grades. $Hgl5.
Straw—Rye, $14(514 1-2; oat, $8g$8 1-2.

p

And Pul Yourself in Condition for
Winter.

Apples, p bu,
30@5o!Hay, pton, 0 OOgll 00
4«5
dried, p lb,
4,q51 Hides, p lb,
1 8552 ooiLaiub, p lb,
Beans, pea,
5g 7
30540
medium, 1 BOgl 75 Lamb Skins,
**
455
vellowcyesl 40(51 50 Mutton, p lb,
18 a 22 Oats, P bu, 32 lb 305 33
Butter, p lb,
30a35
Beef, p lb,
6g8 Potatoes,
Barley, p bush, 50g55 Round Hog,
5go 1-2
Cheese, p lb,
log 1 2 Straw, p ton,5 OOgO 00
050
Chicken, p lb,
10gl2 Turkey, p lb,
2.a4
75 al Oo Tallow.
Calfskins,
14a 10 Veal, p lb,
Duck, p lb,
0g7
24 Wool, unwashed, 14q 15 I
Eggs, p doz.,
Fowl, p lb.
8-glO Wood, hard, 3 50g5 oo
Geese, p lb,
OgO Wood, soft, 3 00g3 50
Retail Price.

da>

that date, recorded in said Regi-.
page 2'.'"; also another certain
situated in said Wald", being *ln
eonvexed by Marx Marden am! Ai,
said Edward W. Roberts, on the 24’
mar;.. A D. 18)55, by their deedm
that date, recorded in bo.,k l;:2. p i.
Registry; reI'erenee being herein
deeds and records there 1 tor a m
description; said three parcels r.
homestead farm on xvhicli said NX*ill;
lives; and whereas the said morig
fourteenth day « f October. A. D. Is-.*
signment of that date, assigned am
said mortgage to me; said assignm,
recorded in volume 244. page 13!
try; and whereas the condition in
is broken, by reason xvhereof I claim
Dated this 11 th day of Noxember
3w4t>
,U'Dm'\
By Josemi Wn.i.iAMsuN, his At;

THIS IS THE TIME

died!
At horn, in Rockport, Nov. 3, Nanev, wife of
Frank A. Achorn, a native of Hallowed, aged 41
years.
Alhek. In Rockland, Nov. 2, of diphtheria, Dr.
William A. Albee, a native of Washington, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Randall P. A bee, aged 54 years and
18 days.
Carter. In Belfast, Nov. 10, Henry Austin
Carter, aged 67 years.
Crocker. In Silver Cliff, Colorado, Nov. 7,
Samuel J. Crocker, aged 33 years.
Delano. In Verona, Nov. 10, Sarah E., wife of
John Delano, aged 43 years, 3 months and 8 days.
Dolliyek. In Minneapolis Oct. 26th, W illiam
A. Dolliver aged 50 years. Bangor papers please
copy.
Dyer. In Red field, Iowa, Oct. 4. Esther Elvira
Dyer, sister of David M. Mitchell of Hurricane,
aged *3 years and 18 days.
Elwell. In South Boston, Oct. 31, Fred S. Elwell, formerly of Rockland, aged 45 years, 2
months and 6 days. The remains were taken to
Rockland for burial.
In Waldo, Nov. 10, Lucy A. McMcDonald.
Donald, aged tO years and 6 months.
Smith. In Grrington, Nov. 10, Mrs. Lydia W.,
widow of Capt. Edward Smith, aged 79 years anti
9 months.
Snow. In Brooklyn, N Y., Nov 8, Lucy Berry
Snow, w ife of Alfred D. Snow, aged 48 years.
Tower.
In Camden, Nov. 5, Gideon Tower, a
native of Lincolnville, aged 66 years, 5 months
and 24 days.
Wardwell. In Beverley, Mass., Nov. 4, L'na
May, daughter of Dr. Percival G. and Lydia J.
(Gieenlaw) Wardwell, aged 23 }ears.
Weeks. In Boston, Emma J., wife of George
Weeks, formerly of Razorville, Washington.

..

■

up the

New York.

the size of big angle worms and upwards.
Bridgeport, Nov 9. Ar, bark Beatrice Havener,
-Mrs. Hannah Hubbard of Thorndike Hichborn, Philadelphia
Port Tampa. Nov 8. Sld, bark Lizzie Carter,
formerly of Belfast, was found in her room Dyer. Philadelphia.
Feroaiulina, Nov 9. Sld, sch Marv L Crosbv,
last Monday forenoon insensible and died Trim,
Fall River.
New Haven, Nov 9. Sld, sch Eliza J Pendleton,
soon after.
In the morning she seemed to
Fletcher, Philadelphia.
be as well as usual. The funeral services
Savannah, Nov 9. Sld, sch Isaiah Hart, Wilwill be held at the home of her son, Alfred liams, Philadelphia.
FOREIGN PORTS.
Hubbard, to-day, Thursday, at 10 o’clock.
St Thomas, Oct 22. Ar, sch Hattie H Barbour,
Erskine, Rockport, Me, (and sailed 28th for Ja
maica).
Good Templars.
Demerara, Nov G.
Ar, bark Grace Lynwood,
Gilley. New York.
Waldo District Council has decided to hold
Kingston, ,1a, Oct 24. A r,bark Mary E Russell,
Barbadoes (to load for Boston).
the regular quarterly session of the District Nickels,
Black River, Ja, Oct 27. In port, bark MeguntiLodge with Brooks Lodge, No. 34, at Brooks cook, Duncan, for Camden, N J.
MARINE MISCELLANY.
village, Thursday, Nov, 21st, beginniug at 10
o’clock a m. The address of welcome will
Charleston, Nov 10. Sch Talofa. Fletcher, from
be by Sister Holbrook of Brooks Lodge, and Tampa for Carteret, is off the bar with loss of several sails
the response by District Templar F. S. DolCharters. Sch Henry Crosby, Wilmington to
The subject for discussion will be: Kingston, Ja, lumber, 85. Sch Penobscot, New
liff.
York to Key West and Tampa, general cargo, p t.
“Resolved, That the rumseller is more re- Sch Star of the Sea, Norfolk to Providence, coal,
Sch Daylight, Philadelphia to Portland,
sponsible for the crimes committed by per- 80 cents.
85 cents.
sons under the
influence of intoxicating coal,
In the U S Court at Portland Monday a hearing
on the 810,000 libel of the ship W H
liquor than is the rum drinker.” Brooks was held for
not carrying lights while at sea.
Conner,
Pendleton
testified that lie carried lights
Lodge will furnish the dinner.
Captain
until his oil cans sprang ateak and nearly all of
The officers of Belfast Lodge No. 30 were liis oil was wasted. He reserved what oil was left
installed Monday evening by Lodge Deputy for use when nearing the coast. Corroborative
evidence was introduced and the case was conWarren W. Knowlton, with James Pendle- tinued.
Freights. The Freight Circular of Brown &
ton and Mrs. Mabel Webber as marshals.
Co, New York, reports for the week ending Nov.
Following is the list: Chief Templar, La- *): The requirements of shippers during the
Vice Templar, Lora week have not. indicated any special urgency, no
forest L. Robbins;
line or department being characterized by spirited
Maxey; Chaplain, L. W. Hammons; Secre- action, a condition of affairs rather disappointing
of the year. Some interest is yet
tary, Nellie Gordon; Assistant, Cora Lord; for this period
manifested by shippers of case oil to far Eastern
Financial Secretary, Grace
Hammons; destinations, but in view of the fact that tonnage
for forward loading are quite free, the
Treasurer, Flora Webber; Marshal, Roy offerings
tone of the market is regarded as unfavorable to
Young; Guard, Addison Pendleton; Past owners. A further decline in rates is noticed to
After ports other tli m Calcutta. Barrel oil tounage has
Chief Templar, Clias. E. Rhoades.
been in rather better demand, blit the rates obthe installation an amusing program was tained i 11 1 irate no i mprovement in the situation.
The offerings of vessels are yet quite liberal, this
presented.
being particularly the case with the larger class
In sympathy with the lower rates for
Knox District Lodge of Good Templars of carriers.
case oil. long vovage general cargo tonnage is now
met Nov. 6 at Rockville.
Every lodge in obtainable upon terms more favorable to shippers,
the weakness displayed is upon large,
the county but one was represented, and though than medium size
rather
vessels, the supply of
well represented, for there was an unusually the latter being only moderate at the moment.
to the River Plate continue exLumber
freights
large attendance. The District degree was ceedingly quiet, though rates are without quotable
conferred upon 20 candidates. All the lodges change No interest of any consequence develops
for naval store tonnage, the business momentarily
have made gains during the quarter and are
being at a stand. South America and West India
of
The
result
the
condition.
in a prosperous
freights aie unusually slow for this period of the
year, only occasional vessels are inquired for on
banner
to
the
prize
lodge inspection gave
the outward voyage, and return cargoes are yet
Chickawaukie lodge of Rockville, which got sparingly offered, while ruling rates are low and
unsatisfactory. Deal freights from the Provinces
Georges Valley Lodge of are
a rank of 91 1-2.
quiet, but in view of light tonnage offerings
North Appleton was a close second with a the rate to W C England remains 42s Gd. In coastlumber and coal tonnage there is very little
wise
rank of 90. A special session will be held in doing. Rates, however, are generally reported as
in
and
January
steady.
December at North Appleton

strictly

The

...SHAWLS...

I

bottle and she took that and
four more, and lias never had a sign of a
fit since. It lias worked wonders with

Poor

..

stock for
^

20 per cent Discount.

:

years ago my little
began to be afflicted

Another Good One!

Nov 18. Schs Calvin P Harris, Higgins, Newweeks built and finished for M. J.
ark; Sarah L Davis, Pattershall, Boston; Maria
Dow one of the nicest stables in this viciniWebster, Turner, Mt Desert; Coquette, Hopkins,
ty. .E. C. Holbrook has thoroughly repair- Campobello; s:oop Passport, Eaton, Deer isle.
AMERICAN* POUTS.
ed his stable and much improved it... .Bert
New York, Nov 5. Ar. sch Puritan, Sargent,
Tozier is still in the barber business over
Providence; 7, ar, sobs Carrie E Pickering,
the new Chase store-Mrs. Nellie Richards Green’s Landing; i> d Ha.-kell, Bangor; Annie U
Lewis, do; sld, bark Rebecca Crowell, Port an
of Reading, Mass., has returned to her home.
Prince; 9, ar, sch Tofa, Port Tampa; 10, passed
She spent several weeks here caring for her Hell Gate, sch.- Eliza J Pendleton, New Haven for
Philadelphia; Fawn. Shiite, New York for Bossister, Mrs. Georgia Waterman, who recent- ton; sld, Mdi Mary F Corson, Jacksonville; 11, ar,
ly died of consumption-Mrs. Eliza Mitch- schs Electa Bailey and K F Hart.. Bangor; Fannie
«N Edith. Rockland; Mary E Crosby, Nantucket;
ell died at. the house of her sou-in-law, Sarah I> ,J Rawson. Baltimore
f.-r ( arteret. N J.
Boston, Nov f>. Ar, schs Sarah L Davis, PatterIsaiah Bryant, last week. She was one of
shall, Belfast; F L Warren, Larrabee, Searsport;
the oldest persons in this vicinity and was 0, sld, sch Nimbus,
Montevideo; 7, sid, sch J
well cared for in her old age.... Mrs. Anna Holmes Bird-all. Newport New.-; 8, chi, sell Florence Lelniul. Jncksomille: Joel FSheppard, PhilaAustin and
daughter Pearl of South delphia; 11, at. schs Mary Farrow. Morrissey,
China have been visiting friends in town. Bangor; Sadie <‘oiey, Rowe. Winterport.
Philadelphia, Nm »>. ( Id, sell Daylight, Port..Mrs. Celia M. Hussey of China is
7. eld, seh Sallie l’On, Cardenas; 8, eld, sch
visiting land;
R F Pettigrew, Portland.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Lane_
Bal'imore. Nov 11. Chi, seh Yale. Boston.
Wm. Gould has moved onto the John D.
Portland, Nov 5. Cid, sch J Manchester Haynes,
Savannah.
Jones place-Milo Colson has gone into
Bangor, Nov 7. (’Id, sells Maud Briggs. Winbusiness in the upper part of the Gordon & low, New York; Odell. McDonough, Boston; ar,
sell
Tapley. Turks Island ; 9, ar, seh Mary
Jones factory and has quite a crew of girls Ami Estelle,
McCann, Gates, New York: eld. schs Willard
at work.... State Constable Mears was in Salisbury, Hardy. Hingham; Sea Pigeon, Lynain,
Seal Hail or; Isaac Oherton, Trim, Philadelphia;
town the other day and interviewed his
11, ar. seh Kabbcni, Lord, New York; chi, sell
friends here... .Harrison Roberts received Wm Flint, Small, Boston.
Darien, Nov (». Ar, sell Edward H Blake, Smith,
quite au injury last week by falling from a Philadelphia.
Perth
Amboy, Nov • >. Shi, brig Katahdin, Leathstaging on the F. K. Roberts house. It was ers,
Bangor; 11, ar, sch Geo V Jordan, Park, New
lucky for him that he did not break his York.
Ashepoo, S C, Nov 8. Chi, schs Olive Pecker,
neck, as he fell far enough to do it.... Wm. Hall,
Baltimore.
C. Rowe, sexton, showed us the other day a
Newport News, Nov 8. Sld, sch Anna Pendleton,
New Bedford.
Thomas,
box containing one hundred and forty-two
Brunswick, Ga, Nov 9. Ar, hark Henry A Litchlittle snakes of all colors that were found in field. Boston; sld, schs Melissa A Willey and H J
Cottrell, Boston; 11, shl, bark Henry Norwell,
one nest at the graveyard.
They were of

or

our

two

girl, Ethel May,
fits, which continued to grow
worse until March,
1894. The doctor
said there was no hope for her, still
lie wanted her to try taking Dr. Swan’s

Lewis I'.

shall sell any garment in

sale win be

with

obtained

we

of its value

Betsy Ham’s-John C. Lane is finishing
the repairs on his house, which is very much
PORT OF BELFAST.
changed for the better both internally and
ARRIVED.
Nov 7. Schs Cox & Green, Thompson, Boston;
externally-Milton Leonard is repairing
Stop your cough iu season
Rockland.
Volant,
Pendleton,
the oid George Daman house. It is now in
Nov 8. Schs Sarah L Davis, Pattershall, Boswith a bottle of.
a dilapidated condition but
in old Capt. ton; James Holmes, Ryan, do; Maria Webster,
Turner, Mt Desert; sloop Passport, Eaton, Deer
time
was
oue
of
the
Sawyer’s
very finest in Isle.
&
Nov 9. Schs Alida, Pattershall, Bangor; Cotown... .R. G. Edwards has given his
house,
do.
quette,
Hopkins,
Certain
Relief.
built last season, a nice coat of paint, much
TRICE 25c
j Nov 12. Sch Alida, Pattershall, Camden.
SAILED.
improving its appearance... .H. H. Roberts J
and son are enlarging their mill.! Nov 7. Sch Brunette, Welch, Searsport.
BOKJN.
Nov 8. Sell Volant, Pendleton, Rockland.
H. H. Roberts, with a good crew, has in
Nov 10. Sch Alula. Pattershall. Camden.
Cameron. In
Nov.
seven

days

every bottle. If it don’t cure you,
cash the check and get your money back.
Mr. Libby is well pleased with this

B. F.
N K VV S.

OF THIS WEEK WILL BE

If you really want to get well, this
is your opportunity.

Vitalized Nerve

Concerning Local Industries.

all dis-

on

charge.

Foreclosure notice
11711 ERE AS. HENRY I
FAT l I
IT
Waldo, in the eountx «*f "
by his mortgage deed dated th,
ary, A. D., 18D2, and rec- ade<I n.
Deeds, book 23", page 373, coim
Patterson, deceased. a certain lot
in >aid Waldo, in said count;,
I he same p
scribcil as follow
occiipicu by Frederick A Fattci
ol his death, and the same n xx
widow ol said llenrx E. Patte'hum \ barn and outbuildings am
ot land, and bounded a> fol ou
line of Bellas. ; oi. the west bx
the K*
erson; on the north )•>
called oil t l.e east bx I,-; oppo-i’<
school district No. 1. And xx lien
of said mortgage lias been broke
by reason of the said breach
thereof, 1 claim a foreclosure
and give this nutioe for that pui’i
NATHANIEL W
Administrator of the estate of Ma
Waldo, Nov 12, 185)5.

Hit 1:MAN HiOCKETT.

-•

F >r Sale

by

all Dealers,

Messenger’s
Office or the
State of

Notice.

shkihff of Waldo (’ofntv,)
v ss.
M aine, W aldo Coi n

[

November 8, A. I>. 1895.
)
give notice that on the 7th day of
A.
l>.
1895, a Warrant in Insolvency
November,
was issued by Geo. E. Johnson, Judge of the Court
of Insolvency for said county ol Waldo, against
the estate .of WILLIAM GOl’Ll) of Brooks, in
said county, adjudged t«» bean Insolvent Debtor,
on petition of said Debtor, which petition was
filed on the 31st day of October, A. D. 1895, to
which tlate interest on claims is to be computed;
that the payment of any debt to or by said Debtor
and the transfer ami delivery of any property by
him are forbidden by law; that a meeting of the
creditors of said Debtor to prove their debts and
choose one or more assignees of his estate, will he
held at a Court of Insolvency to be hoi den at the
Probate Office in said Belfast, on the 11th day of
December, A. D. 1895, at two o’clock in the afterThis is

to

noon

Given under my hand the date first above writ-

ISAAC LEATHERS,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of In«w46
said
for
County of Waldo.
solvency
ten.

NOTICE.
All accounts due the estate of the late F. A.
CARLE which remain unsettled January 1, 1896,
will be left with a lawyer for collection, as it is
important that the estate shall be settle » immeA. P. MANSFIELD, Executor.
diately.
Belfast, Nov. 14,1895.-46tf

o,

|

For Sale

or

Lease

The valuable ice privilege in b
owned by Hiram E. Feirce, eon-m'
houses, elevator with poxver, slide-*
where vessels drawing 1)5 to 18
from pond or housts. The pond \\j
tons, and houses will hold about 1

particulars, apply
3xv44

to

BELFAST LIGHT A

I
Corner of Congress and Franklin
stable with accommodations for t"

ply to H. E. McDonald, or to
L. F.
43tf

56

1

M*"M•>

MaiiiiStrei'

1

|v

I

